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In 2006 CED & DAA introduced the CED7000 Shot Timer, the smallest and by 
far most advanced timer of its time.  In fact, to this day, the CED7000 still reigns 
supreme as the BEST-SELLING timer in the market.

Over the past two years, CED & DAA have again been joining forces togeth-
er to bring the shooting community the next stage in Shot Timer evolution.  
Advances in chip and display technology have made it possible to elevate the 
simple Shot Timer to a complete comprehensive Match, Training, & scoring 
tool!  We are proud to now introduce the all-new CED7000PRO.

The new CED7000PRO offers all the bells and whistles that we have come 
to expect of a top-of-the-line Shot Timer and so much more!  

This new timer offers an ROF (Rate of Fire) tool that will clock full-auto 
rates of fire or just gauge how fast you can shoot your semi-auto.  It offers a 
shot counter that keeps a record of how many rounds you shoot in a prac-
tice session, or in a whole season.

The CED7000PRO has a full color matrix LCD display, a customized 
quality keypad, aluminum front case, and a wide range of accessories.  It 
even provides a “Simple Mode” option to make all these complex tools 
vanish, leaving only the basic delay and Par settings for those who like 
it “Old School”….

Like its predecessor, this new timer offers an optional add-on RF 
module that allows transmission of data to the CED BigBoard and 
CED Time Keeper.  If that was not enough, the CED7000PRO is also 
the very first multilingual timer in the world, offering 5 different lan-
guages: English, German, Italian,  Spanish, and French.

The NEW CED7000PRO Shot Timer!

Run Timer
 Mode

Shot/Session
Counter

Rate Of Fire
(ROF) The Steel 

Challenge Mode

The Match Mode
In the “Create New” option, you can create a match, 

naming it, adding stages to it by assigning available 
points to each (and bonus points for disappearing tar-
gets, if needed), and enter all participating shooters.  
Each shooter is assigned a starting number, placed in 
a squad, assigned a Division, Category, and a Power 
Factor.  By selecting “Run Match”, you choose a stage 
and a squad to be scored.  The timer presents the list of 
shooters in that specific squad who have yet to shoot the 
stage, and shows the RO which shooter is up, who is on 
deck and who is in the hole.  After the time is recorded 
and confirmed, the user enters the actual hits on each 
target by using the scoring buttons on the keypad: A, C, 
D, M and P.  Each keystroke is confirmed by a prominent 
visual and a unique sound, so you can keep your eyes 
on the targets as you walk by scoring them.

When all hits have been entered, you can use the 
optional IR printer to print out two copies of the stage 
verification.

Upload and Download
Uploading and downloading match data is done via the Mini USB, 

which also doubles as the charging port on the timer.  Through this 
port, you can also upgrade to the latest timer firmware to ensure that 
you are always running the newest, best operating system.

The Steel Challenge Mode
The “Steel Challenge” Mode works much like the Match Mode in 

that you can create, run, modify, and view results of a Steel Challenge 
match.  The 8 stages of the Steel Challenge are already created for 
you, and the timer runs the user through the 5 strings of each stage 
(or 4, in the case of Outer Limits), adding up the total and leaving out 
the slowest run.  Of course the user can add time penalties as needed 
while you score.

But, beyond all of these features, lies the real magic!  
The CED7000PRO is a fully functional match computer, 
allowing you to score and view results directly on the 
shooting line, and for up to 1,500 competitors!

You can create your own match on the timer itself 
or opt for the easier solution of using the dedicated 
website we have created: www.ced7000pro.com or 
WinMSS, to create your match data.

You can view stage and match results, verify lists 
directly on the timer’s color display, or upload results 
from the timer to a PC and view them on the computer, 
allowing you the option of printing or emailing results to 
all!

The CED7000PRO is truly a revolutionary product, 
which will change the way we shoot and score IPSC, 
USPSA, IDPA, and Steel matches forever!

Wireless IR Printing

CED7000PRO   $199.95
CED7000PRORF   $214.95

CED7000PRO PRINTER     $149.95
Paper Rolls (2 Roll pk)   $1.95
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CED7000PRO Connectivity Options
The CED7000PRO is so much more than a stand-alone device. It is the first timer to 

provide multiple connectivity options, allowing it to be used as a true match scoring or 
training device for the 21st century.

Using the mini USB port located at the bottom of the timer, one can quickly and easily 
connect to a PC and utilize its upload download capabilities.

Matches and Steel Challenge events can be created and scored directly on the timer, 
and while this is sufficient for small group practice sessions, the limited keypad of the 
CED7000PRO makes this process too slow for larger scale use.

The CED7000PRO allows for both download of matches and upload of results to a PC 
by means of our customized upload/download tool, which is available free of charge on 
www.ced7000pro.com.

This tool makes it possible to use popular match creation and scoring software such as WinMSS, ezWinScore 
and ShootNscoreIt. There is even a version under development to be compatible with the M.O.S. System.

Using WinMSS or ezWinScore, you can create a match, including shooters, stag-
es, squads, divisions etc, and download the information via our custom PC application 
to one or more timers – depending on your match setup. When scoring is complete, 

simply upload your results from each of the timers back to WinMSS and 
view or print your match or training session results in minutes.

Working with this software does not require an internet connection.

ShootNScoreIt.com is an online IPSC/USPSA match system, which allows match 
directors to publish their competition results, manage shooter’s information and track 
scores. Using the custom PC app, you can export the data file from your timer and 
upload it to ShootNScoreIt.com. The website then will update its records and present 
you with match results and stats.

For those not familiar with the advanced software solutions mentioned above, 
there is another handy and user-friend online tool available for download/upload 
to the CED7000PRO. Use the online match creation tool provided on www.ced-
7000pro.com to create your match. Enter shooters information, create your stages 
and download the data directly to your CED7000PRO. Once scored, you can 
upload to the website, print match and stage results to PDFs which can be saved 
or emailed to your match participants. The site’s tool does not however allow you 
to edit or save the match results you upload.

For a more detailed description of how these tools can be used to your 
best advantage, view the video tutorials and download the latest user 
manual available on www.ced7000pro.com.

We welcome any interest to create software links and tools for our 
CED7000PRO. We’d be happy to provide our SDK upon request for 
any future system integration. Please contact (osc@doublealpha.
biz) should you wish to receive detailed integration information.

W hen CED announced that they 
are going to introduce a new 
timer, I remember thinking to 

myself: “what more can they do with it?” 
The CED7000 I’ve had for years is still 
pretty good, and I was not sure what could 
be done to improve it…But it was obvious 
that this new CED7000PRO would find 
its way into my range bag soon enough! A 
gadget freak like me, I just had to get my 
hands on one and I was able to do just that 
at the World Shoot in Greece. I became 
a proud owner of one of the very first 
CED7000PRO timers.

Unmistakably larger than its predeces-
sor, it took some time for me to switch 
over. I was just so comfortable and accus-
tomed to my smaller CED7000, and with 
no pouch or silicone skin yet available for 
the PRO (back then, they are available 
now…), it just felt wrong for me to throw 
this new timer in my range bag without 
any protection. I was worried it could be 
dropped or damaged. So it took me a while 
to first use it. But boy, when I did – I never 
looked back!

While I was ROing at one of our local 
matches it was finally time to test the new 
CED7000PRO in action.  The very first 
improvement that stands out is the LCD 

color display and its size. The new display 
makes it so much easier to read the time 
off the display from a distance, and easily 
show it to the competitor who wishes to 
confirm their time. No longer do you have 
to squint at a small display – this one is 
much more visible, even in bright sunlight. 
Squad members commented right from the 
start on how very convenient the display 
was. And the colors just make all the differ-
ence for me! I find that things just stand out 
better in color.

 
As it was scheduled to be a full day 

on the range, I came prepared with my 
CED7000PRO fully charged, and found 
that even if that match had lasted another 
full day, I still wouldn’t need to recharge 
it! We ran a 7 hours match with some 200 
shooters with no need to find a charging 
spot, and I continued working with it for 
the next two practice sessions as well, 
before the battery indicator started turning 
yellow on me (again, kudos to the color dis-
play which makes it much clearer when you 
really need to recharge the timer).

Another excellent feature I enjoyed 
using is the large amount of memory this 
new timer has, scrolling through some 99 
previous strings stored in its memory. This 
is a very handy feature and can be used 
for recording an entire practice session, or 
reviewing back to view shooter’s perfor-
mances even from a squad or two back!

The only negative feedback I heard 
regarding my new timer was that the start 
beep sound is still not as loud as some 
shooters would like. It is much the same as 
it was with the CED7000. I find it to be suf-
ficient though, and had no problems with 
it, even with my double ear protection (ear-
plugs and hearing protectors).

In practice sessions, the fact that the 
Shot Splits are all displayed one after the 
other on the screen is a great improvement 
to the scrolling option of the CED7000. 
Although, if you don’t press “review”, you 
might be confused, as the screen shows the 
splits from the last shot backwards.

Menu Navigation on the CED7000PRO 
is also one of the most noticeable improve-
ments. Although there are many more 
options and features than before, one can 
find them easily and intuitively. In fact, I 
must confess that I have yet to read my user 
manual at all…

Overall, the product has a much better 
quality and finish than the older timer does. 
In comparison, the CED7000 feels a little 
like a child’s toy. On the PRO, I find that 
the buttons are of a much better quality, and 
although small, are more responsive and 
easy to operate.

While I have not had any use yet for the 
Steel Challenge Mode – the Match Mode is 
amazing! It is a dream come true to be able 
to score shooters there and then on the line, 
and have immediate stage and even match 
results!

I’ve not yet used this in a real match, 
but had the chance to use it while practic-
ing with some training partners, and we all 
just loved it! We entered our names, power 
factors and divisions directly into the timer. 
(It did take a few minutes to do on the lim-
ited keypad the timer has, and is sure to be 
much easier using the download capability 
from a PC) but, boy, it was worth the effort. 
The timer “called” each shooter in turn by 
name, and even told us who was up next. 
We could score each shooter’s targets as 
soon as he was done, entering his hits target 
by target, or using the faster “auto com-
plete” option by holding down the “A” key 
after entering all the other hits. We instantly 
had results for each stage! It really made 
a difference to our practice, and soon each 
shooter was paying much more attention to 
his shot placement and his points. A great 
training aide.

While I’ve not yet used all the 
upload/download capabilities of my new 
CED7000PRO timer, I have played with 
the link software, and find it to be intuitive 
and user friendly. The full integration with 
WinMSS makes this timer just perfect for 
IPSC match use. I think I may just have to 
get myself one of those cool IR printers too, 
so I can print out shooter’s verify lists as I 
RO them through my stage. This timer cer-
tainly does take the game to a whole new 
level. All in all, once I started using my 
CED7000PRO, there is no turning back. 
And as someone who keeps careful notes of 
her improvements from practice to practice, 
this new timer has become a MUST HAVE 
item in all my training sessions.

The CED7000PRO, 
By Yael Dagan
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Size and Weight 
The CED7000 is by far the smallest and lightest Shot 

Timer ever made. It weighs only 80 g (2.9 oz) - ideal for hang-
ing around your neck or on your wrist, even when shooting. It is so light and 
compact - you won’t even know it’s there!

Dimensions:  100 x 47 x 17 mm (3.94" x 1.85" x 0.7" ). 

The CED7000 shot-activated timer is the most 
technologically advanced timer in the world, yet 
as easy and intuitive to use as a TV remote! It 
features advanced programming options, custom 
backlight display, memory, built-in rechargeable 
battery, and a range of new features which make 
all other shot timers in its price range obsolete.

The CED7000RF model includes wireless remote capability that 
allows the CED7000 timer to be synchronized (wireless connection) to 
a CED BigBoard or CED Time Keeper for displaying results from 30 to 50 
yards away from the host timer.  The RF model is an optional upgrade that can be 
ordered at the original time of purchase or upgraded at a later date.
New Features and Functions:
•  Memory storage/recall for review of 10 strings and an 

unlimited number of shots. 
•   Custom Par for single or multiple Par time settings, with 

variable delay intervals and the first-ever hundredth-of-a-
second setting.

•   Dual forward and reverse Review function.
•   Illuminated fully functional LCD display, showing total 

time, splits,  shot number, Par and first shot time.
•   Date and time displays, including alarm clock feature.

•   Combined Comstock, Repetitive & Countdown Modes, 
and Auto-Start function.

•   New Silent Operation for visual starts.
•   Ambidextrous dual START & REVIEW Buttons.
•   New “Spy Mode” for monitoring other shooters and visual 

starts.
•   New “Stopwatch Mode” for use of the timer as a stop-

watch to clock props and other shooters on the range.
•   Optional RF remote capability for use with CED BigBoard 

and CED Time Keeper.
•   Superloud start beep over 110 dB - the loudest in the 

industry with adjustable volume control.
•   Rechargeable battery with low battery LCD indicator. 

Optional  External Battery Pack.
•   Wrist and neck band lanyards included.
•   Universal Charger.

Available in two models : CED7000 $119.95
 CED7000RF $134.95

CED7000 & CED7000PRO Accessories

Wrist Band
Carry your CED7000 or 

CED7000PRO  Timers on your 
wrist, freeing both hands for 
shooting or running the stage. 
The wrist band is made of flex-
ible, breathable Neoprene, and is 
adjustable to all wrist sizes. Can 
be used with or without the Silicone 

skins. 7000WB   $19.95

External Battery Pack
The External Battery Pack provides 

additional power to your CED7000 for up 
to 25 hours of normal use, while charg-
ing the internal battery at the same time. 
The battery pack holds 2 Alkaline “AAA” 
batteries available in most places. You 
can attach the battery pack directly to 
the timer or connect it by an accessory 
cable (included), allowing the battery 
pack to be stored in 
your pocket with the 
t imer in use 
on the belt 
clip or neck 
lanyard.

7000BP  
$11.95

Color Skins
Protect and personalize your CED7000 or CED7000PRO Timers with custom-

made Silicone skins in a wide array of bright colors, that give your timer a rubbery fin-
ish. This makes it more comfortable to grip and protects the timer from scratches and 
damage in case of falls. Available in red, orange, black, blue, green and yellow. 
SKIN  $9.95 ea. / 3 for SKIN3PK  $24.95
PROSKIN  $9.95 ea. / 3 for PROSKIN3PK  $24.95

Rotating Belt Clip
The custom belt clip incorporates a hinge sys-

tem that allows the timer to be rotated upwards 
for comfortable viewing of the LCD display, 
and to be laid flat against the body when 
shooting or timing other shooters. The 
belt clip is designed to be used with 
broad competition-style belts. It 
can be used for either CED7000 
or CED7000PRO Timers.

 7000BC  $14.95

CED7000T
Due to popular demand, CED introduces the CED7000T Tactical Timer.  This sleek “all-

black” version of the CED7000 has been in hot demand by Law Enforcement & Military 
around the world for the past few years now.   Due to its success, we have decided to 
offer it to all our customers.  The CED7000T offers the same function and design as the 
original CED7000, but in a sleek all-black design. CED7000T   $119.95
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CED introduces the most 
advanced shooting timer in 
the world for IPSC, IDPA, PPC, 
Bianchi, Cowboy, and Action 
shooting that is as easy to use 
as a mobile phone!

The CED8000 Timer features the 
largest backlit display, high-tech pro-
gramming, memory recall, and a range 
of features that make all other timers 
obsolete! Easy to use and so compact 
and lightweight, that it will fit into your 
shirt pocket! 95x89x33 mm / 3.75" x 3.5" 
x 1.35".

The first shooting timer ever to offer 
preprogrammed NRA Bianchi and 
PPC events, in addition to Sportsman 
Challenge Countdown, European Field 
Shooting, Fixed time, Virginia Count, 
Repetitive, Combined Comstock, & 
Rapid Fire modes, all at a touch of a 
button. Storage memory maintains 10 
strings in memory at all times, allowing 
easy review of results. Dual forward & 
reverse Review function and the longest 
recording capability (999.99 sec.) make 
the CED8000 perfect for any training 
or match use. Ideal for long courses 
of fire as often found in Cowboy & 
Action shooting venues.

The CED8000 offers private train-
ing use with the included custom 
earphone set and digital sen-
sitivity adjustment for perfect 
results no matter what the range 
condition. The advanced PAR 
setting allows single or multiple 
Par & interval selections, all program-
mable. With date & time display, fixed, 
random, instant, or custom delay set-
tings, low-battery indicator & warn-
ing, and a custom carry case, the 
CED8000 is in a league all by itself!

T h e  C E D 8 0 0 0 R F 
model includes wireless 
remote capabi l i t y that 
allows the CED8000 Timer 
to be connected (wireless) to 
a CED BigBoard or CED Time Keeper 
for displaying results up to 50 yards away from 
the linked timer. The RF model is an optional upgrade that can be 
ordered at the original time of purchase or upgraded at a later date.

CED2000 External Horn Set is ideal for use in 
any situation involving group participation, where 
a loud blasting sound is desired, including match 
shoot-offs, club, police, or military training. Perfect 
for “Man vs. Man” events or training large groups. 
Designed for use with CED Timers, the CED2000 

External Horn can also function independently as 
well. The CED2000 comes with a wide range of fea-

tures and its own mini tripod base. CED2000  $89.00

Features :
•  Loud Siren Horn with over 25-yard range 

(with hearing protection on) 
•  Adjustable Table Tripod mount
•  Power On/Off switch
•  LED Power & Low Battery indicator lights
•  Alkaline battery powered with battery holder 

included 
•  9 ft. connection cable for timer link 
•  AC Input Jack (Optional AC Adapter avail-

able)
•  Test / Self-use activation button
•  CED Timer synchronization

CED2000 External Horn Set

AC Adapter for the CED2000
Designed to provide 110V AC or 220V 

connection for the CED2000 External Horn Set.
(Must Specify 110V or 220V) CED2/ACA  $9.95

Earphone Plug Set   
(Note – The Earphones come included with the 

CED8000 Timer.  It is listed here for replacement purposes 
only) EPS  $7.95

Available in two models :
CED8000 - $149.00
CED8000RF - $165.00

Requires 9V battery operation
(not included)

Requires
eight D batteries

operation
(not included)

Custom Case
Safely transport your CED7000 Shot Timer in this elegant custom carry case.  Designed 

with dual-direction belt strap, detachable key ring, and carabiner, the 
CED7000 Carry Case can be worn on the belt, attached to a belt 

loop, or quickly snapped onto any range bag, backpack or 
other means of transport desired.  The case features a front 

pocket with a quick-release Velcro cover to house the 
timer, and a zippered rear pocket to store battery pack, 

lanyards, and other accessory items. A custom metal 
2-in-1 PDA pen is included with each case, adding 
a final special touch to this very functional product.  
Available in silver gray, royal blue, burgundy, hunter 

green, and black.    7000CASE  $16.95

Auto Charger
For the traveling Range Officer, competition shooter, 

or simply for those last-minute charges while driving to the 
range, the Auto Charger is the perfect solution to charging 
your  CED7000 or CED7000PRO Timers.  Simply plug 
it into the cigarette lighter socket and charge your timer 

while driving to or from 
the range.

Specify model: 
7000AUC  $10.95

7000PROAUC  $10.95

Retractable Neck Lanyard Set
A retractable cylinder adds 76 cm (30 )̎ of addi-

tional length to the CED7000 or CED7000PRO Neck 
Lanyard.  Perfect for extending the timer toward 
the shooter to arm’s length and then retracting it 

safely back to your chest 
area while scoring targets, 
cleaning weapons, or 

loading magazines.  The 
retractable cylinder can easi-
ly be attached to or removed 

from the neck lanyard, pro-
viding maximum flexibil-
ity of use.  A handy belt 
clip on the backside of 
the cylinder is included.

 7000RNL  $9.95

Accessories

CED7000 & CED7000PRO Screen Protectors
Protect your valuable CED7000 or CED7000PRO Timer display 

with a Premium-quality UV- resistant, anti-reflective, anti-dirt and 
99% transparent film. Protection for a lifetime from scratches, sun 
damage, dirt, fingerprints, and the daily wear and tear of usage. 
A superthin film, made in Japan, and used for many expensive 
touch-screen devices, the CED7000 or CED7000PRO Screen 
Protector is the answer to extending the life of your timer for 
years and years of use. The non-adhesive self-adhering sur-
face is a snap to install or remove. Each set includes 2 pieces 
of screen protector film and a cleaning cloth to wipe off finger-
prints and dirt. 7000SCRNPROT   $9.95

7000PROSCRNPROT   $9.95
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CED BigBoard Display
The CED BigBoard is a large, 

remote LCD Display Board that pro-
vides synchronized connection to a 
host-linked timer, giving actual time 
as it is recorded up to 50 yards from 
the timer itself. Large enough to be 
seen from a great distance, the CED 
BigBoard is ideal for club, match, 
or spectator use. 370x175x45 mm / 
14.6" x 6.9" x 1.75"

 CEDBB  $169.00

CED Time Keeper
The CED Timer Keeper is designed for use in 

clubs, matches, or events where scoring is done 
separately from the Range Officer function. Has 
a compact “pager style” remote display unit that 
displays the number of shots, total time and splits 
up to 50 yards from the synchronized host timer 
(CED7000RF or CED8000RF). Now it is possible for 
a scorekeeper to have the time details instantly as 
they are occurring. Excellent for coaching & training 
purposes where monitoring progress is required. 
Instant confirmation of times and shots fired, remote 
scorekeeping capability, providing increased flexibil-
ity and efficiency. 70x50x26 mm / 2.75" x 2" x 1".

CEDTK  $49.00

Features :
•  Power On/Off Switch
•   Dual forward / reverse review function
•  Up to 50-yard remote range from host timer
•  Two AAA battery operation 

(not included)
•  Swivel belt clip for 

easy attachment 
to clipboard or 
belt

•   Power Down & 
Auto shutoff mode 
to conserve battery 
drain

Features :
•  Extra-Large 4-segment LCD Display
•  �Power On/Off Switch
•  �50-yard wireless range
•  �9V battery operation (not included)
•  Optional AC Adapter available
•  Belt clip / table stand for easy attachment to wall or table display
•  Custom Case for easy storage and protection included

CED7000RF, CED8000RF or CED7000PRORF / CED BigBoard Combo
When ordering either the CED7000RF or the 

CED8000RF Shot Timer along with the CED BigBoard at the 
same time, CED provides a savings off the retail purchase 
price.  To receive this special combination price, 
the order must be placed using 
these special stock code references.
CED7000RF/BB $275.00
CED8000RF/BB $299.00
CED7000PRORF/BB $355.00

CED proudly introduces the 
C ED  M 2  C h r o n o g r a p h 
System.  Building on the 
original CED Millennium 
Chronograph, which became 
an industry standard in the 
past decade, the CED M2 
Chronograph begins where its 
predecessor leaves off. 

New advanced techno l -
ogy enabled us to DOUBLE the 
operating speed of the  CED M2 
chronograph incorporating a micro-
controller that runs at 48 MHz while 
expanding the operation range from 
50 fps to 7,000 fps.  Memory storage 
has been expanded 500% from 220 
velocities to over 1,000 stored velocities.  
Stored string size can range from a sin-
gle velocity up to 500 velocities and up 
to 500 different strings.  Expanded digi-
tal chip design now gives the CED M2 
the ability of reading velocities at much 
lower light levels.  On clear days, this 
means the ability to chronograph from 
early morning till almost sunset.

A new keypad has been designed 
in calculator-style layout.  In fact, we 
have added a built-in calculator as well.  
Further, the CED M2 now includes a 
“Hi-Average” function which provides 
“one touch” calculation of the average 
of the three highest velocities in a string.  
This new function is ideal for calculating 
Power Factor at  IPSC & IDPA match-
es.  With the new built-in calculator, the 
results are easy and fast!  In addition, 
the CED M2 Chronograph adds even 
more new features like Single function 
string removal, 2 ft. mounting bracket 
for ALL uses, the ability to recall spe-
cific strings from memory or to remove 
specific strings from memory, and a new 
USB interface.  Now it is easier than ever 
to connect your chronograph to your PC 
and download your saved data into the 
newly designed and updated CED Data 
Collector software program.

CEDM2   $199.00

Features of the CED M2 Chronograph System:
•  Sleek, lightweight, and compact design
•  Advanced software & digital circuitry = extremely fast performance!
•  Over 1000 shot capacity with up to 500-string permanent memory
•  Records velocities from 50 fps to 7,000 fps
•  High, Low, Average, & Hi-Average velocity readings
•  Extreme Spread & Standard Deviation
•  Edit & Omit functions
•  Built-in Calculator 
•  IPSC / IDPA Power Factor Function
•  10X Mode – records velocity in decimeters
•  Meter or feet recording
•  Voice Chip technology – Results can be heard as well as seen
•  “Advanced Error Warning” system
•  USB interface
•  New Data Collector Software program included
•  9-Volt battery operation (not included)
•  Operating Temperature range (0c to +50c)
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Chronograph Accessories
The CED M2 and Millennium Chronograph, have a complete line of accessory and replacement parts available.  There 

is no need to replace an entire chronograph system, as some brands require.  If a specific part is damaged in use, in most 
cases it is available for purchase, saving the expensive cost of replacing the entire system. 

Replacement 
Sensor 

Packaged individually, each sen-
sor comes with 20 ft. shielded cable 
attached.

Infrared Screen Set 
With incredible accuracy, the Patented Infrared Screen Set eliminates 

the need for sunlight when using the CED Millennium Chronograph sys-
tem, and gives you the freedom to record velocities under any lighting 
condition, or if you choose, no light at all! Connects to the standard sen-
sors that come with the CED Millennium Chronograph system, and uses 

its own AC power source (included) or optional NiMH battery 
pack. The Infrared Screen Set includes Infrared Screens, 
sidearms, AC Adapter, and instructions.

MC012  $89.00

NiMH Rechargeable Battery Pack 
Provides up to 8 hours of continuous field use for the Infrared 

Screen Set. Ideal for locations where AC electrical connec-
tions are not available. The "no-memory" Battery Pack can be 
recharged 500 to 1,000 times. Comes with complete Battery 
Pack, AC Charger, and connection cables. Instructions included.

(Note – The NiMH Battery Pack and Charger can also be 
used to power the CED2000 External Horn Set) MC013  $48.00

CED M2
Replacement 
Sensor
M2002   $36.95

The main unit (CPU) for the 
Millennium & M2 Chronographs 
is available by itself as a replace-
ment or as a second unit.   The 
Millennium Chronograph CPU 
will hold up to 220 velocities, and 
the M2 Chronograph CPU will 
hold up to 1,000 velocities.  For 
those who do large amounts of 
chronographing, an additional 
unit may be just the solution!

CED M2 
Chronograph

Main Unit
M2015   $122.00 

CED Chronograph Main Unit

Table Mounting Plate 
Custom designed for use with the CED Millennium 

Chronograph, this table mounting plate is made of heavy 
metal construction that provides a strong stable base for 
positioning the Chronograph mounting bracket and screens 
on any flat surface. Ideal to use when a tripod isn't practical.
 MC010  $22.95

4 ft. Mounting Bracket 
Custom designed for the CED Millennium 

Chronograph, this extended mounting bracket 
incorporates two 2 ft. brackets with a central 
connection system. Designed for use with a 
single tripod or table mount base.  

(Note – The 4 ft. bracket is required when 
using the CED Millennium Chronograph to 

record velocities of archery arrows)
 MC007  $22.95

Replacement 2 ft.
Mounting Bracket 

Custom designed for the CED 
Millennium Chronograph, this mounting 
bracket incorporates a central "swivel" 
arm with camera screw base, that allows 
the bracket to be folded in half to a maxi-
mum length of 13 inches for easy stor-
age and use. (Bracket included in the 
CED Millennium Chronograph system 
set) MC006  $14.95

Custom Chronograph Carry Case 
This densely padded case was designed specifically for the 

CED Millennium & M2 Chronographs and accessories and includes 
quick-release padded shoulder strap, adjustable compartment divid-
ers, and adjustable accessory straps for attaching a tripod onto the 
case.  A great way to protect and carry your valuable investment! 
Now in a new larger size 18"L x 7"H x 7"D. MC005  $38.95

Indoor Lighting Set 
All chronographs require incandes-

cent light, which is normally provided by 
the sun. However, when any chron-
ograph is used indoors, addi-
tional lighting is required. 
This indoor light set is 
custom designed 
to fit the CED 
M i l l e n n i u m 
Chronograph 
S k y s c r e e n 
A r m s .  T h e 
s t ron g  meta l 
frame provides addi-
tional protection for the c u s t o m 
light bulbs. Includes an on/off switch 
and custom 11.75" long bulbs that pro-
vide a full complete shooting window. 

Not designed for use with the 
CED M2 Chronograph.

 MC004  $39.95
Replacement Bulb (each) for
Indoor Light Set
MC004RB  $6.00

Infrared Sidearm 
Replacement Set 

Set consists of four 
sidearms, two of which 

include cable and jack 
connections for the 

infrared screens.
 MC014  $14.95

Replacement Skyscreen Set 
The Replacement Skyscreen set 

includes two top screens and four 
sidearms. MC003 $21.95
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CED-SL36 Chronograph Tripod 
The new CED-SL36 is a medium-weight Chronograph tripod, designed for normal chron-

ograph use with pistol or rimfire rifles. 3-section, 30mm diameter aluminum construction, 
measuring 24.5" (62cm) folded and opening up to a maximum 67" (170cm) usage height. 
This solid constructed tripod features a 3-way & removable panhead with camera threaded 
connector, 2 leveling adjustments, a deluxe zippered carry case, and weighs almost 
4 lbs. (1.7kg). A center gravity hook allows additional weight to be 
added for increased stability in use. An eco- nomical alternative to 
the CED1555 Professional Tripod, the CED- SL36 is value packed 
for its price! SL36/MC001 $42.95

CED Mini Tripod
A solid aluminum frame, with extension legs, the CED Mini Tripod is the 

ideal companion for the on-the-move photographer or hobbyist. Compact 
at 5.5" folded (14cm) and weighing only 4 oz. (110g), this mighty mini 
extends from 4.75" (12cm) to 6.5" (16cm). A fully adjustable camera 
threaded head makes positioning any camera a simple breeze. Place 
the CED Mini Tripod anywhere that has 5" of flat surface and you are 
ready to shoot! The CED Mini Tripod is included with the purchase 
of the CED2000 External Horn Set, or can be purchased here 
separately.

 CEDMINI  $9.95

CED1555 Professional Tripod
Weighing over 9 lbs., the CED1555 Professional Tripod is a 

true heavyweight! 3-section round aluminum tube frame, with an 
extension range from 21.75" to 61.25" (55.2cm - 155.5cm) and 28" 
(71cm) folded, this is one of the best professional tripods we have 
ever tested. 3-way & removable panhead, with leveling 
function, and all-metal construction, make this tripod the 
right choice for use in chronographing full-bore magnum 
loads. An excellent value at half the price of comparable 

brands, the CED1555 Professional Tripod is the 
one you need!   Includes a deluxe carry 
case with zippered pocket and padded 
shoulder strap. Ground shipping 
only or surcharges may apply 
for air on this product.

CED1555  $89.95

CED Digital Caliper 
Made of hardened stainless steel with 

ground and lapped measuring faces and an 
ABS grade housing,  this fine instrument will 
provide extremely accurate results for years to 
come. The Digital Caliper offers the latest in 
design with a large LCD display, zero setting 
with memory hold, and on / off power control. 
Includes both inch & metric conversions.  With a 
range of 150mm / 6" and a resolution of 0.01mm/0.0005" and accuracy of +/- 0.02mm, 
this fine instrument will meet all of your measuring requirements. DEC2:  $49.95

CED Dial Caliper 
The CED Dial Caliper is designed to measure 

both internal and external depth and height.  Slider 
displacements are amplified by a rack-and-pinion 
mechanism and are indicated on the dial.  Made of 
hardened stainless steel with ground and lapped 
measuring faces, this “shockproof” fine instru-

ment will provide extremely accurate results for 
years to come. Specifications: Range = 0-6" ; 

Accuracy = +/-0.0008" DC:  $24.95

CED Digital Micrometer 
The CED Digital Micrometer offers the latest in 

design with a large LCD display and seven-button 
function.  Features include: Press-on power control  
with auto shutoff, inch / metric conversion, origin 
resetting, tolerance setting, data hold, relative / 
absolute measurement conversion, and positive / 
negative settings.

Made of hardened stainless steel with ground 
and lapped measuring faces, this fine instrument 
will provide extremely accurate results for years to 
come.  

Specifications: Range = 0-25 mm / 0-1" ; 
Resolution = 0.001mm / 0.00005" 

 DEM: $59.95

Requires one LR44
battery (included)

CED Calipers & Micrometers
Precision loading requires precision measurement - Get the best for the best results!

CED Digital and Dial Calipers and Digital Micrometer offer the finest-quality precision measurement for all of your reload-
ing needs. Made of hardened stainless steel with ground and lapped measuring faces, these fine instruments will provide 
extremely accurate results for years to come.  The Digital Calipers and the Micrometer measure in both inch and metric 
values.

CED Water-Resistant Stainless 
Steel Digital Caliper 

This new Patented stainless steel 
digital caliper is fully protected against 
the penetration of liquids and dust with 

its stainless steel construct-
ed sealed housing. Features 
auto power off, zero setting 
at any position, inch  / mm 
conversion at any position 
and four-way measurement.  
With a range of 150mm/6" 

and 0.01mm/0.0005" resolution this 
fine instrument has an accuracy of +/- 
0.02mm.

SSDEC:  $59.95

Requires one LR44 battery (included)

Sale $39.95

Sale $49.95
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CED Professional Electronic Scale
The CED Professional Scale provides a wide range of units of weight, accuracy, fast response time, and is easy to 

use. This precision instrument not only measures up to 3,000 grains at 0.10 increments, a first in the shooting indus-
try, but it also provides measurement in gram, ounce, troy ounce, carat, and pennyweight as well. Finally, a truly uni-
versal electronic scale designed for the professional in us all!

Important :  Due to the wide range of unit weights and 
capacity, this digital scale is not designed 
for slow precise powder trickling.

CEDPES   $119.95

• Easy to operate & calibrate
• Easy to change between units of weight
• Capacity (up to) / Graduation:

3,000 grains / 0.1 gn
200 grams / 0.01 g
1,000 carat / 0.05 ct
128.0 pennyweight / 0.002 dwt.
7.0 ounce / 0.01 oz.
6.4 troy ounce / 0.01 ozt.

• Tare Full Capacity
• Backlit LCD Display
• Leveling Indicator
• Protective hinged windshield cover
• Low Battery Indication / Overload Indication
• Auto Power Off Function
•  Molded hard storage case / calibra-

tion weight / powder pan / batteries / AC 
Adapter included

•  Power Requirements: 4 × AAA batteries 
(included)

•  Compact Size: 10.5 × 15.5 × 3.5 cm (4.2" × 
6.2" × 1.4")

CED Universal Pocket Scale
The ULTIMATE digital scale.  The CED Universal Pocket Scale provides a wide range of units of weight, accu-

racy, fast response time, and is easy to use.  UNIVERSAL in that this precision instrument not only measures up to 
3,000 grains at 0.10 increments, a first in the shooting industry, but it also provides measurement in gram, ounce, troy 
ounce, carat, and pennyweight as well.  Finally, a truly universal electronic scale designed for compact mobility. A 
simple calibration procedure will prepare the scale for accurate weighing no matter how often it has been handled or 
moved.  With protective windshield, calibration weight, two powder pans, and durable storage case all included, the 
CED Universal Pocket Scale is truly the ULTIMATE! 

Important:  Due to the wide range of unit weights and 
capacity, this digital scale is not designed 
for slow precise powder trickling.

• Easy to operate & calibrate
• Easy to change between units of weight
• Capacity (up to) / Graduation:

3,000 grains / 0.1 gn
200 grams / 0.01 g
1,000 carat / 0.05 ct
128.0 pennyweight / 0.002 dwt.
7.0 ounce / 0.01 oz.
6.4 troy ounce / 0.01 ozt.

• Tare Full Capacity
• Backlit LCD Display
• Protective Windshield cover
• Low Battery Indication / Overload Indication
• Auto Power Off Function
•  Padded storage case / calibration weight / two pow-

der pans included
• Power Requirements: 4 AAA batteries (included)
• Compact Size: 11.2 x 8.6 x 3.0 cm (4.4" x 3.4" x 1.1")

CEDUPS   $89.95

SAXON 15-45x52 Zoom Spotting Scope
This innovative new design in a very compact zoom spotting scope has solved the problem of toting bulky scopes 

afield.  The collapsible design has a 15-45x magnification and 52mm pull-out and push-in objective with fully multi-
coated lens for greater clarity and light transmission.  The large 52mm objective lens has exceptional light-gathering 
capabilities for better viewing in early or late light.  Hunters, Shooters, and birders who travel off the beaten path will 
appreciate the rubber armoring and compact design that make it easy to stow in any range bag or back pack.  The 
perfect all-around optical instrument!  Includes mini table tripod and soft, zippered carry case. SSS   $89.95

Open

4-in-one Multi Pen
The new CED 4-in-one Multi Pen provides four products in one great pen!  The high-quality brass housing encom-

passes a smooth ballpoint pen and PDA stylus pointer.  Twist one direction for ink and the other for the stylus.  On the 
other end, a white LED light functions in steady stream or blinking action.  The pen also includes a laser pointer that is 
great for presentations or for simply pointing out those “spur of the moment” needs.  Uses 
three LR41 Button Cell batteries (included). CEDMP  $15.95

Sale $12.95

Safety Precautions:•  LED and Laser light beams are harmful to the eyes. Avoid direct exposure at all 
times. Do not shine the light beams directly at any person or animal.•  Warning: Failure to follow and comply with all of the instructions specified herein 
may result in injury or loss of vision from hazardous laser light exposure.•  Keep it out of the reach of children!
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CED Long Neck Bore Light
CED’s NEW “Long Neck” Bore Light extends in any direction. Light up those hard-

to-get-at-areas, putting the light right where you need it!. Truly flexible, this dynamic 
product provides a high intensity beam of light for those hard to reach loca-
tions. Makes easy viewing of barrels for rifles, shotguns, handguns, as well as 
action recesses, and magazine wells! Great for checking for leading, fouling, 
scratches, pits, or rust. In addition to its shooting related use, the CED Long 
Neck Bore Light is ideal for automobiles, electronics, drains, and all those 
tough corner niches that might be hiding something you need. Now in a 
NEW design and using a single "AAA" battery.

Measures 7.5” (19cm) in length with a full 5” (12.7cm) flexible neck.
 LNBL   $9.95

CED Universal Countdown Timer
CED introduces the ultimate countdown timer for benchrest High Power, long-range, small-

bore, and other competitive timed events.  Unlike other timers on the market, the CED Universal 
Countdown timer features audible, non-audible, visual, and vibrating functions, all packaged into 
one!  A large LCD display (1.25" x 0.75") can be pre-set in one-second intervals up to 99 minutes and 
59 seconds with both count up and count down functions.  Separate switches on the back allow the 
timer to be set to an audible signal or non-audible (NRA requirements for High Power), or to a flash-
ing light, or to a vibration mode indicating when time has elapsed.  It also includes an ON/OFF switch 
that saves battery consumption.  The timer includes an easel back for standing the timer, a magnetic 
back for attaching it to a steel surface, and a belt clip for attaching it to the user.  Measures 3.5"H x 
2.25"W x 1.375"D.  Uses one AAA Alkaline battery (not included). UCDT    $14.95

CED “BigBoy” Countdown Timer
The CED “BigBoy” countdown timer for benchrest High Power, long-

range, smallbore, and other competitive timed events, has one of the 
LARGEST LCD displays on the market. At 2.5" x 1.25" this functional 
Countdown timer can be easily seen!  With one-second intervals up 
to 99 minutes and 59 seconds including both count up and count 
down functions, this great timer can be ordered in audible signal or 
inaudible as required by NRA High Power events.  This unique timer 
includes an easel back for standing, a magnet for attaching to a steel surface, 
and a loop hook for hanging on any surface.  Measures 3.125"H x 3.125"W x 0.625"D.  

Uses two AG13 button cell batteries (included). BBCDT-A (With Sound)    $11.95
BBCDT-NA (No Audible Sound)    $11.95

CED Utility Knife
Don’t ruin your expensive “tactical” folder on opening boxes, cutting cord, pack-

ing tape, or other daily chores, when you can have a fantastic-looking utility knife 
that uses a replaceable blade.  The CED Utility Knife holds most contractor-grade 

and home-use blade sizes that are available at any hardware store.  A hybrid of a 
quality pocket knife and functional utility knife, the CED Utility Knife features anodized 
aluminum / stainless steel construction, ergonomic styling and a belt clip for conveni-

ence.  
 The CED Utility Knife is a niche product designed for the masses.  From the basic 

task of opening mail to the rigorous everyday abuse of the professional industrial trades, 
the CED Utility Knife truly is the universal product for 

everyone.  Each CED Utility Knife comes packaged 
with its own Storage Pouch and Replacement Blade 

Kit.  A great value!
(Specify Silver, Red or Blue color) CEDUK   $8.95

Replacement Blade Kit
Now, you can save a trip to 

your local hardware store by order-
ing extra blades for your CED util-
ity Knife at a GREAT value.  Each 
Replacement Blade Kit includes 10 
replacement blades in a hard plastic 
container. CEDRBK  $1.95

DAA Mag Brush  
The DAA Mag Brush is designed with a slightly longer 

stem, to allow easier access through those long 170mm tubes. 
The handle is constructed of firm mold injected nylon, and the core 
wire of 2.2mm ensures this brush will not bend easily, providing a long 
service life. 

The brush itself, can be screwed off the handle and replaced, if the bristles 
become worn, soiled, or old. 

A simple and handy tool for cleaning magazines. A must have item in every range 
bag. DAAMBRUSH    $9.95

Sale
$4.95

CED Limited Edition Shooters Pendant
Add a special touch to your range bag, pistol case, brief case, or purse.  The CED Shooters 

Pendant, beautifully designed in intricate detail, will add a “touch of class” to any shooter’s 
wardrobe.  Made of solid brass with a finely brushed nickel 

(pewter-looking) finish, this limited edition collector’s 
item measures 2.5" (6cm) wide by 1.5" (3.5cm) tall 
(includes clasp & chain).  While supplies last! 

 LESP  $5.95

CED Micro Pocket Bore Light
CED introduces the smallest most convenient Micro Pocket Bore Light ever! NOW, 

in a NEW model that uses a single "AAA" battery and produces a stronger 
brighter beam of light. A mere 4.5” (11cm) in length, Fiber optic light pro-
vides a high intensity beam of light for easy viewing of the bores of hand-
guns, rifles and shotguns and more! Makes checking for leading, fouling, 
scratches, pits, and rust fast and easy. Great for safety checks and for 
lighting hard-to-get-at-areas. Ideal for regular firearms maintenance or 
for examining used guns prior to purchase. A useful tool for clear inspec-
tion under any condition. Exclusively designed and produced by CED, the 
Micro Pocket Bore Light comes with ON / OFF button & belt / bag attach-
ment clip. MPBL   $7.95
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Z3 Torchlight
Introducing the NexTORCH 

Z3 Tactical Torchlight!
The Z3 Tactical f lash-

light from NexTORCH, like its 
brother, the T6A, is made from 
CNC-machined aerospace-
grade aluminum T6061, with 
hard anodized type III fin-
ish to meet military specifica-
tions. Waterproof to 10 meters 
in depth, this fine, patented 
product will withstand the rig-
ors of tactical use. Surpassing 
similar products costing well 
over $100.00, the Z3 offers 
the BEST value on the market 
today in LED Torchlights.

No matter how advanced 
the technology is, Tungsten fil-
ament can be broken in super-
high temperatures or severe 
vibration situations.  This is not the case with the super-bright LED.  It can never be broken, because it has no 
Tungsten filament at all!  The powerful 3-watt LUXEON EMITTER LED provides 60 lumens with a running time of up 
to 2.5 hours of continuous use. It’s designed with an invariable circuit, which drives the battery capacity at 100% level, 

while maintaining LED brightness until 
the batteries are completely depleted. 

It features both ON / OFF and 
momentary ON use by pressing the 
sealed end-cap button. Measures 
134mm x 27mm x 33mm (head diam-
eter) & uses two NT123A Lithium batter-
ies (included).

Z3   $59.95

Accessories for the Z3 Tactical Flashlight
Lithium Batteries 
(2-pack) NT123A
NT123A-2   $5.95
(6-pack) NT123A
NT123A-6   $14.95

Closed Holster
V1438    $7.95Express-Clip

V5012   $5.95

NexTORCH
The T6A Tact ical 

f l a s h l i g h t  f r o m 
NexTORCH is made 
f rom CNC-machined 
aerospace-grade alu-
minum T6061, with hard 
anodized type III finish to 
meet military specifica-
tions. Waterproof to 10 
meters in depth, this fine, 
patented product will with-
stand the rigors of tactical 
use.  Surpassing simi-
lar products costing well 
over $100.00, the T6A 
offers the BEST value on 
the market today!  

The powerful 3-watt 
high super pressure pure 
xenon gas-filled bulb with 
tungsten filament pro-
vides 2 to 4 times more 
efficiency than a regu-
lar incandescent bulb with excel-
lent penetrating capability in foggy 
weather.  The T6A provides up to one 
hour of continuous use producing 80 
lumens of light.  It features both ON 
/ OFF and momentary ON use by 
pressing the sealed end-cap button.  
Measures 134mm x 27mm x 34mm 
(head diameter) & uses two NT123A 
Lithium batteries (included).

T6A   $34.95

Accessories for the T6A Tactical Flashlight

Lithium Batteries 
(2-pack) NT123A
NT123A   $5.95

Lamp Assembly
V66   $5.95

Attack Head
AH6   $6.95

Open Holster
LT2113   $6.95

Closed Holster
V1438    $7.95Express-Clip

V5012   $5.95

Sale $29.95
Sale $44.95
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NexTORCH P6A 
The P6A is a powerful tactical rechargeable flashlight, which 

was upgraded from the models P1 and P3. This is a modified 
version of the China Standard Issue Police Flashlight designed 
by NexTORCH. The core of P6A is the powerful Cree Q5 LED, 
which produce up to 110 lumens. The P6A works in 3 modes - 
high level, low level and strobe. The P6A lasts for 180 minutes at 
high level and 110 hours at its low level. It features a recharge-
able battery, which can be charged while in the flashlight body.

P6A   $99.95

CED Competition Shooting Shirt 
CED introduces our new CED Competition Shooting Shirt, made 

of  “Cool Dry” Micro-Fiber hi-tech fabric.  This great new popular light-
weight material whisks moisture away from the body, leaving a cool 
comfortable feeling on the warmest of days.  Designed with a strong 
colorful Ink Dye Sublimation print, this new shirt incorporates con-
temporary geometric lines and aspects of the well-known CED logo, 
so popular in the shooting industry today.  This shirt will last twice 
as long as a cotton shirt, while the colors will remain 
crisp and vibrant without fading as other shits often do.  
Available in sizes S to XXXL.  Specify size when order-
ing.  The specs are full and comfortable.

CEDSHIRT $39.95

Bulb: CREE Q5 LED 
Output: 110 lumens / 2.5 lumens 
Runtime: 
High: 180 minutes / Low: 100 hours / Strobe: 516 minutes 
Battery: One NT18650 rechargeable lithium 
Distance: 590' / 180m 
Material: Aerospace grade aluminum 6061-T6 
Finish: Hard-anodized finish 
Lens: Anti-scratch polycarbonate 
Dimensions: 6.09" x 1.04" / 154 x 26mm (head diameter 1.34" 
/ 34mm) 
Weight: 5.43oz / 155g (Battery excluded) 
Switch: Click on/off switch

Size Chest Width Center Back Length(inches)
S 42″ 29″
M 44″ 30″
L 46.5″ 31″

XL 49″ 31.5″
XXL 51″ 32″

XXXL 53.5″ 33″

CED Shooting Caps
"The Edge You Need To Succeed" has become a slogan for CED products. 

The competitive edge is built-in to every product designed by the 
CED team. CED is proud to offer two new CED caps, each 

with a distinctive look and each made of superb 100% cot-
ton twill fabric.

Each CED cap is constructed with a strong, curved & 
extra-long (8cm) brim that is designed with the competi-
tor in mind! Each cap has an adjustable fabric strap for 
sizing including a brass buckle. CED caps come in two 

distinctive designs and colors, each sporting extensive 
embroidery to make these caps unique and sharp looking.

Specify Navy or White color / design when ordering.
 CEDCAP  $9.95

CED Professional Shooting Shirt 
This attractive two-button Polo shirt, made of 92% cotton / 8% 

Spandex, comes in a short sleeve white and blue color-block design. 
This high-quality shirt is designed to provide all the 
stretch you need for competitive shooting, while giv-
ing you the breathing comfort of a cotton shirt. The 
long shirt length keeps the shirt neatly tucked in dur-

ing active competitive use.
Each shirt contains the 

CED embroidered logo on 
the chest, plus a large 
beautiful high-density 

embroidery design on the 
back. 

Available in XS, S, M, L, 
XL, & XXL. Specify 
size when ordering.

 CEDSS  $35.00
Sale $14.95

While supplies last

Specification Chart
Size Chest Width Center Back 

length (inches)
XS 36" 27"
S 40" 30"
M 43" 31"
L 46" 32"

XL 48" 32"
XXL 50" 33"

CED Wrist Bands
There is nothing worse than a poor draw of your weapon due to wet, 

sweaty hands, which often result in a poor grip and draw.  Let’s face it,  most 
of the shooting season is during the hot, humid days of summer.  For the 
competitive sportsman, many hand creams provide moisture-free hands, but 
they do nothing for the sweat that runs down the arms.  CED Wrist Bands are 
designed to stop the perspiration from reaching the hands.  Made of densely 
knitted 100% cotton, CED Wrist Bands are designed slightly larger and more 
dense than normal sweat bands, providing added protection on those hot, 
humid summer days of shooting!  They are great for other sports as well, like tennis, golf, basketball, soccer, and 
running.

Packaged as a pair, the CED Wrist Bands can be machine washed and dried for fast turnaround use.
Available in Red, Blue, Black or White.     WBANDS   $3.50 / pair Now  $1.00

CED Competition Shooting Shirt 
CED introduces our new CED Competition Shooting Shirt, made 

of  “Cool Dry” Micro-Fiber hi-tech fabric.  This great new popular light-
weight material whisks moisture away from the body, leaving a cool 
comfortable feeling on the warmest of days.  Designed with a strong 
colorful Ink Dye Sublimation print, this new shirt incorporates con-
temporary geometric lines and aspects of the well-known CED logo, 
so popular in the shooting industry today.  This shirt will last twice 
as long as a cotton shirt, while the colors will remain 
crisp and vibrant without fading as other shits often do.  
Available in sizes S to XXXL.  Specify size when order-
ing.  The specs are full and comfortable.

CEDSHIRT $39.95
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Team STI  3-in-1 Jacket
Now, be one of the first in the USA to own the same high qual-

ity “3-season / 3-in-1” color-blocked jacket designed for the STI 
Euro Team. This custom-designed Team STI coat is made of high 
quality Taslon fabric with a removable fleece 
lining that doubles as a zippered fleece sweat-
er.  Loaded with exciting features that include 
multiple front, chest, & side pockets, including 
a secret valuables 
pocket and a shoulder 
sleeve “timer” pocket, 
cinched (adjustable) 
waist, removable (hid-
den) hood, removable 
fleece lining / jack-
et, and four STI 
embroideries, 
al l  wrapped 
u p  i n t o  a 
comfortable 
3 - s e a s o n 
jacket that 
you will be 
p r o u d  t o 
wear.Available
in sizes S - XXL
STIJAC   $159.00

Team STI L/S Shirt 
This new addition to the STI apparel line was first designed for the 

STI Euro Team.  A perfect long sleeve shirt to wear by itself, it also 
doubles as a great look to be worn 

under the STI S/S Polo Shirt for 
added warmth or sun protection.  
This unique long sleeve mock-T 
shirt is constructed of 100% fully 
combed cotton for comfortable 

long-lasting wear.  With 
“STI” embroidered on 

the collar and 3-color 
Team STI screen 

pr in ts  on both 
sleeves and the 
back chest, this is 
one cool-looking 

shirt to shoot in!

Available in sizes
S-XXXL

STIL/S   $25.00

Sale $69.95

  STI On Sale

Sale $19.95

Hiking / Walking Pole Set
The CED Hiking / Walking Pole 

Set consists of two anti-shock-absorb-
ing, telescopic poles, designed with 
ergonomic handles and wrist straps.  
Adjustable in length from 27" to 53".  
The set comes with four pair of tips, 
plus a 350ml water bottle, and two 
6mm Carabiners.  All packaged in 
a custom carry case with shoulder 
strap.  When heading for a mountain 
hike, to the shooting range, conquer-
ing the ski slopes, or simply a walk 
in the park, don’t leave home without 
carrying this handy and versatile set 
along for the day. Pole length: 27" to 
53" (68 – 135cm).

HWPOLE  $34.95 / set

Hunting Pole
The CED Mono-pod Hunting Pole is 

designed especially for hunting, but is ideal 
for many other uses as well.  Perfect for 
improving the long-range accuracy.  Can 
be used with rifle, pistol, shotgun or muz-
zleloader.  It provides steady support for 
hunting and shooting, and acts as a solid 
rest for all types of spotting scopes, cam-
eras, and other optics as well.  Use the 
V-yoke as a pivot-point cradle to grip and 
stabilize guns, scopes and lenses. Great 
for following the action in any direction.  
Or remove the V-yoke and thread your 
scope or camera onto the stud.  Comes 
with a wrist strap and handle, ideal for 
hiking use.  The multi-section staff 
height is easily adjustable from 33.5" 
to 73" (85 – 185cm), is constructed of 
hard-tempered alloy aluminum and is 
very lightweight. MHP    $19.95

Deer Harness
Unless you hunt from your pickup or ATV, you know what's involved 

to get your deer out of the woods. True deer hunters get back there, on 
foot, knowing that the chances of bagging a real trophy increase when 
they walk that “extra mile.” Designed by a hunter who does just that, our 
patented DEER HARNESS makes that long drag back to camp easier.

The DEER HARNESS, fully adjustable for buck or doe, raises the 
head, while also securing the front legs. The unique patented design 
“streamlines your deer,” making it glide over obstructions. With our prod-
uct, logs, brush, rocks, or other types of barriers are no longer a source 
for “hang ups,” which in the past made dragging a deer both strenuous and frustrating. We don't claim to eliminate 
the long drag back to civilization, we just make it easier. Compact, it fits in a pocket or backpack.

Taxidermists tell us our design helps preserve the cape, thereby ensuring a better-looking mount. DH  $15.95
Now  $12.95

Sale $14.95
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Thinking Practical Shooting  -  by Saul Kirsch
A fantastic new release by Saul Kirsch, Thinking Practical Shooting: A Guide to Outstanding Match Performance, 

is a MUST read for anyone involved in or considering competition / 
match shooting.  A twenty-year veteran on the match circuit, win-
ning numerous IPSC & Steel Championships and ranked in the top 
ten overall in the World today, Saul Kirsch shares with his readers 
his years of competition experience and know-how. His unique 
background, first as an Olympic rifle shooter and then as a Practical 
Shooting competitor, gives him a profound understanding of the key 
elements required to excel under the pressure of competition.

In his clear, friendly style, Saul explains many of the complex 
issues affecting match performance. 
Topics include accuracy & recoil con-
trol, understanding IPSC scoring, 
the mental process of peak perfor-
mance, visualization, match prepara-
tion, match & stage tactics, managing 
match stress, physical training & nutri-
tion, goal setting, building a training 
program and much, much more!  A 
MUST read for anyone seriously inter-
ested in the shooting sports.

 TPSSK:  $29.95

Perfect Practice -  by Saul Kirsch
Perfect Practice: A Guide to Quality IPSC Training, is Saul 

Kirsch’s first book and the ideal guide to quality IPSC training. A 
top international Champion for years, Saul provides the reader 
with insight into how each of us can improve our performance 
levels. Created from Saul’s own personal practice regime, with 
over 50 carefully crafted practice drills that ensure you acquire all 
the knowledge, tips and skills necessary to excel.

Topics include:
•  Accuracy and recoil control
•  Calling your shots
•  Improving your draw
•  Reloads
•  Shooting position transitions
•  Barricades
•  Shooting on the move
•  Swingers, and more.
Each topic contains detailed 

insights into the attitudes and tech-
niques critical to success.  Each drill 
is explained in depth – how to shoot, 
what you learn and how to keep 
track of your progress and learning 
curve.  A great value!  A great learn-
ing tool!  A great gift!  Order yours 
now and get the edge you need to 
succeed! PPSK:  $25.95

The 2008 Steel Challenge
The 2008 World Speed Shooting Championships, known as The Steel Challenge, brought to Piru, California, 

many of the best shooters in the world to battle it out for the title of the FASTEST GUN IN THE WORLD and a prize 
table of more than $250,000.

 In this Double-Alpha Academy production, Saul Kirsch takes you to the world-
famous Steel Challenge, to watch and marvel at seemingly impossible feats of 
speed and accuracy. You will be blown away by the shooting skills of KC Eusebio, 
BJ Norris, JJ Racaza, Max Michel, Jerry Miculek and the other world-class shoot-
ers on the super squad.

 We follow the action in all 8 stages of the Challenge, with cover-
age of the .22 event, the Limited event, and the impressive climax 

of the Open competition. This is one display of shooting you will 
not want to miss!

 In addition to a front row seat for all the shooting action, 
this DVD offers you a bonus coaching section featuring 
Angus Hobdell and Saul Kirsch discussing the tactics, tech-
niques, and mental challenges facing the shooters in each of 
the 8 stages. Running time: 90 min

All rights reserved by
Double-Alpha Academy Copyright 20082008SCDVD   $29.95

Eric Grauffel – Multi-Championship (2006 Expanded Version) DVD
Presenting Eric Grauffel, four-time consecutive World IPSC 

Champion, in a dynamic video release of FOUR major cham-
pionships, the 2004 European Championship, the prestigious 
US Nationals, the 2004 Australasian Championship, and now 
including 40 minutes of new footage from the 2005 IPSC World 
Shoot.  Includes visualization of shots while shooting with 
sequences shown before shooting.  Additional bonus show-
case of the complete Tanfoglio sporting pistol line for IPSC 
competition makes this an exciting DVD to watch.

 ERICGDVDE   $39.95
Sale $29.95

World Shoot XVI - Official Match DVD from Rhodes, Greece
Double-Alpha Academy is proud to announce the launch of the IPSC World Shoot 

XVI Official Match DVD.
This new exciting DVD takes you to Rhodes Greece for the 2011 IPSC World Shoot 

XVI.  Join the top shooters from around the world as they compete for the prestigious 
title of World Champion in their respective divisions.

•  Over 2.5 hours of world-class IPSC shooting
•  30 stages, with multiple cameras on each stage
•  Stage commentary by Saul Kirsch
•  Hat Cam POV by Eli Huttner and Saul Kirsch
•  Interviews with top shooters...and much more! 
All rights reserved by Double-Alpha Academy Copyright 2011
(Running Time: 150 minutes)

WSXVIDVD
$39.95
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3GM2 – More Shooting Techniques of the Grand Masters
3GM2 brings you more of the experience and know-how of three of the top Grand Masters in the sport today: Max 

Michel, Saul Kirsch, and Angus Hobdell. They are back in this sequel, to teach you the more advanced technical 
skills, including target transitions, kneeling and prone positions, shooting around barricades, strong and weak hand 
shooting, shooting on the move and shooting swingers.

  The goal of this production is to highlight the differences between the techniques used by these champions. 
Each was filmed separately, in different locations. Watch, learn, and choose which technique works best for you. 
For added interest, Max coaches with a Limited gun, Saul uses his Open STI, and Angus displays his skills with his 
Production CZ.

 Max Michel has been an IPSC shooter for 16 years. He started young, and was a GM at the record-setting age of 
just 15! Max was crowned USPSA Open Nationals Champion in 2004, 2005 and 2007, winner of the 2005 and 2007 
Steel Challenge, and winner of over 25 USPSA Area championships. Max is an accomplished instructor and coaches 
shooters across the USA.

Saul Kirsch began his shooting career more than 20 years ago as an Olympic rifle shooter. He has been com-
peting and winning in IPSC for the past 10 years. His achievements include 4 times winner of the European Steel 

Challenge, winner of over 50 Level III matches, and top 5 ranking at 
the World Shoot. Saul is a sought-after instructor and author of several 
books on the sport.

Angus Hobdell is a veteran of the sport, and a top International con-
tender with over 20 yearsʼ experience. His shooting resume 

includes the European Champion title, 4 times American 
Handgunner World Shoot-Off champion, 3rd place at the 
last World Shoot, and winner of numerous USPSA Area 
championships. Angus is Captain of Team CZ USA. 
Running time: 210 min

All rights reserved by
Double-Alpha Academy ©2008 3GM2DVD   $49.95

3GM Series Combo Pack
Now get both the 3GM and the 3GM2 DVDs and save over 10%.  When you select this special combo pack of 

the 3GM and 3GM2 Shooting Techniques of the Masters, you will save $9.95. 3GM-3GM2COMBDVD  $89.95

3GM - Shooting Techniques of the Grand Masters
3GM brings you the experience and know-how of three of the top Grand Masters in the sport today: Max Michel, 

Saul Kirsch, and Angus Hobdell. Each shares with the viewer his technique in topics like stance and balance, recoil 
control, accuracy, the draw, specialty draws, reloads, and transition between positions.

The goal of this production is to highlight the differences between the techniques used by these champions. 
Watch, learn, and choose which technique works best for you. For added interest, Max coaches with a Limited gun, 
Saul uses his Open STI, and Angus displays his skills with his Production CZ.

Max Michel has been an IPSC shooter for 16 years. He started young, and was a GM at the record-setting age 
of just 15! Max has risen to the very pinnacle of our sport, being crowned USPSA Open Nationals Champion in 
2004 and 2005, winner of the 2005 Steel Challenge, and winner of over 20 USPSA Area championships. Max is an 

accomplished instructor and coaches shooters across the USA.
Angus Hobdell is a veteran of the sport, and a top 

International contender with over 20 yearsʼ experience. His 
shooting resume includes the European Champion title, 4 times 
American Handgunner World Shoot-Off champion, 3rd place 
at the last World Shoot, and winner of numerous USPSA Area 
championships. Angus is Captain of Team CZ USA.

Saul Kirsch began his shooting career more than 20 years 
ago as an Olympic rifle shooter. He has been competing and 
winning in IPSC for over 10 years. His achievements include 3 
times winner of the European Steel Challenge, winner of over 
50 Level III matches, and top 5 ranking at the World Shoot. Saul 
is a sought-after instructor and author of several books on the 
sport. 3GMDVD   $49.95

Master Class I DVD
In Master Class I, you join Saul Kirsch as he coaches a 

group of eight shooters in Årjäng, Sweden. This DVD was 
filmed during the actual full day of coaching. 

Saul covers many of the most important basic technical 
skills required to excel in the sport of Practical Shooting. 
Topics covered include accuracy in pistol shooting, recoil 
control, the “high-ready” position and gun presentations, 
drawing from the holster, specialty draws and turns, reload-
ing, and the first steps to shooting while exiting a position. 
In addition, Saul explains the basics of IPSC scoring and 
understanding the hit factor and point system.

Each topic is presented clearly with detailed explana-
tions by Saul, and then followed by some dry-fire and live-
fire drills. You can even strap on your rig and dry-fire along 
with the class, if you like, but make sure your gun and 
magazines are unloaded!

Edited into the explanations are some brief scenes of 
top shooters in action at the 
2007 USPSA Open and L10 

Nationals.  (180 min-
utes running time) 

MC1DVD   
$39.95

Mastering the Mental Game DVD
Mastering the Mental Game is a DVD containing more than two hours of a live lecture given by world-class shoot-

er and coach, Saul Kirsch, in Årjäng, Sweden.  In this presentation, Saul explains some of the more difficult, critical 
aspects of the mental side of Practical Pistol Shooting. In his friendly and easily understood style, he brings clarity to 
complex topics, such as:
The Mental Process of Peak Performance

In this section Saul analyzes the basic thought process that governs our every action and is essential to achiev-
ing success under pressure; how the Conscious, Subconscious and Self-Image interact with one another to influence 
the outcome of our match performance. Saul explains how each element can be improved and developed to achieve 
a better competition result.
Managing Match Stress

As someone who has experienced match stress firsthand, Saul teaches how to meet the pressure head on and 
triumph over your fears and doubts. He shares some proven techniques which will allow you to lower or raise your 

stress level, as needed, to keep you in your “zone of peak performance.”
Stage Visualization and Tactics

Building on the previous topics, Saul shares his techniques on stage prepa-
ration, visualization routines, and tactics. He explains how to recognize the 
tactical options on a stage, weigh the alternatives and choose the best solu-
tion for you. Saul includes examples of his personal tactical experiences in 
major matches around the world, and teaches as only one who has “been 
there and done that” can. (135 minutes running time) MMGDVD   $29.95

Master Class Triple Series Pack
Now get hours of expert information, instruction, technique, and insight along with great savings when you select 

this special triple series pack including the Master Class I, Master Class II. and Mastering the Mental Game.  Get all 
three DVDs and save $10.00!   (3 DVDs)   MCSPKDVD   $99.85

Master Class II DVD
In Master Class II, Saul Kirsch continues 

his group coaching, covering many of the most 
important advanced technical skills for Practical 
Shooting, including the kneeling and low crouch-
ing position, shooting strong hand and weak 
hand, exiting shooting positions, moving between 
and entering into shooting positions, shooting on 
the move and shooting swingers. In addition, on 
each topic, Saul gives advice and guidance on 
how best to train to improve these specialized 
skills.

As in Master Class I, each topic is presented 
clearly with detailed explanations followed by 
some dry-fire and live-fire drills.  Strap on your rig 
and dry-fire along with the class, if you like.  This 
special DVD includes some brief scenes of top 
shooters in action at the 2007 USPSA Open and 

L10 Nationals.  (180 
minutes running 

time)
MC2DVD   

$39.95
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Practical Shooting 
Handgun Techniques 
 Vol. 1-3. (2-disc set)

T h e 
o r i g i n a l 
Matt Burkett 
P r a c t i c a l 
S h o o t i n g 
VHS tapes, 
vol. 1-3, are 
now availa-
ble on a two-
d i s c  DV D 
set, which is 

over 155 minutes long. Watch and learn as professional 
shooter Matt Burkett teaches his student (Kevin Elpers) 
the techniques required to be a successful IPSC hand-
gun shooter. Everything is covered: Safety, Equipment 
Choice and Set-up, Stance, Grip, Eye Dominance, Sight 
Information, Weak/Strong Hand, Target Transitions, 
Draws, Reloads, Trigger Control, Shooting while Moving 
and much more! Guest star Don Golembieski (master 
gunsmith) takes you through equipment selection and 
maintenance. Disc Two has a bonus interview with your 
host, covering: cross-dominance, sighting techniques, 
fundamentals of shooting discussions, as well as “con-
sciously moving your attention.”

This video set will teach the skills and techniques 
needed to dominate in the competitive shooting sports 
as well as provide an advanced level of knowledge and 
skill set for the casual shooter. Highly recommended as 
your first competition DVD.

 Vol.1-3-HTDVD   $19.95

Practical Shooting Vol. 4, 
How to Shoot Faster!

Shot with multiple cameras and the most advanced 
production techniques, this video, in conjunction wiith 
volumes 1-3, is the premier action pistol training pro-
gram available!

Matt Burkett and Kevin Elpers are back in Volume 
4 of the Practical Shooting Series to help you learn to 
shoot more quickly and accurately. Stuck in a rut with 
your shooting? This DVD can make the difference! 
Beginning with a review of the fundamentals from PSV 
1-3, Volume 4 takes you to the next level - revealing the 
secrets of the Professionals. Topics covered include 
grip, stance, gear review, how to cure your flinch, bonus 
tip on elbow positioning, cadence, calling your shots, 
speeding up your draw, target math, handling pressure, 
and many drills that you can practice on the range.

In addition, Volume 4 includes a bonus section 
with incredible shooting from many of USPSA’s top 
Grand Masters. Shot with multiple cameras and the 
most advanced production techniques, this DVD, in 
conjunction 
with Matt’s 
first Practical 
Shooting, is 
the premier 
action pistol 
training pro-
gram availa-
ble. Runs 98 
minutes.

Matt Burkett’s Practical Shooting Series
Matt’s Practical Shooting series currently has a number of exciting titles, including: Practical Shooting Vol. 1-3 

(2-disc set), Vol. 4 - How to Shoot Faster, Vol. 5, Winning IDPA Techniques, Vol. 6, The AR-15 (2-disc set), Vol. 7, How 
to Practice, and Vol. 8, Shotgun Mastery. (DVD Vol. 1-3 features an interview with Brian Enos.)

Practical Shooting Vol.5, Winning IDPA Techniques
2003 National IDPA ESP Champion Matt Burkett teaches student Kevin Elpers the techniques required to be a suc-

cessful IDPA shooter. Subjects covered include: Safety, equipment, 
draws, reloads, the IDPA classifier, shooting while moving, use of 
cover, tactical priority and sequence, and many more! Matt Kartozian of 
Custom Glock explains what is legal or illegal equipment. Kurt von Rice 
helps you understand what division is right for you and discusses the 
IDPA scoring system in detail.

This is the first DVD in the shooting market with computer bonus 
material including hundreds of IDPA stages that you can print out! 
With over 90 minutes, this DVD teaches you the skills and techniques 
needed to dominate in IDPA as well as provides an advanced level of 
knowledge and skill set for the casual or recreational handgun shooter.
 Vol.5-IDPADVD   $19.95

Vol.4-HTSDVD    $19.95

Practical Shooting Vol. 6, The AR-15
This is a two-disc set with over four hours of information on how 

to maintain, clean, set up, and shoot an AR-15! Disc One includes 
interviews with John Paul of www.JPrifles.com and Mark Buchanan of 
www.3gungear.com covering equipment and gear.

Disc Two is two hours of rifle training with Matt Burkett and his star 
student Kevin Elpers. Topics include: basic shooting positions including 
off-hand, kneeling, squatting, sitting, prone, barricades, target presen-
tation, transitions, multiple scope or iron sights usage, movement, sec-
ondary gun transitions - and much more. 275 minutes!

 Vol.6-AR15DVD   $29.95

Practical Shooting Vol.7, How to Practice
“How to Practice” is a step-by-step video guide on planning your 

range time by working on the perfect drills for your specific needs. 
Professional shooter Matt Burkett instructs student Kevin Elpers in 
Volume 7 of the Practical Shooting Series - “How to Practice - Pistol 
Tips and Drills,” revealing the concepts and techniques used by profes-
sional shooters to develop and hone their skills. Matt and Kevin show 
you how and what you need to practice in order to excel at practical 
shooting. By identifying problem areas, Matt will show you how to make 
your weaknesses your strengths.

Included are printable practice sheets you can take to the range, 
which will help you focus your practice sessions and begin tracking your 
improvement. 105 minutes. Vol.7-HTPDVD   $19.95

Practical Shooting Vol.8, Shotgun Mastery (2-disc set)
 World 3-Gun Champion Matt Burkett is back in Volume 8 of the 

Practical Shooting Series to help you learn how to master your shotgun. 
Learn about the guns and equipment it takes to win. Understand how to 
disassemble, clean and tune your shotgun.

Disc One - Setting up to Win - includes interviews with John Paul of 
JPrifles.com and Mark Buchanan of 3gungear.com, and covers: Setting 
up your equipment, gear, glasses, and ammo, and how to keep your 
shotgun running. The Remington and the Benelli series shotguns are 
covered in-depth with chapters on maintenance, modifications, and 
accessories.

Disc Two - Running the Shotgun - will teach you the shooting stance, 
gun mount, recoil control, reloading, mental game, and much more! Also, the techniques are tied to practice drills, 

which will definitely shorten your learning curve. 240+ minutes. Vol.8-SGDVD   $19.95

Practical Shooting - IPSC Strategies
Matt’s latest training DVD takes you through 10 stages at the USPSA 

Area 2 (Desert Classic) Championships. Critically breaking down each 
stage, he reveals all the crucial details. Hatcam footage is also included - for 
a first-person perspective for shooting each stage effectively! Bonus footage, 
including the 2005 Area 2 Championships and the chronograph procedure, 

is included as well. 70 minutes. IPSCStratDVD    $14.95
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DAA Optics Shooting Glasses

DAA Optics Model Lima
The DAA Model Lima is an inexpensive yet complete set of 4-lens shoot-

ing glasses. The glasses are ANSI Z-87.1 Impact approved, and the 
Polycarbonate lens offer full 100% UV400 protection.

The Model Lima has a wide wrap-around style lens, with a flexible 
lightweight polymer, fiber-reinforced frame and adjustable-length 
side-arms. The Set is packed in a handy hard case, which pro-
vides protection and support for all the lenses and accessories. 
The nose piece detaches from the lens, and can be transferred 
quickly and easily from one lens to another as you change colours.
 DAAOPTIC-L   $39.95Each Set includes:
• Hard Protective Storage case 
• One frame (Tactical Matt black)
• A micro-fiber cleaning cloth 
• A micro-fiber carry bag
•  An Optic Prescription insert inner frame, designed 

to click into place behind the main lenses.

4 lenses, including: 
•  Clear, offering 92% light transmission
•  Yellow, offering 87% light transmission and 

enhanced contrast and depth
•  Smoke, offering 30% light transmission, ideal for 

moderately sunny days
•  Light Blue Mirror, 35% light transmission, a strik-

ing look for those bright sunny days.

DAA Optics Model Echo
DAA Model Echo is an excellent choice for those who prefer a 2-pece 

lens shooting glasses.. The glasses are ANSI Z-87.1 Impact approved, 
and the Polycarbonate lens offer full 100% UV400 protection.

The DAA Model Echo is designed with a sturdy polymer, fiber-rein-
forced frame and a complete array of 5 lenses. The Set is packed in a 
handy hard case, which provides protection and support for all the 
lenses and accessories.  A serrated rubber nosepiece provides a 
comfortable fit for all.  DAAOPTIC-E   $74.95

Replacement Frame -   DAAOFRM-E-BK (Black)   $22.95

DAA Optics Model Alpha
The DAA Model Alpha offers the serious competitive shooter a com-

plete shooting glasses set with all the “bells and whistles” at a surprisingly 
reasonable price. The glasses are ANSI Z-87.1 Impact approved, and the 
Polycarbonate lens offer full 100% UV400 protection.  The Model Alpha is 
a “wrap around” 1-piece lens glasses set, with a sturdy polymer, fiber-rein-
forced frame including a complete array of 5 lenses. The Set is packed 
in a handy hard case, providing protection and support for all the indi-
vidual lenses and accessories. The nose piece is adjustable for a more 
comfortable customised fit and the side arms are slim, perfect for use on 
the range, under ear defenders.  DAAOPTIC-A-BK (Black)   $79.95

 DAAOPTIC-A-BL (Blue)   $79.95
 DAAOPTIC-A-R (Red)   $79.95

Echo Set includes:
• Hard Protective Storage case 
• One frame (Tactical Matt black)
• A micro-fiber cleaning cloth 
• A micro-fiber carry bag
• A headband strap which attaches to the side arms
•  An Optic Prescription insert inner frame, designed to click into place 

behind the main lenses.
5 lenses, including: 
•  Clear, offering 92% light transmission
•  Yellow, offering 87% light transmission with enhanced contrast and 

depth
•  Smoke, offering 35% light transmission; ideal for moderately sunny 

days
•  Blue Mirror, 22% light transmission; strikingly perfect for bright sunny 

days on the range
•  Rainbow Mirror, 22% light transmission; great look for sunny conditions

Alpha Set includes:
•  Hard Protective Storage case 
•  One frame (available in a choice of Tactical Matt black, glossy 

black/blue or glossy black/red)
•  A micro-fiber cleaning cloth 
•  A micro-fiber carry bag
•  A headband strap which replaces the detachable side arms
•  An Optic Prescription insert inner frame, designed to click into 

place behind the main lens.
5 interchangeable lenses, including:
•  Clear, offering 92% light transmission
•  Yellow, offering 87% light transmission with enhanced contrast and 

depth
•  Smoke, offering 35% light transmission; ideal for moderately sunny 

days
•  Blue Mirror, 22% light transmission; strikingly perfect for bright 

sunny days on the range
•  Rainbow Mirror, 22% light transmission; great look for sunny conditions

Available in three frame colors
The Alpha Model is available with a choice of 

three frames - Tactical Matt black, glossy black/
blue or glossy black/red. Additional frames can be 
purchased separately, allowing easier transition 
from one lens to another. Replacement Frame

DAAOFRM-A-BK (Black)   $22.95
 DAAOFRM-A-BL (Blue)   $22.95
 DAAOFRM-A-R (Red)   $22.95

Alpha Nosepiece
The adjustable nosepiece pro-

vides a comfortable snug fit, and 
allows adjusting the height of the 
frame as needed.

Prescription Optic Insert
The Optical insert can be eas-

ily snapped into place behind the 
interchangeable lenses, allowing 
you to use all the lens types with 
just one optic insert. The insert does not include correctional 
lenses, and you must order those from your optometrist.

Headband
DAA Model Alpha includes a replacement headband, 

which snaps into place replacing the side arms. It can be 
installed in seconds, without 
tools, offering a more secure 
fitting for those extreme situ-
ations.
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Double-Alpha Academy PDR Holster
The new DAA Production Division Race (PDR) Holster is the latest word in 

competition holsters specifically tailored for the special needs of Production divi-
sion IPSC / IDPA shooters.

 
The Production division has been growing rapidly in recent years, and in many 

regions is now the largest and most competitive class.  Reasons for this vary, but 
primarily it is because Production shooting appeals to many for its simplicity, reduced 
costs, and return to the "more practical days" of Practical Shooting.

Thinking along these lines, Double-Alpha teamed up with world-renowned hol-
ster manufacturer, Front-Line, to design a holster which would meet and exceed the 
demands of this competitive division, while remaining true to its nature of practicality 
and simplicity.  The DAA PDR Holster is a quick-draw Kydex holder with an injection-
molded base for strength and durability. It offers a smooth and uninhibited draw, and a 
wide range of adjustable features.

Unlike most other Kydex holsters, the DAA PDR Holster has an additional inner 
suede leather lining to protect your valuable firearm from wear and scratches typical to 
other Kydex holsters. This inner suede leather lining ensures a smooth draw and a firm 
retention when the holster is tightened up.  Tension adjustment is done by turning a 
single screw by hand, without the need for any tool or aid. The adjustment ranges from 
very loose to almost locked tight with just a few turns of the tension knob.  The wide 
range of adjustability derives from the newly designed belt hanger to which the holster 
body is attached. This hanger is compatible with both 1.5" and 2" belt sizes, and can 
easily be changed back and forth from one size to another.

The DAA PDR now comes in two models!  Low-Ride for USPSA and Belt-Ride for 
IDPA match use.

The Low-Ride Belt hanger offers a height adjustment range of over 8 cm, as well as 
a 3-position tilt angle adjustment. For shooters wish-
ing to position the holster farther from the body, longer 
screws with plastic spacers are included.  The Belt-
Ride Hanger keeps the holster close to the body in a 
fixed position, meeting IDPA competitive requirements.

Available in Black only.  Models include:  1911 
Govt., CZ  SP01, Glock, Tanfoglio, Sig 226/228, 
Springfield XD, S&W M&P, STI2011 Edge, STI GP6, 
and HK USP. 

You MUST specify model (Low-Ride or Belt-
Ride), the pistol type, and right or left hand model 
when ordering!

DAAPDRH   $69.95

DAA Dust Cover
The DAA Dust Cover is made of durable long-lasting polyester 600D and features 

a slick “no-snag” lining to ensure easy-on-easy-off usage. The double-layer material 
and thin padding offer good protection to your valuable firearm without becoming too 
bulky or taking up too much space in your range bag. The material flaps beneath the 
sturdy zipper will keep dust and the elements away from your gun.

Each pistol cover includes a handy transparent ID pocket for placing a business 
card or competitor's badge to ensure that you and your dust cover can be reunited if 
separated on the range…

Available for right-hand (RH) shooters only. 
Available in two sizes: Standard (for Standard and Production guns) and Open (for all scoped guns).

 DAADCO (Open guns)   $16.95
DAADCS (Limited – Production guns)   $16.95

DAA Golden 20-Pocket Gauge 
Any competitor serious about his shooting is aware of the importance of 

drop-testing one's bullets before a match. Since most malfunctions are ammo 
related, and most of those relate to deformed, bulging or otherwise defective 

brass - dropping the bullets into a gauge is an effective 
way to reduce the chance of a costly malfunction

The DAA Golden 20-Pocket Gauges, available in 9mm, 
.38Super or .40SW. These gauges are machined from top qual-
ity aluminum, and the pockets are finished using Clymer finishing reamers, 

which are the same used by top gunsmiths worldwide to cut the final dimen-
sions on the barrel. The twenty pockets allow you to drop in rounds much faster 
than possible with a single gauge, cutting your testing time down to less than 
half.

A great deal of thought went into the dimensions of the block: The height 
is purposely cut shorter than other gauges, so that the tip of the bullet head 
sticks out. If a bullet gets stuck, as reloaded ammo often does - it can simply be 
pushed loose from below with a finger, without the need of a tool.  

Available in 9mm, .38 Super or .40 S&W.  Specify model when ordering!
 DAAGPG   $54.95

DAA Golden Multi Gauge 
Never be without the right test gauge again! 
This compact 4-pocket gauge offers all FOUR popular calibers 

in one piece - 9mm, .38Super, .40SW and .45ACP. The gauge is 
machined from top quality aluminium and anodized in gold color. 
The gauge pockets are finished using Clymer chamber finishing 
reamers, to ensure absolute correct dimensions. 

The Multi Gauge measures only 16x 52x32mm and is small 
enough to fit into any pocket or tool box. The height is purposely cut 
shorter than other gauges, so that the tip of the bullet head sticks 
out. If a bullet gets stuck, as reloaded ammo often does - it can sim-
ply be pushed loose from below with a finger, without the need of a 
tool.

It includes a small eyelet for hanging the gauge on a key chain.  
A “must have” item in every range bag!

DAAGMG   $29.95

FAST GRIP by Eric Grauffel
FAST GRIP gives your hands the moisture-resistant dryness needed for those fast 

draws and a sure grip, with none of that white chalky residue that other creams leave 
behind. Produced, endorsed, and used daily by a World Champion.

Eric Grauffel is a QUADRUPLE World IPSC Champion. He has won more 
IPSC Championships in the past decade than any other top IPSC professional 
competitor! Being a four-time World Champion means that Eric can be very 
selective in his choice of equipment and accessories. He uses what he feels is the 
best! FAST GRIP hand cream is the result of extensive research and development 
by Eric in conjunction with a French company. FAST GRIP gives your hands the 
moisture-resistant dryness needed for those fast draws and a sure grip, with none 
of that white chalky residue that other creams leave behind. No more nervous sweaty 
palms! Your hands remain dry for hours regardless of the climate conditions. This product is not only used and 
endorsed by the World Champion, it bears his name! Try it today and see the results for yourself. EGHC  $12.95
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Unlimited Adjustability
One of the most important features of a competition holster is 

adjustability. Being able to position the gun just right can make the 
difference between a lightning-fast consistent draw or that of a poorly 
failed attempt.

The Race Master Holster offers almost unlimited adjustability. 
And, thanks to its rugged aluminum construction and large-thread 
screws, when you lock the holster in your chosen position on your 
belt, it stays put!

Unlike other holsters, the Race Master is designed to give you 
access to almost all the adjustment screws while you are wearing it 
on your belt. Without removing your belt, you can adjust the height 
of the gun and the distance from your body, and even unlock the 
ball-socket hinge and adjust any angle of the holster. This is a huge 
advantage in setting up your holster just right.

Pistol Retention
Thanks to the Patent-pending locking mechanism, the Race Master 

Holster offers you a secure lock/unlock safety lever as well as a tension 
adjustment turn-knob.

The spring-loaded lock/unlock safety lever is conveniently positioned 
just below the trigger guard, enabling you to release the lock with an 
upward flick of your finger as you close your hand around the gun. 
The spring-loaded lever immediately snaps into place, either locked or 
unlocked, ensuring secure positioning.

The large stainless steel knob rotates several turns, increasing or 
decreasing the weight of the draw. This gives you a wide range of possibili-
ties; from totally resistant-free for those fast “draw-facing targets” stages to 
almost completely locked when you want more resistance on the draw.

Advanced Belt Attachment
The Race Master belt-hanger is sleek and modern, showing off the pat-

tern and color of your shooting belt. But it is designed for more than looks 
alone.

The hanger is attached to the belt by means of two spring-steel flat 
clasps that are screw-tightened on the inside of the shooting belt. This 
design prevents any separation between the inner and outer belts, ensur-
ing that the Velcro layers firmly hold together at this crucial point. The 
range of tightening provided by the four screws guarantees that you can 
tighten and lock the holster rock steady on any 1.5" shooting belt. This 
design allows you to assemble your holster on your belt at the designated 
position without struggling to slide a tight-fitting belt-hanger the length of 
your belt.

The lack of any bulk on the inner side makes this hanger more comfort-
able, for extended wear, than any other comparable product.

Looking the Part!
The Race Master Holster is as attractive as it is functional. No expense 

was spared in the design and construction of this state-of-the-art product. 
The entire holster is CNC machined from aircraft-grade aluminum and stain-
less steel and then hard anodized to offer a long-lasting surface finish in a 
selection of Black, Blue, Red, or Titanium Grey colors. LH model is available 
in Black color only.

Patent-Pending Locking Mechanism
At the very heart of the new Race Master Holster is a brand-

new innovative Patent-pending locking system that offers a 
smooth clean release of the pistol and a solid grip on the gun 
when holstered.

Unlike other models, which rely on a muzzle support to hold 
the gun steady, or short holsters, which allow the gun to rock 
when holstered, the new Race Master holds the gun so steady, 
you cannot tell the pistol from the holster! And yet it draws 
upwards as smoothly as can be with almost no resistance at all.

The phenomenal locking is achieved by means of a unique 
sliding block, formed precisely around the front end of the trig-
ger guard. This fitting is the reason for the gun’s incredible sta-
bility in the holster. As the gun is drawn, the block, which resides 
in an angled track, slides out to the side, smoothly releasing the 
trigger guard and allowing the gun to be drawn with only 6-8 
mm (1/4") of upward motion required to clear the holster.

DAA Race Master Holster

We set out to develop a new holster with the following 
goals in mind:
•  To offer the best and most advanced release system on the 

market
•  To offer a wide range of position adjustments – and to hold 

those settings rock solid
•  To offer both a fully locked safety feature and tension adjustment 

capabilities
•  To allow the user to change from one gun type to another without hav-

ing to buy a complete new holster
•  To look sharper and cooler than any other race holster out there

We are pleased to say that the final product 
offers all these features and much more!

We are extremely proud to present the new 
DAA Race Master Competition Holster to the 
shooting world. 

Designed by Saul Kirsch, and with valuable 
input from Angus Hobdell, more than 30 years of 
top-level competition experience contributed to 
its design. After nearly two years in development, 
we can say with confidence that this is indeed the 
next stage in competition holster evolution. Try one, 
and we are sure you will agree!

Holster (DAARMH) $199.95
Must specify RH or LH, and model: 
STI/SV, 1911, CZ SP01, Glock, or 
Tanfoglio, STI/SV, SV Steel/Alum, 
1911 Steel frame, PARA, Springfield 
XD, STI GP6/K100, Tanfoglio, (Sq. 
trigger guard), Caspian (Sq. trigger 
guard), Sig X-5, Sig 226/228, S+W 
M+P, BUL M-5 (Rd trigger guard), 
S+W 625 Rev. (-add $12.00), S+W 
686 Rev. (add $12.00), Sphinx 3000, 
SPS/BUL SAS

Gun Compatibility
While the Race 

Master Holster is 
gun-specific, it is 
designed to enable 
you to switch from 
one gun to another 
without having to 
buy a completely 
new holster. All 
you have to do is 
change the rela-
t i ve ly  inexpen-
sive locking-block 
assembly, avail-
able separately.  Now you can use 
the same holster for different guns!
Locking Block Assembly 
(DAALBA) $44.95
Must specify STI/SV, 1911, CZ 
SP01, Glock, or Tanfoglio, STI/SV, 
SV Steel/Alum, 1911 Steel frame, 
PARA, Springfield XD, STI GP6/
K100, Tanfoglio, (Sq. trigger guard), 
Caspian (Sq. trigger guard), Sig X-5, 
Sig 226/228, S+W M+P, BUL M-5 
(Rd trigger guard), S+W 625 Rev. 
(-add $12.00), S+W 686 Rev. (add 
$12.00), Sphinx 3000, SPS/BUL SAS
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By Dave Re

I n my 16-some-odd year shooting 
career, I’ve had a number of different 
holsters on my belt. Inevitably, choos-

ing a holster seems to come down to choos-
ing the one whose downsides you most 
wanted to put up with. I’ve used so many 
over the years and have found all of them 
lacking in one-way or another. Recently, 
a new holster hit the market that promised 
to have all the good and none of the bad 
– the Race Master, made by Double Alpha 
Academy. I decided to give one a test, and 
see how it stacks up against the other hol-
sters I’ve used.

Right out of the box, the Race Master 
seems to have several qualities of some of 
the holsters I have used. It’s a “bikini” style 
holster – a smaller form factor that doesn’t 
include a muzzle platform or cup (similar 
in form to the Ghost, Limcat, and Guga 
Ribas). It includes a positive holster lock, 
and a tension adjustment knob. It has an 
adjustment and positioning system that is 
based on a ball joint (though the range of 
motion is intentionally limited), and also 
has adjustments for holster distance from 
the body, and angle that the holster hangs 
from the belt hanger. The belt hanger is 
rather unique and, as it turns out, extremely 
sturdy and stable on the popular belts avail-
able on the market.

Several of the holsters on the market 
offer the ability to use the same holster 
with different types of firearms, usually 
involving the change of some minor parts. 
However, the existing offerings on the 
market can only accommodate guns where 
the trigger guard size is roughly similar to 
the gun the holster was sized for. What this 
has generally meant is that, if you wanted 
to run a Glock or a Sig in a race holster, 
you needed to buy a separate holster for 
that firearm platform. The Race Master, on 
the other hand, uses interchangeable insert 
blocks to handle each type of firearm. You 
can buy one holster, and then buy an insert 
block for each additional firearm type you 
want to use with. No need to remove one 
holster from the belt and add another, or 
own a complete second rig – with modern 
mag pouches that support multiple maga-
zine types, you can do it all from one setup. 
Some folks will definitely find this feature 
useful.

That’s a strong list of positive features 
– in fact, it would appear to be everything 

one could really want in a race holster… 
The question, of course, is does the Race 
Master follow through on that promise? I 
think it does – here’s why…

My first concern is always retention 
– how well does the holster hold on to the 
gun during various activities, and what do 
you have to sacrifice in terms of usability 
and feel to get adequate retention? This is 
usually where the compromise comes in 
with a race holster, that balance between 
hanging on to the gun, and letting it go 
when the shooter wants the gun to come 
out of the holster. Some do it by requiring 
that you lock the holster in order to do any 
movement, while others require that you 
crank down the tension on them prohibi-
tively tight, or that you have to workaround 
their lack of retention by managing the 
gun during any movement while the gun is 
holstered.

The Race Master is slightly confound-
ing to me in terms of retention, in that I 
can’t seem to get it to drop a gun. I’ve 
never come across a holster that I couldn’t 
figure out some way to get it to drop a 
holstered gun. I’m talking about unlocked, 
using the lightest tension setting availa-
ble, and with a fully loaded (with dummy 
rounds) big stick in the gun. I’ve tried a 
number of exercises with the holster in 
that condition – the “old school IPSC” hol-
ster retention tests (forward somersault, 

jump and turn 180 degrees), jump and turn 
360 degrees in both directions, short dis-
tance sprints… I’ve even done plyometric 
box jumps to a 20˝ tall surface, an activity 
that should theoretically tickle the holster’s 
method of gun release. No dice. The gun 
stays put. Bottom line – this holster has the 
unqualified best retention of any holster 
I’ve personally tested throughout my shoot-
ing career.

The second concern, for me, comes 
down to feel – how does the holster’s draw 
feel when it’s set up correctly, and config-
ured in the fashion it’s actually going to 
be used in (that is, with tension set appro-
priately, etc). As a holster’s feel is deter-
mined by it’s design, each of the holsters 
mentioned above has a different feel to it. 
Many folks find that they cannot get used 
to the feel of one type of holster, and feel 
becomes an important decision point for 
them. Usually, if a holster retains the gun 
well when unlocked, the feel can be a little 
harsh, as you have to pull the gun through 
the retention mechanism of the holster. 
Surprisingly, even though the Race Master 
refuses to give up the gun in all the reten-
tion tests I performed, when asked nicely, it 
let’s the gun go almost disconcertingly eas-

The DAA Race Master Holster 
ily. It feels almost as if the gun is just rest-
ing on top of the holster, rather than being 
retained by the holster’s slide lock system. If 
you’re used to a Ghost or Safariland holster, 
you’ll find the Race Master to release the 
gun with similar ease, but smoother. If, like 
me, you’ve been using a CR Speed, you may 
find that you need to dial in some tension 
so that you can “feel” the holster when you 
draw the gun. About 3/4 of a turn seemed to 
do it for me. This is not a bad thing – more 
tension on the holster translates to enhanced 
retention, and having the ability to tune the 
feel exactly as you like it without having to 
give up anything on retention is a real bonus 
with this holster.

From the standpoint of fit and finish, the 
holster is very well done. There are no sharp 
edges that need dressing, and the holster 
body is compact and stays out of the way 
during the draw. The holster is also out of 
the way when going prone. As I mentioned 
earlier, the belt hanger on this holster is 
quite interesting. On my CR Speed belts, 
the hanger fits over the belt like a glove, 
and when the retainer clips are tightened 
down, the holster literally does not move on 
the belt (unlike basically any other holster 
I’ve tried, minus the Ghost). Apparently, on 
Double Alpha Academy’s belt, the hanger 
fits even tighter! This results in no move-
ment of the holster during the draw, which 
contributes to the fabulous feel of the hol-
ster, and also prevents the holster from mov-
ing on the belt over time. Now, if we could 
get these hangers on mag pouches!!! The 
hanger also allows the outer belt’s Velcro to 
make contact with the inner belt. This is the 
first holster I haven’t had to use additional 
Velcro on the inside of the hanger to insure 
secure mounting to the inner belt. I’m also 
happy to report that the holster survived 

gorilla torquing with nary a complaint. I’m 
confident the adjustments I made will hold 
themselves in place over time without mov-
ing. Time will tell, of course, but this seems 
like a safe bet.

My only gripe with the holster is a very 
minor one, and involves the serrations on 
the bottom of the safety. I understand the 
design choice, here, of course. The serra-
tions give your finger a way to grip against 
the lever and move the lever without slip-
ping off of it. They really eat into my finger, 
though, when taking the lock off during the 
draw. Given how well the holster retains 
the gun, this may very well turn out to be a 
non-issue, just because it won’t be necessary 
to use the safety on the draw 99.9% of the 
time. However, Saul Kirsch at DAA tells me 
that they will shortly be offering an option-
al safety lever that has had the serrations 
removed, making it smooth and about half 
as thick. One could also use a dremel tool to 
accomplish something similar, if desired.

Finally, I consider how easy the holster 
is to adjust to the right position. If the hol-
ster has good fit and finish, this will likely 
only happen once, when you first purchase 
the holster. Another difference between each 
of the holsters is how it’s adjusted. Every 
one of these holsters adjusted differently, 
but they all offered some means to adjust 
height, rake (angle of the gun from front to 
back), and rotation. A couple of them give 
you ways to adjust the distance of the hol-
ster from the body directly, as well. Some 
of them are easier to adjust than others. 
Conveniently, the Race Master includes all 
of these options, and allows you to put the 
gun in exactly the right spot for your body. 
This is seriously important, as the holster 
does not respond well to torquing the gun 
off angle during the draw (all race holsters 
exhibit this to one degree or another) – the 
gun will tend to bind in the holster if you 
don’t set it up correctly. This isn’t a new 
phenomenon to those familiar with race hol-
sters, but it’s one that will drive you nuts if 
the holster can’t be put in the correct spot 
relative to your body. I was able to posi-

tion the holster exactly where I needed it, 
and it would seem that there should be 
enough adjustability to accommodate all 
potential users of the holster.

I did encounter a minor chal-
lenge in adjusting the holster, due to 

the ball and socket design. I anticipated 
this issue, based on my experience with 
the Guga Ribas holster’s ball and socket 

system. The ball and 
socket design means 
that the holster can 
be adjusted in a seem-
ingly infinite number of 
angles and directions. The 
problem is, it can be adjusted 
in all of those angles at the same 
time. The Race Master uses two 
largish Allen head screws (called horizontal 
displacement adjustment screws) to secure 
the ball (the screws will actually bite into 
the aluminum ball when you torque them 
down tight). The downside to this is that 
you can’t really use one of the screws as 
a “drag” adjustment, so that you can keep 
some tension on the ball while you adjust 
it. Instead, you have to keep one of the sup-
plied Allen wrenches handy in your weak 
hand, and snug up one of the screws while 
holding the holster in position. In addition, 
the elevation adjustment screw also contrib-
utes somewhat to the tension on the ball, so 
you have to be careful about changing the 
position of the ball if you have to change the 
holster height. All this means that you basi-
cally need to be patient and take your time 
in adjusting the holster. This is not a big 
deal, just something to note and be prepared 
for.

Once you get the holster adjusted, you 
can lock all the screws down tight, and you 
shouldn’t have to touch it again. I mean 
that, too – once the adjustments are locked 
down, this holster feels like it’s made from 
a solid piece of billet steel, it’s so solid. The 
design of the hanger and ball and socket on 
this holster are very simple, and this allows 
them to be extremely secured without risk of 
stripping the screws, or having the ball slip 
in the socket.

So, that’s where I’m at with it a week 
into my evaluation. The Race Master is a 
solid piece of kit that delivers on its promis-
es. It’s rock solid; it retains the gun extreme-
ly well, and has a silky smooth draw feel. 
I’m going to reserve final judgment until 
I spend more time with the holster, but for 
now, the Race Master appears to be the best 
race holster for USPSA/IPSC competition 
that I’ve ever used.
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Mr. Bullet Feeder by DAA has arrived!  Order yours now!
DAA is proud to introduce the new Mr. Bullet Feeder by DAA.  DAA and Rak Systems 

have teamed up in retooling and redesigning the Mr. Bullet Feeder, with fantastic results.  
The new Mr. Bullet Feeder by DAA, now manufactured by Double-Alpha Academy under 

license by Rak Systems, is a professional, hi-tech version 
of the original.  It is lighter in weight and more compact than 
the previous models.  This new streamlined product is easier to 
install and set up, while retaining the same flawless performance 
and efficiency of the original design.

The new Mr. Bullet Feeder by DAA is available in 9/38, 40SW/10 
mm, and .45. Rifle calibers .223 and .308.  Pistol calibers are avail-
able now.  Rifle calibers will be coming later this fall.  YOU MUST 
SPECIFY YOUR DESIRED CALIBER WHEN ORDERING.

  DAAMBF   $469.95

Mr. Bullet Feeder by DAA - See Pg.72 in this catalog for full 
details and accessory information!

Update: DAA Race Master Holster by Dave Re
About a month ago, I published an ini-

tial review of the DoubleAlpha Academy's 
new Race Master holster. I promised an 
updated review once I'd spent some more 
time with the holster, so... here we go!

Since my last word on the subject, I've 
spent several days on the range with the 
Race Master, quite a number of dry fire 
sessions, taught a couple of lessons, shot a 
couple of local matches, and shot the High 
Desert Classic in Albuquerque, NM. I'm 
pretty comfortable offering a solid opinion 
on the performance of the holster, at this 
point.

In terms of performance, I noticed quite 
quickly that on closer, "warp speed" type 
of targets, I picked up a tenth of a second 
my draw vs. the CR Speed I'd been using. 
Unlike longer/harder shots, where a number 
of other factors can come into play, on up 
close stuff the draw speed comes down to 
the ability to get on the gun quickly, get it 
out of the holster smoothly and accurately, 
and pushed straight into the target without 
hesitation. The holster itself can play a part 
in the absolute speed of this sort of draw. 
Given the consistent change in my draw 
speed on these types of targets, the Race 
Master is definitely faster for me than the 
CR Speed. As the shots got harder, the dif-
ference between the two shrank, as would 
be expected.

As I grew used to the holster being on 
my hip, my confidence in its ability to retain 
the gun grew. You'll note in my original 

review that I found this holster to have very 
impressive retention capabilities. It's one 
thing to know that logically, but living with 
the holster for a while really made it sink 
in. We had a start at the HDC that required 
you to draw the gun while remaining seat-
ed. With most race holsters, this is sort of 
a nervous situation, as the gun is sort of 
precarious hanging out in the holster, or 
you're taking a slower draw to start with 
your holster locked. With the Race Master, 
it's unlocked and solid, with no concerns 
around bumping the gun out of the holster 
on the draw. My confidence is very high in 
this holster, at this point. I would state with-
out reservation that this holster has the best 
retention of any holster I've used.

The holster remained comfortable, even 
through a long day of wearing the rig. I've 
seen some concerns about this voiced on the 
Benoverse, and can definitely say that I do 
not find the holster uncomfortable on my 
body, despite the lack of some kind of pad 
or spacer to keep the holster off of my leg.

In a month's time, I have not had any 
issues with the adjustment screws backing 
out or changing tension. So far, so good, in 
that regard. Still, it wouldn't be a bad idea 
to check on them every so often, just to be 
sure they're staying snug. If you lose one, 
DAA offers a spare screw kit for the holster. 
It would probably be prudent to pick one 
of these up just for purposes of avoiding an 
encounter with Mr. Murphy, but not some-
thing I'd consider necessary, at this point.

One thing that I will take advantage of, 
though, is the slim safety lever. I do still 
notice that I brush the safety lever with the 
middle finger on my strong hand occasion-
ally on the draw. It doesn't get in the way of 
the draw, but I notice it (because the teeth of 
the lever bite into my finger pretty sharply), 
and the last thing I want mid-stage is to be 
thinking about how my finger hurts! DAA 
received some early feedback about some 
folks having this issue, and devised the slim 
safety lever in response. It's the same part 
as the stock lever, just with the serrations 
removed - excellent little personalization to 
the holster.

I've also read that some folks have had 
issues with the tension adjustment screw 
falling out, usually when they have ten-
sion set extremely light. I haven't experi-
enced that with my holster, personally. I've 
also seen reports of the head of the adjust-
ment screw interfering with folks' draw. I 
don't encounter that, either. DAA reports 
that they've got something in the works to 
help folks that run the holster with super 
light tension, though. Here's a company that 
listens to feedback and makes changes to 
improve their products.

In the end, perhaps telling you that my 
CR Speed holster will be up for sale soon 
would give you a clear picture of where I'm 
at with the DAA Race Master. The Race 
Master beats the pants of any other holster 
I've used, and I feel it's the best race holster 
on the market today.

To review and read other product 
reviews by Dave, visit his website at: http://
drperformanceshooting.com

EZ Rattler Easy Loop Lock 
A Cable Lock That Protects Everything!
It's fast and easy; just "Loop It and Lock It."

The New Patented locking plate secures irregularly shaped objects by increasing control of the cable with a 
mechanical advantage, easily securing almost anything! The Easy Loop Lock can secure anything to sign posts, 
fences, trees, bike racks, and more!

NEW Patented Flat Cable
•  New 2x (twin cables) More Cutproof Than Single Cable 
•  Lugs are plastic coated to prevent scratching
•  Each Locking Lug is made of forged steel that is press-on to 

the steel cable
•  Can make up to 4 Locking Loops! 
•  Stainless Steel, No Rust / Marine Only
•  48 adjustable locking positions
•  Lock multiple Items with One Lock
•  A 54" Long cable lock, that allows multiple cables to be added 

to make extra long loops
•  Carrying case included

Avail. in Military Green or Black color - Specify when ordering Sale   $32.95
EZRL   $39.95

Ghost Holster
AS GOOD AS IT GETS

Now, you can have one holster for both disciplines! Open or Limited: 
One holster, two guns. Ghost Holster offers you this versatility so that 
you only have to set up one holster rig.  This latest design, made in 
Italy by top professionals, features a pinless locking system, which 
makes it easy to switch pistols without any modification work required.  
A dual locking arm ideally allows the user flexibility when firmly locking the pistol 
in the holster.  With the locking arm in the upright position, the pistol remains total-
ly secured in the holster.  The lower locking arm position keeps the pistol secure, while 
providing smooth and fast release and effortless draw when needed! Available in STI, 
SVI, 1911, & most Glock models.  Please specify RH or LH when ordering. GH  $149.95
Features:
•  Positive Locking: Ghost Holster offers 

you a positive locking mechanism to 
keep the gun securely in the holster.

•  Super Lightweight: Ghost Holster is 
very lightweight and sleek in design.

•  Four Axes of Adjustment: Ghost Holster 
offers four axes of adjustment to pro-
vide that perfect adjustment and fit!

•  Open or Limited: One holster, two 
guns.

CED Hearing Protector Belt Clip
The simplest and most practical way to carry your hearing protectors when they are not 

on your ears! 
The new CED Hearing Protector Belt Clips 

are constructed of strong and durable fiber-rein-
forced polymer. Considerable force would have 
to be applied to break one! The belt loop is wide 
enough to accommodate any width shooting belt; 
the flexible hanger loop is multipurpose and will 
work great with any equipment you choose to 
hang on it.    Available in Blue, Black or Red.
 CEDHPBC   $2.95

Mr. Bullet Feeder by DAA
- The perfect add-on to your reloading machine!
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Combo: DAA Race Master Pouch and Magnet
Now you can order your Race Master Aluminium mag pouches already 

pre-fitted with our Super-Strong pick-up magnet already fitted for you. We 
attach the magnet directly to the pouch body, using an M5 screw threaded 
into the front side wall of the pouch body.  Like the innovative Race Master 
Holster itself, the Race Master Pouch is a completely original design, 
unlike anything else seen on the market to date. 

It is constructed from aluminum rather than plastic, and this allows 
a design and performance never before possible in a competition mag 
pouch. It offers a wider and more diverse range of adjustability and 
mounting options – and more important, locks rock-solid in the chosen 
position, not losing its settings until the you choose to change them. 

Its wide range of angle adjustments allows the user to position his 
magazine “precisely”. This feature, combined with a unique and supe-
rior retention system, creates a smoother and more consistent release, 
leading to a more reliable and faster reload. 

Unlike all other mag pouches, this pouch’s pressure adjustment 
wheel applies its load to the back of the magazine, squeezing the mag 

tube from back to front rather than from left to right, as most others do. This 
is a lot more effective, as the magazine’s front and back walls are straight and 

parallel, while the side walls are tapered on all double-stack mags. This type 
of contact creates a far smoother draw of the magazine. A few turns of the wheel 
changes the tension from very loose to very tight, as may be required on a particu-
lar course of fire. 

The side and back inner plastic spacers are specific to the magazine size. 
Each pouch is delivered with two sets of spacers: one that fits the larger STI type 
magazines (assembled as default), and one for the slightly smaller CZ/Tan type 
double-stack mags. A single-stack adapter is available separately as an acces-
sory. 

The DAA Race Master Magazine Pouch is suitable for right- or left-handed 
shooters, for all double-stack magazines, and is available in Black, Silver, Blue, or 
Red. 

Please note that these pouches are made of aluminium. It is to be expected 
that the steel magazines will scratch and burr the top edges of the pouch over 
time, however this has no effect on the function of the pouch

 DAARMMPMC    $89.95

Race Master Holster + 3 DAA Aluminum Pouches + DAA Competition Belt
Combo: Race Master Holster, DAA Aluminum Pouches and DAA 

Competition Belt -
Available in Black, Blue, Red, and Silver colors
Now, this is truly the top of the line Combo Offer! Nothing gets 

better than this -
1x Race Master Holster, 3x Race Master Aluminum Pouches and 

1x DAA Competition Belt.
Save over 10% and spoil yourself with the best IPSC gear avail-

able in the market!

** MUST SPECIFY BELT COLOR / SIZE
and DAA MAG POUCH COLOR 
COMBORMHPB    $434.75 Value! 

Sale: $391.95 (You save $42.80)

Combo

DAA Race Master Magazine Pouch
We are proud to present the DAA Race Master 

Magazine Pouch! 
First of its kind, this hi-tech magazine pouch was 

designed by Saul Kirsch, using advanced Cad-Cam soft-
ware. It is the perfect complementary equipment for the 
now hugely successful DAA Race Master Holster. 

Like the innovative Race Master Holster itself, the 
Race Master Pouch is a completely original design, 
unlike anything else seen on the market to date. 

It is constructed from aluminum rather than plastic, 
and this allows a design and performance never before 
possible in a competition mag pouch. It offers a wider 
and more diverse range of adjustability and mounting 
options – and more important, locks rock-solid in the cho-
sen position, not losing its settings until the user chooses 
to change them. 

Its wide range of angle adjustments allows the user to 
position his maga-
zine “just so”. This 
feature, combined 
with a unique and 
superior retention 
system, creates 
a smoother and 
more consistent 
release, leading 
to a more reliable 
and faster reload.

Unlike all other 
pouches, this pouch’s pressure adjustment wheel applies 
its load to the back of the magazine, squeezing the mag 
tube from back to front rather than from left to right, as 
most others do. This is a lot more effective, as the maga-
zine’s front and back walls are straight and parallel, while 
the side walls are tapered on all double-stack mags. This 
type of contact creates a far smoother draw of the maga-
zine. A few turns of the wheel changes the tension from 
very loose to very tight, as may be required on a particu-
lar course of fire. The side and back inner plastic spacers 
are specific to the magazine size. 

The hanger system of the Race Master Pouch bor-
rows heavily from the excellent features of the Race 
Master Holster. The inner side of the hanger fits snugly 
over the shooter’s outer belt, preventing any rocking 
motion. Since the hanger can be assembled directly in 
the chosen position, and does not need to slide all along 
the belt, it can be made with a tighter fit. The minimalist 
steel plate on the inside 
of the hanger causes 
no separation between 
your inner and outer 
belt. This is critical, 
especially when carry-
ing 3 or 4 pouches side 
by side. The steel plate 
can be tightened down, 
to lock the pouch tightly 

even on thinner, narrower belts. 
The cant and tilt of the pouch is achieved by using a 

ball-socket joint as in the Race Master Holster. The alu-
minum ball is locked firmly in place with two set-screws. 
The ball-socket joint is purposely set off-center on the 
belt hanger, allowing the user to choose between two 
heights when fitting the pouch to his belt. The ball joint 
locks into the body of the holster so that it cannot slip or 
rotate, even if the center screw comes loose. This is a 
new and very unique feature of this pouch. 

Three mounting points on the pouch body allow for 
ambidextrous use, as well as making it possible to mount 
the pouch turned 90 degrees away from the body, as pre-
ferred by some shooters.  

The DAA Race Master Aluminium pouches are sup-
plied with 2 sets of spacers. The first set (assembled) is 
designed to fit the 2011 STI magazines. It will work per-

fectly also for SV, 
Para, SPS, BUL 
M5 and any other 
wide body 2011 
type mag we have 
tried. 

The Second 
set of inserts are 
designed for the 
CZ SP01 mags. 
They are a per-
fect fit also for the 

small Tanfoglio mags. For other model magazines, some 
fitting may be required. It may be necessary to remove 
some material from the back side of the side spacer, to 
allow more room for slightly wider mags. This we have 
seen with Glock and S&W M&P mags, and is sure to be 
the case with others. This fitting can be done in minutes 
with a piece of flat sandpaper, or in seconds with a belt 
sander. A single-stack adapter is available separately as 
an accessory. 

Also, please note that these pouches are made of alu-
minium. It is to be expected that the steel magazines will 
scratch and burr the top edges of the pouch over time, 
however this has no effect on the function of the pouch. 

The DAA Race Master Magazine Pouch is suitable for 
right or left-handed shooters, for all double-stack maga-
zines, and is available in Black, Silver, Blue, or Red.

DAARMMP   $59.95
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By Dave Re

E very once in a while, someone 
comes up with a better mouse-
trap. They get dissatisfied with the 

current market offerings for one reason 
or another, and they put on their thinking 
caps, and BAM, you get something new 
and interesting to look at. Never being one 
to turn down a look at one of these new 
products, I had to say “Yes” when Saul 
Kirsch of Double Alpha Academy asked me 
if I’d like to try out their new Race Master 
Pouches for T&E and review. Let’s take a 
look…

I’ve tried out a number of magazine 
pouches through the years, and have been 
using the CR Speed pouches for a while, 
now. They seemed to offer the best mix of 
access to the mags, speed, flexibility, and 
durability to my taste, albeit at a higher 
price than other offerings on the market. 
The CR Speed pouches have their flaws, 
but seemed like the best choice at the time.

Enter the Race Master Pouch. Designed 
as a complimentary piece of kit to go with 
their superb Race Master Holster, the Race 
Master Pouch definitely embodies the term 
“solid”. Machined from aluminum, this is 
not some injection molded cheapo piece 
of gear that will break or wear out quickly 
under a little stress.

Included in the box are the pouch, an 
extra insert and pressure plate, two Allen 

wrenches for adjustment, an extra nut and 
screw (for configuring them “sideways” – 
see below), and a crystal sticker with the 
DAA logo for you to put on them once 
you’ve set them up for the correct “handed-
ness”.

I was immediately pleased to notice 
that DAA had carried over the principles 
of the holster’s hanger design to the pouch. 
One of the big annoyances I’ve had with 
the CR Speed pouches I’ve been using 
is that they don’t fit snugly on the belt, 
allowing the pouches to move around if 
you don’t take steps to improve the fit 
(for instance, by wrapping electrical tape 
around the belt to build it up – I know of 
some folks that have drilled and tapped the 
CR Speed hanger to run a screw through 
the hanger into the belt, even!). When I first 
put one of the Race Master pouches on the 
belt, it was rock solid, just like the holster. 
The fit is impressive using a CR Speed belt, 
and I have to imagine that on the DAA belt, 
the hanger’s fit even tighter (much like the 
holster). No worries about migrating mag 
pouches!

Much like the holster, finding the opti-
mal angle and position for the pouch is 
fairly simple, once you get the right amount 
of “drag” on the set screws so that you can 
still move the pouch around, but with just 
enough resistance so that it stays put so 
that you can test it carefully. Unlike most 
of the other popular mag pouches on the 
market, the Race Master can be adjusted 
in three axes – rake and cant, plus height. 
Most only have rake and height, or just rake 
(rake being the angle the magazine is held 
at vertically). In addition, you can config-
ure them so that the mags are held with the 
back of the magazine toward your body, if 
you prefer that presentation – and you still 
retain rake, cant, and height adjustment. 
Very versatile adjustments!

The pouches come configured for typi-
cal wide body 1911/2011 magazines – STI, 
Para, and similar. A second insert is includ-
ed with the pouches to allow you to convert 
them to hold CZ SP-01 sized magazines 
correctly (as well as other small bodied 
CZ style mags made by Tanfoglio and the 
like). With a little tuning (sandpaper or a 
belt sander), this insert can also be adjusted 
to allow Glock and M&P magazines to fit 
properly. I haven’t tried this, yet, but I do 
have an M&P, and so can evaluate this pos-
sibility later. There is also an insert avail-
able for 1911 single stack magazines as an 
accessory.

The first thing I noticed upon inserting 
an STI magazine into the pouch was that it 
fit like a glove. Even at the lowest tension 
setting, there’s no danger of this magazine 
coming loose by accident.   The tension 
adjustment is different on these, too. Rather 
than pinch the mag from side to side as is 
done on virtually every other mag pouch 
in production, the Race Master Pouch puts 
tension on the mag from front to back by 
way of a spring loaded pressure plate that 
the shooter can adjust via an adjustment 
wheel set into the back of the pouch. No 
screws sticking out to get caught on things 
or accidentally misadjusted.

Reloads out of these pouches are 
smooth and fast. I was initially concerned 
that due to them covering more of the mag 
than the CR Speed pouch, I’d get slowed 
up by having to move the magazine further 
laterally to get it free, but the clock doesn’t 
indicate an issue. I don’t feel any differ-
ence, that way, either. Just a nice, smooth 
release. You can’t ask for much more than 
that…

Follow up...
I’ve put a lot of mileage on three of 

them, including two major matches. I think 
I can pretty accurately describe for you my 
findings after using them for that period of 
time. And … they’re really good!

After shooting a number of rounds 
with the pouches in practice, several local 
matches, the USPSA Open Nationals, and 
the 2011 USPSA Area 2 Championship 

The DAA Race Master Pouch – A First Look 
with the Race Master pouches, I can defi-
nitely say they’re staying on my belt.

Much like the Race Master holster, you 
can tighten the adjustment screws quite 
firmly. The pouches just don’t move after 
that (also owed in part to how stable the 
hanger is on the belt). This has actually led 
to my reloads being much more consist-
ent, as the magazine is always in the spot 
I expect it to be. Whereas before, I’d tend 
to fumble reloads when I was pushing on 
speed, I do it far less frequently out of these 
pouches because my ability to attain a solid, 
consistent grip on the magazine is so much 
better than it was with the CR Speed pouch. 
That was an unexpected benefit, but one I’m 
more than happy to reap the rewards of, for 
sure…

Through all of that stick time, I’ve had 
all three pouches set on their lightest ten-

sion setting. No yard sales, yet the pouches 
release the mag very easily. Much better 
than other pouches I’ve used. Early on, I 
noticed that I was banging the knuckle on 
my middle finger on the lower/outside cor-
ner of the pouch. That went away on it’s 
own – I don’t notice it at all, now.

I also noticed that my belt weighs a bit 
more in the hand. After all, these pouches 
are metal, and weigh more than a plastic 
pouch. However, the weight isn’t noticeable 
on the belt after a long day. The weight of 
the gun and magazines is far more, and I do 
what I can to keep at least the magazines off 
of my belt when I’m not actively preparing 
for a stage.

I’ve noticed one strange thing with 
the first pouch on my belt. I run that one 
with a little more angle on it.  The pouch is 
developing a small burr on the inside front 
edge of the corner furthest away from my 

body. I suspect this is due to the feed lips (or 
possibly some other part of the magazine) 
dragging across that corner as I draw the 
mag out and move it up toward the gun. It 
hasn’t gotten bad, or sharp, at this point, but 
I should be able to smooth that out easily 
with a small file and some sandpaper if it 
gets worse. I’d label this “no big deal”. This 
hasn’t happened with the other two pouches 
– of course, the predominance of my reloads 
have come out of the first pouch, but I don’t 
think I’ll see that out of the others, due to 
the difference in angle.

So, that’s really about all there is to tell 
you about them. Much like the Race Master 
holster, DAA’s Race Master Magazine 
Pouch is a solid piece of kit, and one that 
I’ve added to my own belt for the long term.

To review and read other product 
reviews by Dave, visit his website at: http://
drperformanceshooting.com

DAA Deluxe Magnetic Pouch
The DAA Deluxe Magnetic Pouch utilizes two powerful 32mm magnets to 

hold the magazine securely in place while providing a smoother release than 
that achieved from the larger standard Magnetic Pouch. The support side 
walls allow us to use smaller magnets which in turn make the pouches more 
useable as an all-round pouch for every day use, and not just as a designated 
pick-up Pouch.

For those shooters who like the simplicity and minimalist look of an open 
magnetic pouch - this is the perfect choice! The slim body makes it possible 
to position pouches closer together while still leaving enough room to reach 
down and grab the magazine correctly. The lack of external or front pouch 
walls allow the pouches to be spaced that much closer together. Perfect for 
Standard or Production where one must wear the pouches behind the hip-
bone. 

The pouch is attached to our new model belt hanger, which locks securely 
on any 1.5" belt, clamping down to hold tightly even on thinner belts. The 
pouch can be swiveled around the center screw (lower magnet's middle) to 
angle the pouch as desired. The off-center mounting point on the hanger 
offers the option of two height adjustments to choose from. The pouch body 
is machined from solid Delrin, making it tough and durable.  Available in black 
color and for Right-Hand shooters only.

DAADMP    $44.95
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DAA Racer Holster
In 2010 DAA introduced its revolution-

ary Race Master Holster, which turned 
the world of competition holsters on 
its head. The Race Master became 
an overnight success, with thousands 
of shooters world-wide retiring 
their older model holsters and 
upgrading to this latest innova-
tion.  In an incredibly brief time, 
the Race Master Holster firmly 
positioned itself as the leading brand, 
bringing in countless match wins, includ-
ing the European Steel Challenge and the IPSC 
World Championship.

However, the all aluminum construction and flex-
ibility of the Race Master makes it an expensive holster. 
Seeing the need for a less expensive variation of this suc-
cessful design, DAA set out to develop the DAA Racer 
Holster.

At the heart of the new DAA Racer 
Holster lies the same innovative patent-pending mechanism that makes the Race 
Master stand head and shoulders above the competition.  But what the Race Master 
achieves with interchangeable Delrin inserts inside an aluminum housing, the Racer 
does with no housing at all.  Same peak-performance, driven results, but without the 
high costs of machining.

DAA reduced costs further by eliminating the large external tension adjustment 
knob, which many deemed unnecessary, and set the tension to light (this can be 
adjusted internally for the users preference). The same locking system allows the DAA 
Racer Holster to hold the pistol by only its trigger guard, just as steady and secure as 

the Race Master does, and the same spring loaded safety is conveniently positioned in 
the rear of the holster, where it can be easily and swiftly accessed on the draw.

Where other manufactures go to plastic to reduce costs on their hanger - DAA did not.  
They believe that one of the most important features in a competition holster is the abil-

ity to position it just right for the user, and then to lock it up rock solid on the shooting 
belt.

DAA redesigned the hanger to reduce costs, however it remains an all alu-
minum structure and utilizes the same ball-joint design that the Race Master uses. 
In fact, the new hanger with the round vertical rod offers an even wider range of 
adjustment than the Race Master’s system.

The DAA Racer Holster is shipped with a detachable thigh pad, which 
pivots within a range of aprx. 40 degrees to mould itself to the thigh as the 

shooter moves, reducing movement of the holster and increasing comfort.
The belt hanger is again a variation of the successful 

Race Master design, just made narrower and lighter.  
Our now familiar minimalist steel locking plates on the inside, allow the user to 
maintain good contact between the inner and outer shooting belt.

The entire holster weighs in at just 230grams (8.11oz.) making it the 
lightest race holster on the market!  And while no interchangeable block 
is available for the DAA Racer Holster, a wide range of pistol models 
are supported, including the STI, SV, 1911, Beretta 92F, BUL M5, 
SPS, BUL SAS, Caspian, CZ SP01, Glock, STI GP6, Para Ord, 
S&W M&P, S&W L frame, S&W N frame, Sig 226/228, Sig X5, 
Tanfoglio, Tanfoglio Stock III, and the Springfield XDM.

Available only in a black body, the holster projects a splash of 
color and elegance by adding a laser-cut side plate, that is avail-
able in Black, Blue, Silver or Red.

DAARACERH   $129.95

DAA Racer Magazine Pouch
In 2011 DAA introduced the all aluminum 

Race Master Mag Pouches, the first of their kind.  
Their innovative design is so different from other 
model pouches that all who used them were 
instantly fans.

However, their one shortcoming is their 
high price tag...  A $60 pouch is not afford-
able by all, especially when one considers 
the need for 3 or 4 of them on your belt.  
Although ideally suited and matched to the 
DAA Race Master Holster, it was felt by DAA 
that a more economic version of this great 
mag pouch was needed to launch with the 
DAA Racer Holster.   So DAA set out to develop and produce a new plastic 
molded version of this same winning design, and are now proud to introduce 
the all new DAA Racer Pouch, the perfect mate for the DAA Racer Holster!

The DAA Racer pouches borrow heavily from the Race Master Pouch.  In 
fact, DAA took the very same body design, modified it to suite plastic mounding 
requirements, while maintaining the exact same unique “pressure from the back” 
adjustable holding system that has proven so successful.  Interchangeable inserts allow the user to 
go from larger 2011 mags to smaller CZ / Tan mags.  A single stack spacer is available as an accessory as well.

The Racer Pouch is completely ambidextrous, allowing easy mounting for both left or right hand users. And the 
pouch can even be mounted at 90 degrees away from the body, just as can be done in the Race Master version.

The belt-hanger of the pouch utilizes the same minimalist steel plate design, which eliminates separation between 
the inner and outer belt. The belt hanger has been simplified though - there is no ball joint as in the aluminum RM 
pouch, because that simply could not be achieved in plastic material in this size.  However, the pouch can be adjust-
ed for tilt in very small increments, allowing each shooter to find the right angle for their preference.  Once the correct 
angle is set and the center screw tightened, the serrations in the connector piece lock up, preventing any possibility of 
the pouch rotating until the center screw is loosened several turns.

While these pouches may not offer the unique look and feel of the all aluminum Race Master pouches, or the ball 
joint tilt base, they are indeed robust and durable, and the performance that one can expect is every bit as good as 
that of its big brother.  And with a price tag of almost half that of the Race Master pouches, the Racer Pouch will be 
the prefect choice for many.

Available in Black, Blue, Red or Grey / Silver.

DAA In-Mag Bullet Counter
The DAA In-Mag Bullet Counter is an invaluable tool for any Production or Limited-10 division 

shooter, who wishes to quickly and easily control how many rounds are loaded into the magazine.
Simply push the Bullet Counter down on the top round, using the pre-positioned fiber optic 

“marker” to determine if the correct number of rounds are loaded into the magazine before begin-
ning the stage of fire.

The tip of the Bullet Counter is contoured to match the side of a 9mm case, and a small lip fits 
into the rim of the case, to provide even more secure positioning.  The grip handle design is rounded 

and comfortable to use when pressing down with the palm of the hand.
Along the side of the machined aluminium shaft are 24 closely spaced holes, 
into one of which the fiber optic rod (included in green and red) can be placed to 

mark the correct position for 10 or 15 rounds or for any number of rounds 
desired to control.  Then simply push the Bullet Counter 

down, and if the fiber optic dot aligns up with the 
top edge of the magazine lip, then the 

correct number of bullets have 
been loaded in the 
magazine. DAAIMBC   $19.95

DAARACERMP 
$32.95
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DAA Magnetic Magazine Holder

DAA Magnet Pouch

The DAA Super-size STI Magwell

Single-Stack Adapters for DAA Pouches

Magnetic pouches are handy devices, and provide 
a real advantage on those stages where you need to 
pick up multiple magazines at the start of the stage. Of 
course, the one problem those “stand-alone” magnetic 
pouches create, particularly for Standard and Production 
class shooters, is that they take up space on your shoot-
ing belt, and force you to move your other pouches far-
ther back, to stay legal behind the hip bone.

To address this problem, we are pleased to now offer 
the new DAA Magnet and pouch combo. This offers you 
a new and complete DAA pouch, onto which we have 
solidly mounted one of our super-strength magnets, to 
allow you to snap-up that extra mag onto the front of your 
pouch, without taking up any space on your belt!

The magnet is mounted 
to the base of the pouch, to 
ensure it remains rigid and 
solid when you place or draw 
off those magazines against 
the pull of the magnet. The 
pouch itself functions normal-
ly, except for a restriction in the amount of tilt back 
allowed when the magnet is mounted on the pouch.

Our magnet is assembled using a rubber-coated 
aluminum bracket, which is wrapped around the pouch, 
leaving the box pouch untouched.  This provides extra 
strength to the magnet without interfering with the pouch 
itself. DAAMP   $72.95

The Single-Stack Adaptors (Spacers) Kits 
allow you to use either the DAA Competition Mag 
Pouch or the new DAA Race Master Magazine 
Pouch as a single stack magazine pouch.  The 
kits include CNC machined polymer spacers and 
accessories which can be added or removed 
easily, providing flexibility for use with either sin-
gle stack or hi-cap magazines.  

Please note: This product is ONLY the 
Spacer Kits.  The magazine and mag pouch 
shown in the picture are not included!

DAASSSA  $8.95
(for the DAA Competition Mag Pouch)

DAARMMPSP    $8.95
(for the DAA Race Master Mag Pouch)

A must-have item for those "pick up the 
mag" stages. With this custom-made mag-

netic mag holder, you can slap your extra 
magazine onto your belt as fast as you 
can pick it up from the table! Never again 
waste precious time fumbling to insert a 
magazine into your magazine pouches!

The magnet used is almost 50mm in 
diameter and over 10mm thick, giving a pull-

ing power of over 100kg!  This ensures that 
it will hold your loaded magazine securely in 

place even as you run and jump. Its smooth 
surface enables you to grab the magazine 
and slide it off upwards, when you need to 
use it to reload. The magnet is so powerful 
that you cannot possibly pull the magazine 
straight off the magnet, but rather you have to 
slide it upwards, which works great for a fast 
reload. DAAMAG    $44.95
Warning! Keep magnet away from 
your credit cards and electronic 
equipment! 

The new DAA Super-size STI Magwell offers great 
advantages for Open class STI shooters.

It is precision machined from 
aircraft-grade aluminum to 
meet the tightest tolerances. It 
clicks into place and perfectly 
blends with the inner contour 
of your STI frame, without any 
modification or fitting.

This Super-sized mag-
well creates a huge opening 
of 49mm, almost 2 inches 

wide, and 62mm (2.5") long, for a faster, smoother reload 
every time. The inner side of the magwell is a polished 
surface angled at a steep 65-degree angle, allowing for a 
consistent, resistance-free reload.

The DAA Super-size STI Magwells are available in a 
choice of 3 hard-anodize finishes, Blue, Black and Clear, 
which not only create a striking look, but also offer a 
tough surface finish to help protect from scratches and 
nicks.

Each magwell is supplied with a customized Super-
size stainless-steel assembly pin to replace the original 
STI mainspring housing pin. DAASTIMW   $99.95

Double-Alpha (DAA) Competition Belt

Double-Alpha (DAA) Competition Mag Pouch
These new DAA mag pouches are made in South America by Jorge Sinardi, 

and we are very proud that Competitive Edge Dynamics is the exclusive North 
American distributor. We offer them under the DAA brand name in conjunction 
with our European joint-venture partner Double-Alpha Academy.  These cleverly 
designed magazine pouches offer features very few others do and work perfectly 
with our new DAA Competition Belt:

They are compatible with ALL double-stack magazines, from small CZ type 
9mm mags to full size STI mags. No parts are needed to change from one mag 
type to another – just move the rollers to the next holes and tighten up as needed! 
Couldn’t be simpler.  The magazines are completely ambidextrous – suitable for 
right and left hand assembly.  

They offer an exceptional range of adjustment – see detailed description 
below. And they offer the very firmest grip as well as the smoothest release on the 
market, thanks to the double set of rollers and the flexible material used. You will 
find no better. Available in blue, black and red.  Specify color when ordering.

DAACMP    $36.95
T h e  D A A 

Competition Pouch 
is one of the very 
few in the industry 
to allow adjust-
ment of the cant, 
thus allowing the 
magazine to be tilt-
ed closer or farther 
from your body.

A  f u l l 
3 6 0 - deg ree 
rotation is pos-
sible, allowing 
you to adjust 
the angle to 
the magazine 
in each pouch 
to best suit 
your needs. 

The Base pad 
can be assembled 
onto the belt in 
two positions, thus 
allowing the user to 
choose if he wishes 
to mount the maga-
zine higher or lower 
on his belt, with a 
20mm variance.

Other features include:
•  Top-quality material and workmanship.
•  Industrial-strength Velcro of the high-

est standard.
•  Both inner and outer belt have their 

size clearly tagged.
•  Competition width 1.5", to fit with all 

shooting gear used.
•  Overlap length is already calculated 

in – so if you are a size 36" pant – you 
order a size 36" belt.

• Sizes available from 32" – 50"
•  Smaller sizes (32"-34") have an 18cm 

(7") overlap section, while larger 
belts (36" and up) have a 24cm (9.5") 
overlap section. This is to ensure the 
smaller-size users have enough space 
on their belts for all their magazine 
pouches.

•  An attractive and functional safety loop 
is included with every belt, carrying an 
embroidered “AA” logo.

CED is proud to pre-
sent the new Double-Alpha 
Competition Belt. This new 
Inner & Outer shooting belt 

offers the best features 
for serious competition 
shooters.

The inner bel t  is 
designed streamlined and 

slim-profiled to prevent it from adding too much 
thickness under the outer belt. This helps to ensure you 
wear your gear close to your body in the most comfort-
able way. The inner belt is pointed at one end to facilitate 
easy threading through pant loops. Of course the inner 
belt carries the soft Velcro layer to prevent it from snag-
ging on clothing or car seats when worn separately.

The outer belt is simply 
the strongest and stiffest 
belt on the market today, 

bar none!
It is constructed of a 

tough, web nylon outer, covering a fiber-reinforced poly-
mer core, which gives the belt its impressive rigidity.  We 
designed the belt to be slightly thicker than most others, 

so that the holsters and pouches mounted on the belt will 
sit firmly in place and will not rock or slide around. This 
makes it slightly harder to thread some makes of holsters 
and pouches, but all types of gear will fit.

The Double-Alpha Competition Belt is available in 
Black, Blue, Red or Silver/Gray with the color boldly 
displayed in the wide middle section of the belt, not the 
trims.

DAABLTBLK (Black) $54.95
DAABLTBLU (Blue)
DAABLTRED (Red)
DAABLTSLV (Silver)
DAAINNERBLT $19.95
(Extra Inner Belt only) 

32" 100 cm, 39.4 in.
34" 105 cm, 41.3 in.
36" 116 cm, 45.7 in.
38" 121 cm, 47.6 in.
40" 126 cm, 49.6 in.

42" 131 cm, 51.6 in.
44" 136 cm, 53.5 in.
46" 141 cm, 55.5 in.
48" 146 cm, 57.5 in.
50" 151 cm, 59.5 in. 

Size chart: Size Overall Length
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Dillon HP1 Electronic Hearing Protection
The Dillon HP1 Electronic Hearing Protectors are the 

latest technology has to offer! Using advanced digital 
technology, the HP1 amplifies weak sounds while 
at the same time blocking out loud, harmful noise. 
The HP1 is designed to NEVER completely shut 
off, but instead compress harmful noise to a safe 
comfortable level. The HP1 transmits a high-quality, 
wide-frequency-range sound - not the hollow, "tinny" 
sound common with other electronic hearing pro-
tectors.  Now with new Auto Shutoff circuitry. 
(Specify Blue or Black color)  HP1  $135.00

HP1 Replacement Hygiene Kit 
Replacement Hygiene kit for the HP1 Electronic Hearing Protector, 

includes two ear pads and two inner foam cushions. If necessary, ear pads 
can be removed by simply unsnapping them from the ear protector cup. To 
re-install the ear pad, insert one end of the ear-pad base under the edge of the 
ear cup, hold it in place, then follow the edge around, snapping it into the ear cup as 
you go. HPK1 $9.95

•   Protection Rating NRR 21
•  External battery compartment allows easy 

access to batteries as well as isolating the bat-
teries and associated connections from the 
harsh, humid conditions that can exist inside the 
ear cup. Two AAA batteries in each ear cup pro-
vide 250 - 300 hours of service!

•  Extra-deep, replaceable ear pads provide added 
protection and comfort by increasing the internal 
depth of the hearing protector.

•  Separate segmented vol-
ume controls allow user to 
adjust volume independently 
for each ear.

•  HP1 Hearing Protectors provide TRUE stereophonic sound.
•  Auto Shutoff system prevents unnecessary battery drain.
•  Double-sealed circuitry with silicone protection for use in 

humid environments.
•  Collapsible for ease of storage.
•  Available in Blue or Black color.

Requires four AAA batteries
 (not included)

Dillon HP2 Non-electronic Hearing Protection
The Dillon HP2 Folding Hearing Protector is comfortable to wear 

for extended periods and folds for easy storage when not in use. 
To use, simply adjust to a comfortable fit with ear cups complete-
ly covering your ears.  The HP2 may be cleaned by wiping with 
a soft cloth moistened with warm soapy water.

(Specify Blue or Black color)                 HP2  $19.95

HP2 Replacement Hygiene Kit 
Replacement ear pads and acoustic foam 

inserts are available in kit form. If neces-
sary, ear pads can be removed by simply 
unsnapping them from the ear protector 
cup. To re-install ear pad, insert one end 
of the ear-pad base under the edge of the 
ear cup, hold it in place, then follow the edge 
around, snapping it into the ear cup as you go.

HPK2  $9.95

•  NRR 23 •  Available in Blue or Black color

•Warren Tactical Sights
•Sevigny Competition Sights

PROVEN IN THE REAL WORLD, ON THE JOB AND IN THE TACTICAL ARENA
WARREN TACTICAL 
SERIES sight design is void 
of sharp corners, serrations, 
undercuts, and odd angles 
because they are distracting.

Notes on the Warren 
Tactical Series Rear - The 
patented, curved rear profile, 
called the “Waive Design,” and 
the radius corners of the rear 
notch combine to quickly direct 
the shooter’s vision upward 
toward the front sight and the 
target / threat.

The Waive Design also 
allows faster “target to target” 
transitions.  Plus, with the long 
outer corners of the rear sight 
removed, the shooter can see 
more of the target / threat area 
clearly.

SEVIGNY COMPETITION / CARRY SIGHTS void of sharp cor-
ners, serrations, undercuts and odd angles because they are distracting.

Notes on the Sevigny Competition Rear – The patented profile of the 
Sevigny Competition Sight is a more traditional approach to sight design, 
but that's where similarities end.  These sights maintain their sharp, crisp 
edges, which leaves no question whether you are on your target or not.  
The front blade width provides substantial visual feedback to the compet-
itor, providing just the right light on either side to quickly verify your front 
sight is on the target. This combination allows the competitor to break the 
quick, accurate shot on either the wide-open or the partial, hidden target.

Notes on the Sevigny Carry Rear - Further collaboration between 
Scott Warren and Dave Sevigny produced the patent-pending, Sevigny 
Carry Sight. Dave advised that he wanted to see a consistent sight 
picture between his Carry Glocks and his Competition Glocks. The 
Sevigny Carry Design maintains the same sight profile as the Sevigny 
Competition rear sight, but with rounded outer edges to reduce drawing 
snags during carry.

SCOTT WARREN
 •  5-Time IDPA National 

Champion
•  16 National Specialty Awards
•  Over 100 Major 

Championship Titles

SIGHTS DESIGNED
BY PROFESSIONALS

FOR PROFESSIONALS

Plain Front
(.215" h x .125" w)  & Rear

SCY-00   $59.95

Fiber Optic Front
(.215"h x .115"w) &

Plain Rear
WTL-05   $75.95*

Plain Front
(.215"h x .125"w) &

Rear 
WTL-00   $59.95*

Tritium Front
(.215"h x .125"w) &

Tritium Rear
(3 lamp system)

WTL-21   $133.95*

Tritium Front
(.215"h x .125"w) &

Tritium Rear
(2 lamp system)

WTL-11   $121.95*

* Glock (all models) / Complete Set

Fiber Optic Front
(.215" h x .115" w)  &

Plain Rear
SCP-05   $83.95

Plain Front
(.215" h x .125" w)  &

Rear
SCP-00   $73.95

DAVE SEVIGNY
•  8 -T ime USPSA Nat iona l 

Champion
•  7-Time IDPA National Champion
•  2-Time Steel Challenge World 

IDPA Champion
•  IPSC World & Pan American 

Production Champion
•  Over 125 Major Championship 

Titles

CARRY 
SIGHT 

CARRY 
SIGHT 

CARRY 
SIGHT Glock Glock

Glock

Glock

COMPETITION
SIGHT

COMPETITION
SIGHT

Fiber Optic Front
(.215" h x .115" w) & Plain 
Rear     SCY-05   $75.95

Tritium Front
(.215" h x .125" w) & Tritium 

Rear (2-lamp system)
SCY-11   $121.95

Glock & 
S&W-M&P

Glock & S&W-M&P

Glock & S&W-M&P

Glock

Glock
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C-MORE RTS & STS Small Tactical Sights
The RTS & STS C-MORE Systems are the 

smallest reflex sights. Just like our competition 
sights, their head-up displays provide an unob-

structed sight picture in which the red dot hovers on the sight line, illumi-
nating the point of impact on the target, creating the fastest target acqui-
sition in existence, and unlimited eye relief. Similarly they use a beam-
splitter lens made of glass; hard coated for maximum scratch resistance, 
and light transmission, while the parallax-free design enables targets to 
be acquired without the need to center the dot in the lens.

They both use a CR2032 lithium battery that is contained within a 
removable battery tray, which permits battery replacement without dismounting 
the sight. The battery tray is O-ring sealed, and is part of the waterproofing that 
goes into every STS. A 3-position switch provides automatic intensity adjust-
ment; a high brightness setting; and an off position.

The aircraft alloy housing and electronics are designed to handle the 
hottest loads from large-caliber firearms. The RTS provides 1 MOA click 
adjustments for windage and elevation resulting in pinpoint accuracy. A 
positive locking screw for both windage and elevation lock the adjust-
ment screws in position. The STS provides infinite adjustment capability; 

by eliminating "clicks," the adjust-
ment can be set to exact positions, 
resulting in pin-point accuracy. A positive 
locking screw for both windage and elevation 
will lock the adjustment screws in position. 

RTS has a built in railway mount and is only available with the built-in 
railway mount at this time. The STS come without a mount, but has a full 
range of mounts available as shown below, 

• Small Compact Design
• Aluminum Body
• Glass Lens
• Removable Battery Tray
• Ultra-Bright Red Dot available in 3.5 and 7 MOA
• 3-position switch: Full Bright. Auto. Off.
• Precision Adjustments with Lock
• Available in Black or Desert Tan
• Water Resistant to 1 meter
• Mounts Available Separately

STSB-3.5 (STS Red Dot  3.5 MOA in Black or Tan color) $399.00
STSB-7  (STS Red Dot  7.0 MOA in Black or Tan color) $399.00
STSMT-050 (STS Adapter Plate) $34.95
STSMT-070 (STS Doctor Adapter Kit) $39.95
STSMT-110 (STS Dovetail Mount - Glock Wide Slide) $39.95
STSMT-115  (STS Dovetail Mount - Glock Narrow Slide) $39.95
STSMT-200 (STS Rail Mount - Weaver / Picatinny) $47.95

DAA Aimpoint Micro Sight Mount
The Aimpoint Micro Sight is a fantastic new scope, but few good pistol mounts 

are available for it – and none like this one!  Designed according to Saul Kirsch’s 
specifications, the DAA Aimpoint Micro Sight Mount will place your Aimpoint Micro 
Sight much lower down to the slide and get that large battery cap out of your way by 
rotating the sight 90 degrees to the left. It thereby places the battery compartment 
on top rather than off to the right. The mount attaches directly to the body of the 
sight without the use of the originally supplied dovetail mount, thus reducing bulk 
and obstruction of view. Available in STI or Tanfoglio model in Silver or Black 
color. DAAMAM   $99.95

Aimpoint Micro H-1 Red Dot Sight
Micro H-1 - This member of the Micro family of sights is designed and built with the competitive handgunner in 

mind. With its black metallic finish and its 105-gram weight, the Micro H-1 is perfect on pistols and revolvers for NRA 
Action Pistol or IPSC competition. With its 4 MOA dot size, the Micro H-1 is also ideally suited for use on hunting rifles.

Unique features for Micro H-1
•  Its weight – 84 g without mount and 105 g with mount
•  Ideal for rifles, shotguns, handguns or archery equipment.
•  Integral Weaver-style base allows easy attachment.
•  ACET technology allows 50,000 hours of operation on 

one battery.
•  Available in 4 MOA (minutes of angle).
•  Submersible to 15 feet (5 meters).
•  1X (non-magnifying) parallax-free optic.
•  Patent-pending mount is keyed to the sight 

body to absorb recoil.
•  Precision adjustment for windage and 

elevation. Top of protective caps fits into 
holes on adjustment screws - no other tool 
required.

•  13 settings for use in daylight and lowlight con-
ditions.

•  Color Black

Standard features for all Aimpoint® sights
•  Unlimited field of view
•  Parallax-free and unlimited eye relief
•  Unaffected by extreme weather condi-

tions
•  Rugged, durable construction
•  No hazardous materials

•  No laser emission that could 
be harmful to your eyes

•  Mechanical switch for 
speed and reliability

•  Increased aiming 
confidence

 AIMMR1  $560.00

Double Tap C-MORE Sight Mount
This is the original Double Tap Scope Mount as designed by a four-time Canadian and nine-time Ontario 

Provincial Shooting Champion, Michael Auger.  If you want the best, then do not settle for anything less than the 
original!

Available for STI/SVI in Silver or Black, and for Tanfoglio in Silver only.  Please specify model when 
ordering. DTCMSM   $115.95

•  CNC machined from aluminum extrusion with 
replaceable Stainless blast shield

•  Rides low and is superstrong
•  Moves scope back ½" to clear Hybrid ports
•  C-MORE windage screw is fully supported
•  Two-sided leg attachment makes the scope mount 

the strongest on the market
•  Competition tested for over 6 years
•  Will not shift zero, flex or bend under recoil
•  Included Spacers fit any wide or single-stack frames
•  C-MORE hole spacing

RTS   $419.00

STS   $399.00
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Serendipity
The Serendipity 

is a born com-
petitor, winning the IPSC 
World Championship as 
a prototype before the first 
production model was ever pro-
duced! It features a super-light inte-
gral mounting system for the lightest 
setup.

Designed around the 1911 frame and compe-
tition race guns, the Serendipity started the heads-up 
revolution in shooting sports. In 1993 it was the first 
sight ever used in competition to incorporate a heads-up display 
or "tubeless" design. Since then the Serendipity has proven its 
performance and reliability with multiple National and World 
Championships, and continues to be the DOMINATING sight in 
competition today.

The Serendipity is available in many different models. The 
difference in each model is the intensity switch and the width 
of the mounting pads, which are machined to fit the width of the 
selected frame. With each model, you choose the color of the 
sight and the size of the dot. CED can special order most mod-
els, and we try to stock on hand the most popular colors and 
Dot MOA sizes.

C-MORE Red Dot Sights 
Built for speed, these High Performance red dot sights will 

take your shooting ability to the next level. By using a single 
red dot as an aiming point, target acquisition is as simple as 
point and shoot. The unique Heads-Up-Display (HUD) design 
provides an unlimited field of view, while eliminating obstruction 
and tunnel vision common to tube-style scopes.

Specifications
•   Dimensions - Length 5.35 in. (135.9 mm) / Width 1.25 

in. (31.75 mm) / Height 3.35 in. (85.10 mm) / Weight 
3.75 oz. (106.3 g)

•   Optics - Lens 29 mm Beam Splitter, Glass Adjustments 
/ Type Dual Positive Locking System, Max Adjustment 
8 MOA / Windage & Elevation

•   Electronics - Circuit Board / Hard Mounted Components 
/ Intensity Switch Standard or Click Standard Dot Size 
8 MOA / Battery Duracell DL1/3N / Energizer 2L76 - 
Battery Life 300-1500 Continuous Hours

•   Mounting - Application 1911 & clones / select frames - 
Type Drill & Tap

•   Misc. - Submerge Depth 200 m - Colors Black, Blue, 
Gray, Red

Heads-Up-Display
The Heads-Up-Display provides 

an unobstructed field of view, while 
the integral mount increases accu-
racy and eliminates weight by uniting 
the mount and sight into one unit. 
This provides the fastest target acqui-
sition in existence today.

Electronics
Unsurpassed in performance and 

reliability, C-MORE electronics have 
proven tough enough to handle the 
hottest loads from large calibers and 
full auto.

Diode Modules
Interchangeable diode modules allow 

the use of six optional dot sizes for 
different applications. These mod-
ules produce the brightest, clearest 
dot available, and extremely long 
battery life.

Adjustments
The C-MORE windage and eleva-

tion adjustments are designed to hold 
zero in the toughest environments 

by using positive locking screws 
which lock the adjustment screws 

in position.

Mounting
The Serendipity mounts directly to 

the frame by drilling and tapping six 
holes, three on each side. Although 
the Serendipity was designed for the 
1911 frame, the dimensions of the 
mount allow it to be installed on other 
"select" frames as well. Check models 
for a complete list of approved frames.

SL830 / CSL830 - Fits standard width STI and Infinity (SV) Frame Width = 
.830". Available in Black / Bodacious Blue / Gray / Radical Red.  Choose from 
two different Red Dot sizes 6 MOA or 8 MOA.  You MUST specify the color and 
dot MOA size when ordering.

SL830 (Standard Switch) $209.95
CSL830 (Click Switch)     $259.95

Models & Applications
SL750 / CSL750 - Fits standard 1911 frames and clones includ-

ing Colt, Springfield, Kimber, Para-Ordnance. Frame width = .750".  
Available in Black / Bodacious Blue / Gray / Radical Red.  Choose 
from two different Red Dot sizes 6 MOA or 8 MOA.  You MUST specify 
the color and dot MOA size when ordering.

SL750 (Standard Switch) $209.95
CSL750 (Click Switch)     $259.95

Diode Modules
Interchangeable diode modules allow the use of six 

optional dot sizes for different applications. These mod-
ules produce the brightest, clearest dot available, and 
extremely long battery life.  Available in 2, 4, 6, 8, & 12 
MOA sizes

IMPORTANT - Select the Red Dot MOA size and 
insert your selection in the size / color section box 
of the order form.

C-MDM   $49.95

Railway Red Dot Sight
Definitely the most versatile C-MORE sight, the 

Railway mounts to all Weaver and Picatinny rail style 
scope mounts. The applications are unlimited and include 
Hunting, General Shooting, and Law Enforcement / Military.

The Railway sight quickly attaches to Weaver and Picatinny 
rail style scope mounts. This enables the Railway to be attached 
to virtually anything!  Shotguns, rifles, handguns, revolvers, cross-
bows, paint ball guns; these are just a few of the applications the Railway 
has seen. The sight can be easily detached and installed on other weapons, 
making it the most versatile in the C-MORE lineup.
Mounting

The Railway attaches to the Weaver or Picatinny rail by clamping. Most rail 
mounts have multiple cross-slots for mounting different accessories. The Railway 
mount has one fixed cross-bolt and one adjustable, which allows the sight to be adjust-
ed to fit most applications. Extra cross-bolt sets are available upon request.

Available in Black / Bodacious Blue / Gray / Radical Red.  Choose from two different Red Dot sizes 6 MOA or 8 
MOA.

RWB (Standard Switch Railway)  $209.95 CRWB (Click Switch Railway)      $259.95
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DAA Aluminum Standard Base Pads 
The DAA Aluminum Standard Base Pads are made of top quality aluminum, 

precision-machined to the tightest tolerances and hard anodized for 
extra strength and striking good looks.  They fit snugly onto 

STI / SV/ Para / Bul tubes, allowing just a little bit of that 
required “wiggle.”  Spring tension is enough to keep the 
pad in place; however, a self-locking set-screw has been 
added for extra insurance. The pads will add at least 1 

round or more to capacity.
The pad is hollowed out, leaving just the absolute mini-

mum thickness to ensure strength and durability. Radiuses 
have been added to improve inner strength, and side-walls have been thick-

ened to further strengthen the grooves where the base attaches to the tube. In 
fact – these bases are so strong, we are offering a “No-Nonsense” 5-year war-

ranty!  Available in Black, Silver (with metallic blue tint), Blue, and Red. 
The DAA base pad is also available in brass with a matte black finish, weighing a hefty 50 g, three times heavier 

than the aluminum version. Aluminum -  DAASBP (specify color)   $25.95
Brass – DAASBBP (Matte black only)   $34.95

Quinn III C-More Mount
The Quinn Mount by Quinn Engineering leads the revolution of the 

“sideways mounted C-More.” Quinn was the first, and still is the best option 
for this type of sight mounting. Quinn was pleased to have teamed up with Saul 
Kirsch and Double Alpha Academy. Saul had the idea of an integrated option for 
a thumb-rest/pedal. Quinn thought it was a great idea and had thought about working 
with another company, but was willing to team up with DAA and feels that they car-
ried it off functionally and with style. The new Quinn III mount is manufactured by DAA 
and is the latest word in C-More mounting technology and design. The mount is 

machined from top-grade extruded aluminum to the 
tightest tolerances for a precise drop-on fit. A 

newly designed integrated adjusta-
ble thumb rest paddle has been 
added. The paddle can be fitted 
in any of 15 positions (3 horizon-

tal options and 5 angle options 
for each), or can be left off 
entirely. The mount is avail-
able in Silver or Black, and 
includes laser engraved 
logos.

 Q-101    $115.00

DAA Fixed Jet Wings
Don’t mind the wide wings on top of your C-MORE?  

Then the simple and durable DAA Fixed Jet Wings are 
exactly what you need!  Precision-machined from aircraft-
grade aluminum, this fixed-wing design not only looks smart, 
but is a product built to last. A hard-anodized finish helps 
prevent scratches and wear. The DAA Fixed Jet Wings 
replace the battery cap on your C-MORE sight, utilizing the 
original screws.

  DAAFIXJW   $27.95

DAA C-MORE Mount
The new DAA C-MORE Sight Mount is actually 3-in-1.  This unique and origi-

nal design incorporates a C-MORE Slide Ride Scope mount with removable blast 
shield, a retractable single arm jet wing, and the DAA adjustable thumb-rest. ALL IN 
ONE.  The low-profile mount just clears the top of a standard STI slide.  A thick-cut 
aluminum sidewall and mounting plate ensure stability and rigidity.  The thumb-rest 
is fully adjustable and the jet wing fold-out arm will support the gun off the table top - 
allowing for an easier fast grip.  The folding arm locks open or locks closed and tucks 
away neatly alongside the scope, for easy storage and transport.

Made from Aircraft-grade aluminum.
Available in either clear or black hard Anodize finish.  Specify C-MORE pattern 

mounting holes or without holes, for personal custom fitting. DAACMM   $139.95

DAA Adjustable Thumb-Rest
The new DAA Adjustable Thumb-Rest allows you to adjust both 

the angle and the position of your thumb-rest with just a turn of a 
screw! The benefits of mounting a thumb-rest on the pistol are well 
established, and many top shooters choose to use one on their com-
petition guns. These are legal for both Open and Limited/Standard 
divisions, as long as the box restrictions are met.

The biggest problem, however, is deciding where exactly to 
mount the thumb-rest, and what angle will best suit your shooting 
grip. Once mounted, other thumb-rests are difficult or impossible 
to reposition, as the screw holes are already drilled into the frame. 
And why should you be limited to the elevation angle decided on by 
one manufacturer or another? No longer! You can now adjust your 
thumb-rest as you like, experiment, and readjust as often as needed. 
Our unique original design allows for unlimited adjustments within 
a range of about half an inch, and these adjustments can be done without removing 
the thumb-rest from the frame. You can adjust the paddle even as the base remains 
locked in place.

The DAA Adjustable Thumb-Rest is available with or without mounting holes. 
Our multi-holes pattern is designed to be a “drop on” fit to the C-MORE pattern (1st 
and 3rd hole) as well as to the Tanfoglio screw pattern (2nd and 3rd hole). Or, order it 
without holes to fit your particular needs. Precision machined from hi-grade aluminum, 
with stainless steel screws and nut, the DAA Adjustable Thumb-Rest is available with 
either a Clear or Black Hard Anodize finish. DAATR   $69.95
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Feed rounds
with the left hand.

Hold the UpLULA™ as shown!
    (right handed)

Finger on top

Lock

Thumb below the lock

UPLULA™ Universal Semi-Auto Pistol Magazine Loader
Loads Pistol Magazines Fast, Protects Fingers & Thumbs  

Hand-held loader from Maglula, fills standard centerfire pistol magazines quickly and easily, so you spend less 
range time loading mags and more of it shooting. Smooth, positive operation protects fingers and thumbs while you 
load hundreds of rounds painlessly—as fast as one round per second. Also lengthens magazine life by reducing 
wear and tear on feed lips. One size fits all; no inserts, spacers, or adjustments needed to change calibers. Hold the 
magazine upright with the bottom resting on a solid surface. Place the loader over the top of the mag, press down 
lightly while squeezing the lever to depress the follower, drop in a round, and work the lever quickly to push it into the 
mag. Repeat the process until the magazine is full. Constructed from tough, reinforced, black polymer. Locks closed 

when not in use, so it takes up minimal space in pocket or range bag. Fits single and double stack 9mm, 
.357, .40, 10mm, and .45 ACP magazines, plus some .380 mags. Will not load Glock 6-round single 

stack .45 caliber or Smith & Wesson 7-round single stack 9mm, or magazines with less than 8mm 
between feed lips.

Maglula LULA™ AR-15/ 
M-16 Magazine Loader

The LULA™ loader & unloader is a military-quality 
personal magazine loader and unloader. It facilitates 
both loading of loose rounds into a magazine  and 
unloading them out of the magazine. It does so fast, 
safely, comfortably and painlessly. Usable for tens of 
thousands of rounds.

Thumbs can get sore loading those last few 
rounds into a magazine, especially during long shoot-
ing sessions. 

The LULA Magazine Loader for M16/AR-15 
works with almost all M16/
AR-15 mags, metal and plas-
tic [5.56mm (.223) and 6.8mm 
magazines], with the exception 
of the HK 5.56 Steel Mags (SA-
80 mags). It will work with these 
HK Steel Mags, but may slip 
away prematurely after some 
use.  The LULA incorpo-
rates a lever device to aid 
in loading these maga-
zines smoothly and effi-
ciently. 

LULAARL  $26.95

StripLULA™
M-16 / AR-15 Stripper clip mag-
azine loader (Patents pending)

The StripLULA™ stripper clip 
loader is a military-quality person-
al magazine loader.
Benefits:
•  Easily and quickly loads rounds 

from stripper clips
•  Eliminates finger pain and injury
•  Eliminates wear on feed lips
•  1/3 the size of similar loaders
•  The plunger is not separable from the body of the 

loader; therefore it can’t get lost
•  Highly reliable in all weather

•  Durable reinforced polymer
•  Loads 30 rounds in 12 sec.

•  Ambidextrous
•  Pocket size, approx. 38gr (1.3oz.)
•  Usable for tens of thousands of 

rounds.
LULASTRP   $27.95

SPECS: Reinforced 
p o l y m e r ,  b l a c k . 
Approximately 27/8" 
(7.3cm) long,  11/4" 
(3 .2cm) wide, 31/4" 
(8.3cm) high.  2.3 oz.  
Fits single and double 
stack magazines from 
9mm to .45 ACP.

UPLULAUML   
$33.50

Gripmaster
Your hands, wrists, & forearms are at the heart of handgun control.  Grip 

strength is the very foundation of accuracy & weapon retention and is therefore 
the essence of success & survival.

Excellent conditioning of the hand makes a critical difference in your success 
with a handgun. Optimum strength, dexterity, & endurance all contribute signifi-
cantly to your ability to hit the target consistently over time.

The patented Gripmaster is the only hand exerciser available today which ena-
bles you to isolate and develop each finger individually. And because each finger 
is operated by a completely separate system of muscles & tendons in the hand, 
wrist, & forearm, the only way to achieve optimum conditioning of the hand is with 
Gripmaster.

Develop and condition your forearms, wrists, hands, and fingers with the 
amazing Gripmaster. It will become an integral part of your conditioning. 

Great hands make champions!
Gripmaster builds great hands!
Available in three color-coded models 

of graduated resistance. Must specify 
color when ordering

 GRPMST  $13.95

Red / Medium Tension
(7 lbs per finger)
R e c o m m e n d e d 

for the average man’s 
hand and sports use.

Blue / Light Tension
(5 lbs per finger)
Recommended for the aver-

age woman’s hand 
and men preferring 
more repetitions at 
lesser resistance.

Black / Heavy Tension
(9 lbs per finger)
Recommended for those 

requiring exceptional 
grasping power for 
martial arts, climbing, 
or weapon retention.

BabyUpLULA™ - .22LR to .380ACP
The Maglula BabyUpLULA Pistol Magazine Loader is a military quality pistol magazine loader constructed of a 

durable polymer. The Maglula BabyUpLULA will work with single stack magazines and no adjustments, inserts or 
spacers are needed. With this loader, magazines can be loaded in 1/3 the time of conventional loading. This means 
you can spend more time shooting and less time loading your magazines. The Maglula BabyUpLULA is a great time 
saver for pistol shooters.

Technical Information: Maglula BabyUpLULA Pistol Magazine Loader
Loads: .22LR, .25, .32, .380 ACP and single stack magazines of all manufacturers.
Weight: Approximately 35 grams.
Notes:
• Has a simple rounds' unloader feature 
• Fits in hand and pocket 
Magazines this loader will not work properly with:
• Converted 22 Magazines
• Wide-Bodied Magazines (Greater than 1/2")
• Magazines with a projecting side pin
• Browning BDA 380 ACP
• Beretta Cheetah 380 ACP
• Ruger Mark 1, Mark II, Mark III 22 Long Rifle
• Ruger 22/45 22 Long Rifle
• Ruger 10/22 22 Long Rifle
• S&W 22A/22S 22 Long Rifle
• Taurus PT138 380 ACP
• Walther P22 22 Long Rifle BUPLULAUML  $33.50
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JP/VTAC Modular Hand Guards and Accessories
Beyond particular attention to safety, integrity, and precision, the design 

of the JP Hand Guard boasts unmatched user versatility and customizability 
of mounted components precision.  Available to suit a variety of applica-
tions.  To maximize the functionality of the JP Hand Guard System, JP 
offers a variety of attachable Picatinny rail pieces, ranging from 12:00 rails 
to modular segments.

New for 2010, JP XL Hand Guard at 15.5” long, it is 3” longer than the 
existing “long” hand guard.  Developed in response to customer demand for 
a longer guard that would cover the gas block on a rifle length gas system.

M Series - fits AR-15/M16 platform (or similar)
AR-15/M16, full length (OAL: 12.5", matte finish) JPHG-1M  $184.95 
AR-15/M16, carbine length (OAL: 7.0", matte finish) JPHG-4M  $184.95 
AR-15/M16, mid-length  (OAL: 9.125", matte finish) JPHG-5M  $184.95
AR-15/M16, NEW for AR-15 application, 15.5” tube length: JPHG-6M  $199.95 

D Series - fits DPMS LR-308 platform (or similar)
DPMS LR-308 or Knights SR-25 only, full length (OAL: 12.5", matte finish) JPHG-1D  $184.95 
DPMS LR-308, carbine length (OAL: 7.0", matte finish) JPHG-4D  $184.95 
DPMS LR-308, mid-length  (OAL: 9.125", matte finish) JPHG-5D  $184.95
DPMS LR-308,  NEW for DPMS LR-308 platform or similar, 15.5” tube length: JPHG-6D  $199.95

 
A Series - fits Armalite AR-10 platform (or similar) 
Armalite or Bushmaster/Rock River AR-10, full length
   (OAL: 12.5", matte finish) JPHG-1A  $184.95 
Armalite/Bushmaster/R. River AR-10 type, mid length
   (OAL:9.125", matte finish) JPHG-5A  $184.95 

1913 Mil-Std Gauged Rails and Hand Guard Accessories
2" Tactical rail for hand guard JPTR-S  $28.00
4" Tactical rail for hand guard JPTR-L  $45.00
7" carbine length rail (for HG-1, HG-4 or 5 type series) JPTR-C  $70.00
9" rail for mid-length hand guard (HG-1 or HG-5 series only) JPTR-M  $75.00
12" Full length rifle rail (for HG-1 series only) JPTR-R  $80.00
Front sight tactical rail JPTR-FS  $28.00

Instructional DVD
GasGunBasics by JP

This DVD includes a wealth of information that will enable you to get 
peak performance from your self loader. It is produced and delivered by 
John Paul of JP Enterprises, Inc., the company considered by most to 
produce the “gold standard” of M-15 type self loading rifles.

All the things you need to know to live happily ever after with your gas 
operated rifle!  DVD-JPGGB   $29.95

JP Fire Control Components and Kits
JP Trigger parts have quickly become the finest the industry 

has to offer.  Used by many manufacturers for its superior func-
tionality compared to traditional components, a properly installed 
JP trigger is the choice of serious shooters for any application.  
The only way to improve upon the performance and accuracy of 
the JP trigger is with other fine JP fire control components out-
lined below, including hammers and springs.

JP EZ Trigger™ System
The original JP Fire Control Kit has long been the benchmark 

for all single-stage AR triggers in terms of precision, reliability, 
durability, safety and longevity in the market. Now, JP has com-
bined the versatility of their component parts with the conven-
ience of a module in the new JP EZ Trigger™.  This innovative 
new trigger can be installed in about five minutes without any 
gunsmith fitting or modification of parts. It really is the best of all 
worlds—a superb trigger job on par with our own professional in-
house installation, the speed and ease of a module and the versatility of a components trigger. 

The new JP EZ Trigger™ represents the best performance value and strikes the best compromise between safe-
ty, performance, value and mission-specific versatility. Once you try it, we know you will agree.

JP Drop-in .156" Small Pin AR Fire Control Kit JPFCP-1EZ   $259.95
JP .169" Colt Large Pin AR Fire Control Kit JPFCP-2EZ    $259.95

AR-15 .154" Small pin trigger kit JPFC-1   $119.95

Adjustable/reversible selector JPFC-S   $49.95 
Adjustable AR safety for ambi use (lever and screw only) JPFC-SL1   $17.95

Reduced power spring kit for AR-15 (.223 commercial ammo only) JPS3.5    $9.95 
Enhanced ignition reliability spring kit with red hammer spring JPS3.5T   $9 95

JP Rifle Compensators
JP Tactical Compensators - Bennie Cooley Signature Series

In response to rule changes regarding compensators on rifles for tactical match use, JP developed an all-
new recoil eliminator design. Rifle compensators used for tactical matches such as the SOF, WC 3-Gun 

and USPSA Limited Class must meet the new 1” by 3” size.  In addition, some people prefer a slimmer, 
more compact configuration in their rifle compensator but didn't have a worthy alternative. Since JP did 
not make a compensator like this, and most of the existing ones had serious performance issues, JP 
set about solving that problem.

Top professional shooter, Bennie Cooley contacted JP to develop a truly high-performance, match-
legal tactical rifle compensator. With his valuable input, JP produced a design that maximizes the potential of the size 
limitation while maintaining nearly the same recoil reduction and neutrality that has characterized the 
original JP Recoil Eliminator. Bennie was fully impressed with the new compensator and has endorsed 
it as his choice for action rifle competition.  All JP Compensators are SOF/Tactical/USPSA Limited 
legal.
Tactical compensator 1.0 X 2.25" tactical match legal size
(1/2x28 TPI, .750 attachment OD, matte black) JPTRE-2  $89.95
Tactical compensator 1.0 X 2.25" tactical match legal size

(5/8x24 TPI, .750 attachment OD, matte black, for factory threaded 308 rifles) JPTRE-324  $89.95
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JPointTM Miniature Electronic Reflex Sight 
With its tiny size and near weightlessness, the JPoint sight 

renders many others like it obsolete.  Most any platform will 
benefit from the JPoint given our wide variety of accommodating 
mounts and accessories.
(Will fit any pre-existing sight cuts or mounts for Tasco OptimaTM 
or Fire PointTM sights)

JPoint 4 MOA dot sight JPoint4  $299.95

JPointTM Mounting Adapters
Standard 1911 fixed rear sight dovetail JPA-11  $39.95
Glock pistols JPA-G  $39.95
Smith & Wesson M&P JPA-MP  $39.95
1911 with Novak rear sight cut JPA-NV  $39.95
Kimber factory adjustable sight JPA-KA  $39.95
Weaver or Picatinny rails JPA-WP  $59.95
Trijicon 4x32 TA01NSN JPA-TANSN  $69.95

Glock Components
The JP Glock Magazine well and JP Extended Magazine Release are certainly must-have com-

ponents for the competition Glock and make for a much more useable firearm in any application.
Glock mag well, small frame, lightweight alloy JPMW-1  $59.95
Small frame Glock extended mag button and catch JPGMB-1  $24.95
Large frame Glock extended mag button and catch JPGMB-2  $24.95

JP Rifle Scope Mount
NEW! JP Enterprises JPFTSM-30/1 Rifle Scope Mount
The new JP flat top mounting system is extremely robust and returns 

precisely to zero if removed and replaced. It offers the most ideal compro-
mise between height and forward offset to be used on typical low 
rail flat top receivers with Mil-std 1913 Picatinny rail systems with 
longer eye relief high end scopes such as the Leupold LRT series. 
The profile is also an exact match to the CTR-02 upper receiver for 
an added touch. Torx key is provided to tighten clamp screws. No 
unsightly levers or knobs on this mount as JP feels that most people 
don’t really need a “quick detach” capability on their mount, but once set up 
would rather leave well enough alone. Manufactured to accommodate all 
30mm scopes and includes a set of ring adapters that allow it to be used 
with 1" scopes.

One piece flat top scope mount for 1" and 30 mm scopes  (30mm with 1" adapter) JPFTSM-30/1   $179.95

JP Operating System Components
Whether for supreme competition or reliability, JP Bolt Carriers are the finest components available.  The dura-

ble, easy-to-install JP gas blocks allow you to precisely tune your rifle’s bolt velocity to function perfectly with varied 
ammunition loads or particular component setups that defy one-size-fits-all gas systems.

JP Bolt Carriers
Whether for supreme competition or reliability, JP Bolt Carriers are the finest 

components available.
Both the JPBC-2 and the JPBC-3 feature a 100% increase in bearing sur-

face for smoother operation and improved alignment and lower wear in the 
upper receiver. Both are M15 semi auto configuration in the rear with the mil-
spec longer cocking pad in the front for best reliability. This is hands-down the 
best designed and highest quality general purpose carrier on the market. Sold 
as carrier with installed key.

Bolt Carriers, Bolts & Buffers
Stainless full mass tactical carrier with QPQ (without buffer) JPBC-2  $199.95 
Stainless LMOS carrier with QPQ (without buffer) JPBC-3  $199.95
Enhanced bolt assembly completion group 
   (includes firing pin, cam pin and retainer pin, .223) JPBC-EB223  $119.95

JP Adjustable Gas System
The JP Adjustable Gas System is an integral part of the “recoil management” 

system. Most rifles are over-gassed and the resulting bolt slamming effect is a very 
significant part of the felt recoil impulse, which impedes sight recovery. JP found 
that controlling the bolt velocity made for a much smoother shooting rifle. This 
easy-to-install gas manifold allows you to tune your bolt velocity to a particular load 
and optimize the feel of your rifle. 

JP gas blocks also gives a very professional looking way to eliminate the front 
sight on flat top rifles as opposed to cutting off the existing front sight as a make-
shift approach to that problem. Don’t be confused by cheap imitators. There are 
a number of copies of JP products out now that are not as well made or are not 
adjustable. If it doesn’t say JP on the side, forget about it. 

JP Gas Blocks with Picatinny Rail
.750 Adjustable gas block, aluminum, black JPGS-1  $69.95
.936 Adjustable gas block, bull barrel aluminum, black JPGS-3  $79.95
Low profile,  .750" bore, Black Stainless block interface JPGS-5  $79.95
Low profile,  .936" bore, Black Stainless block interface JPGS-8  $79.95

Operating Springs
JP offers custom operating springs that are aprx. 7% higher in rate, which allows for a faster sight recovery and a 

lowered perceived recoil impulse.  They are centerless ground and polished which eliminates the “raspy” sound that 
so many AR-15 type rifles have.

Carbine length operating spring JPS-OSC   $19.95
Rifle length operating spring JPS-OSR   $19.95

JPGS-8

JPGS-5

JPGS-1
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Reverse Plug Retention Clip
This unique Steel clip designed to capture the recoil spring plug on 1911’s using the 

reverse plug system. Replaces bent paper clips or small nails which are cumber-
some to use.  Slip the loop portion of this clip over the guide rod and 
slide until the end is positivity engaged with the retention hole in the rod.  
This allows for a controlled release of the slide in disassembling a 
pistol by capturing the recoil spring until it is purposely removed.   
Disassembly becomes smoother, easier, and prevents mis-
haps.  A perfect addition to the workbench, range bag, 
and cleaning kit.  Buy several and always be prepared 
when the need arises. RPRC  $4.95

Ammo Brass Collector
The Ammo Brass Collector is sim-

ply the BEST brass-picking (collecting) 
device we have seen or tested to date 
for centerfire metallic pistol and rifle 
cases, and shot hulls. This broom styled 
roller device easily picks up spent brass 
from the range.  Simply roll it over the 
ammo brass you want to pickup and it 
captures it within its wire cage.  It works 
not only on hard surfaces, but in grass 
and dirt as well.  Comes with a dumper 
device that can be attached onto any 
5-gallon bucket (not included).  Stick 
the point of the dumper into the Ammo 
Brass Collector cage, twist ¼ turn and 
the Ammo Brass Collector releases its 
contents. The Ammo Brass Collector 
will pick up handgun brass and anything 
with a diameter of 3/8" to 1".  Works 
great with handgun caliber brass includ-
ing - .380, 9mm Luger, .38 Special, 38 
Super, .357 Magnum, 40 S&W, 10mm, 

.45 GAP and .45 ACP and rifle caliber brass .22-250, .223, 5.56 x 39, .243 Winchester, 7.62 x 39, 7.62 x 54, .308, 

.30-06 and .45-70.  It will collect shotgun hulls as well.   Great for clubs and range facilities. AW   $44.95
Buy a case of 4 Ammo Brass Collectors and save 10% AWCASE (Case of 4 pcs.)  $161.95

Ammo Brass Collector

Dumper Device
Twist to empty 

brass

(additional $5.00 S&H applied per unit)

The pinnacle of JP fire control engineering, the EZ Trigger System includes the full suite of our best-selling FC components 
revised and refined to yield an expert-level JP trigger setup in about fifteen minutes with nearly the same ease and 
convenience of a trigger module. But unlike a module, the EZ Trigger offers a fully customizable fire control system 
with mission-specific versatility while avoiding the inherent defect of the modular trigger concept—the one-size-fits-all 
approach to both shooters and receivers. See our website for a real-time demonstration of just how quickly you can 
achieve a professional JP trigger job for yourself at home.

Follow us on: www.jprifles.com 651 - 426 - 9196

JP EZ TRIGGER SYSTEM

CED Catalog 2012-02-09.indd   1 8/7/2012   11:57:43 AM
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P3 Ultimate Shooting Rest
CTK PRECISION was born out of the need for superior 

products at reasonable prices.  The P3 Shooting Rest, Gun 
Vise, Vertical Foregrip and Monopods all give you more shoot-
ing time by maximizing your firearm efficiency.  Improving 
accuracy and reliability in your pistols, rifles and shotguns will 
increase their value in the long run.

The P3 Ult imate Shooting Rest from CTK 
PRECISION is the most versatile shooting rest available. 
The P3 Ultimate Shooting Rest adjusts in seconds to 
perfectly fit all firearms. Features ridged square tubular 
construction, durable e-coat finish inside and out, solvent-safe 
padding, wide-base three-point leveling system, fully adjust-
able rear pad and front forearm rest, fine and coarse elevation 
adjustments.  

P3 Ultimate Gun Vise
The P3 Ultimate Gun Vise from 

CTK PRECISION is the most versa-
tile gun vise available on the market 
today. The P3 Ultimate Gun Vise fits 
all firearms.  Features ridged square 
tubular construction, durable e-coat 
finish inside and out, solvent-safe pad-
ding, wide-base three-point leveling 
system, fully adjustable rear vise and 
front forearm rest, convenient slot for 
cleaning rod.  The P3 Ultimate Gun 
Vise is a high-quality professional 
gunsmithing vise for a fraction of the 
typical cost.

If you are a serious shooter, the 
P3 Ultimate Gun Vise will be a great 
addition to your shooting equipment. 
This Gun Vise will hold any style of 
stock configuration.  The P3 Gun Vise 
will dramatically improve your ability 
to perform firearm maintenance and 
clean your firearms. The P3 Ultimate 
Gun Vise works great for holding your 
firearm steady while boresighting.

P3UGV1    $130.00
 (Ground shipping only)

P3USR1    Price  $125.00
(Ground shipping only)

AR Sling Swivel Stud
Replaces the factory rear sling 

loop with a quick-change swivel 
stud for attaching our P3 Ultimate Monopod.
 ARSLINGSTUD Price $12.00

MagPul PRS Swivel Stud
Sling swivel stud for the MagPul PRS.
The MagPul PRS Swivel Stud allows our 

P3 Ultimate Monopod and any quick-change 
sling swivel to easily attach to the MagPul 
PRS stock in seconds. PRS Rail cover will slip 
over swivel stud when rail is not in use. Once 
MagPul PRS Swivel Stud is installed no tools 
are necessary to install P3 monopod or sling. 
You will be able to 
remove rail cover and 
install the P3 mono-
pod in seconds.
MAGPULSSUD Price $12.00

P3 Ultimate Monopod
Attaches to the rear sling swivel stud in 

under 10 seconds without tools. Allows for pre-
cise elevation adjustments.

The Quick-change system attaches to the 
rear sling swivel stud in under 10 seconds with-
out tools. CNC machined billet aluminum for 
high strength and low weight (5.4 oz.). Durable 
MilSpec hard coat anodized finish. Rubber con-
tact pads will not harm the firearm. Two-stage 
telescoping leg provides 360° of movement at 
100 yds. Cam locking 1st stage gets you on tar-
get in seconds. Fine-tune the elevation with the 
threaded 2nd stage. Rotating Delrin foot allows 
for precise elevation adjustments. Low-profile 
design is only 2.7" in the collapsed position and 
5.6" in the 
extended 
pos i t i on . 

Spring-loaded pop-out 
design gets you on target 
faster. Three sling swivel 
attachment points.

MPOD1   Price  
$160.00

Gun Vise Attachment
Conver t your P3 Ult imate 

Shooting Rest into a Gun Vise.
P3GVATTCH Price $50.00

(Ground shipping only)

Convert Your P3 Ultimate Gun Vise into a Shooting Rest.
The Shooting Rest Attachment quickly converts your P3 Ultimate Gun Vise 

into a Shooting Rest. P3USRATTCH Price  $45.00 
(Ground shipping only)

Universal Brass Catcher
Eliminate the need to pick up 

your brass and have more shooting 
time.  Simply place the brass catch-
er next to your firearm and begin 
shooting. The brass will be ejected 
into the high-quality mono-rail net. 
Use it offhand, prone or from the 
bench.  The Brass Catcher has a 
heavy-duty steel frame, with a dura-
ble E-Coat finish. A generous net 
opening of 16"x16" ensures your 
brass is caught. Base size: 12"x12". 
Total height: 19".
UBC1 Price  $60.00 
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AIRSOFT
The mystery of Airsoft goes back for more than 30 years. Designed and marketed in the US by major BB gun manufac-

turers, Airsoft was rooted as a new variant in BB gun manufacturing. In place of the air BB gun designed for hunting small 
prey, the Airsoft BB gun was designed for pure recreational applications. It was perfect for people who wanted to target 
practice or do indoor shooting with friends. It appeals to players who are not concerned about the high-power hunting of a 
BB gun or pellet gun. This is exactly where Airsoft BB guns fit in.

In many countries today, Airsoft has become an extension of IPSC and IDPA competitive sports.  With clubs establish-
ing courses of fire that resemble these sports, duplicating targets, poppers, and even timing competitors as is done with 
live-fire sports.  Airsoft has become the ideal way to continue practice during the off-season winter months, while in the 
confines of one’s own home.  A perfect way to introduce children into the shooting sports!  Fun & safe 
for the whole family!

CED is proud to introduce an interactive custom designed line of products perfect for clubs or 
individuals who want to enjoy the excitement and training benefits that Airsoft provides.

CED7000 Airsoft Version 
The first of its kind, the CED7000 Airsoft timer is a “sound-activated” timer designed to 

record the sound of shots fired from 96+% of Airsoft brands on the market.  Ideal for training, 
the CED7000 Airsoft timer has all the features of its big brother (CED7000), but includes a 
softer buzzer sound and a more sensitive microphone.  

Now, practice as the real professionals do!  Perfect for club competitions or groups.
(The CED7000 Airsoft timer is NOT designed for live-fire use) CED7000A  $119.95

CED Falling Steel Popper
Standing 37cm tall (14.75") and 

constructed of 3cm thick steel plate, 
this falling popper can be set up as 
a forward or backward falling plate.  
Adjustable sensitivity makes this 

popper a fantastic 
training device 

for a wide range 
of Airsoft, BB, 
a n d  P e l l e t 
guns.   Does 
N O T  c o m e 

with LED lights.  
ASFP   $39.95

CED LED Static Steel Popper
Standing 37cm tall (14.75") and 

c o n s t r u c t e d 
of 3cm thick 
s tee l  p la te, 
this fixed pop-
per includes a 
dual LED light 

w h i c h  a l t e r-
nates between 

yellow and blue each 
time it is hit!  Adjustable sensitiv-
ity makes this popper a fantastic 
training device for a wide range 
of Airsoft, BB, and Pellet guns.  
(Three “AAA” batteries required – 
not included)

  ASSP   $59.95

CED LED Steel Stop Plate
15.3cm (6") diameter and constructed of 3cm 

thick steel plate, the CED LED Stop Plate includes 
two LED lights which alternate between yellow and 
blue each time it is hit!  Each plate comes with a 
3.5mm mono plug for connecting to a CED8000 
timer.  When connected, the stop plate sends an 
impulse signal to the timer each time it is hit, record-
ing the time of each hit on the timer itself.  Perfect 
for club matches where the timer is used to start 
the course of fire and the stop plate when hit ends 
it.  The competitor’s completed course time is then 
registered on the timer.  Each stop plate includes a 
7" long steel extension arm for attaching it to wood 
target sticks.  Adjustable sensitivity makes this stop 
plate a fantastic training device for a wide range of 
Airsoft, BB, and Pellet guns.  (Three “AAA” batteries 
required – not included)  ASSTP   $59.95

60' Shielded Cable
Designed specifically for 

use with the CED LED Stop 
Plate and the CED IPSC 
Target, this quality cable allows 
the user to 
place the 
targets up 
to  60' from 
the loca-
tion of the 
timer. 
ASSC60   
$19.95

IPSC Airsoft Targets
Smaller versions of the real IPSC tar-

gets, these custom-designed cardboard 
targets are smaller and thinner, allowing 
Airsoft BB’s to penetrate them in the same 
manner as real bullets do on normal tar-
gets.  Proportionately balanced, these tra-
ditional and classic targets give the user 
the same accuracy results they get when 
shooting real IPSC targets. Available in 
both traditional and classic designs.  Sold 
in bundles of 50 targets each. 
A.   IPSCTT $20.00 / Traditional
B.   IPSCCT $20.00 / Classic

IPSC Target Stand
Custom designed for CED, these heavy-duty, durable steel stands provide perfect 

spacing for Airsoft IPSC targets or our CED LED IPSC Steel target.  Each stand (12" width)  
includes two end- and one-center mounted 1x2" furring strip holders for use with CED 
Airsoft IPSC targets or the CED LED Stop Plate.  Each stand is drilled to allow for staking in windy weather condi-
tions. (Wood furring strips not included) TSTAND   $39.95

A
B

WARNING :  PRODUCTS SHOWN ON PAGES 51 & 52 ARE NOT DESIGNED FOR LIVE 
FIRE USE. THEY ARE INTENDED FOR AIRSOFT GUN USE ONLY!

AIRSOFT

CED1911 Toolkit
The CED1911 Toolkit is designed 

to provide the necessary tools to 
completely disassemble Colt 1911 
and many similar-style guns, such 
as Springfield, Para-Ordnance, 
Kimber, Auto-Ordnance, and oth-
ers. The CED1911 Toolkit will also 
handle many of the “aftermarket” 
accessories used on these guns, 
including extended magazine catch-
es, adjustable rear sights, and recoil 
spring guide rods.

Guns are expensive items, and most owners take pride in their appearance. Nothing will ruin the appearance 
quicker than screws damaged by ill-fitting screwdrivers. The CED1911 Toolkit has the optimum-sized tool blades, 
hollow ground to preserve the appearance of the screw while providing maximum torque to remove even the most 
stubborn screw. The handle of the CED1911 Toolkit houses six uniquely different precision-crafted tool blades, which 
remain secure in the handle at all times and therefore cannot be lost! Each tool arm locks into position in the center 
of the handle, providing almost 3 inches of unobstructed view and working clearance. CED1911  $19.95

Revolutionary 6-in-1 handy toolkit
•   All you need to disassemble 1911 or similar-style guns
•   Professional quality built to exceed U.S. Military specifications
•   Change tool blades quickly and easily with a turn of the dial
•   Fully integrated tool blades are permanently built into the 

 handle
•   Compact size for easy storage in your pocket, car, or range bag

SPECIFICATIONS
Precision-crafted tool blades are cold 

formed from tough aircraft-grade AISI-S2M 
chrome-vanadium-molybdenum alloy and 
extra hardened for long life. Ergonomically 
designed, high-torque handle, molded from 
rugged, fiber-reinforced composite material.

(additional $3.00 S&H applied)
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Airsoft Popper
The is an Airsoft version of the clas-

sic popper design in a 15-inch size. 
Composed of heavy-duty 16-gauge steel 
for long life, it measures 5x15.25x2.75", 
weighs just under 30 ounces, and features 
a deluxe "T-shaped" tubing base with a 
calibration screw and rubber bumper to 
cushion the fall. All hardware is 1/4 inch 
and zinc plated.  This target will last a 
lifetime with even the fastest of Airsoft 
guns. DO NOT USE WITH STANDARD 
FIREARMS! NEVAP    $39.95

Airsoft Split Popper
This is our 15-inch-tall, 

16-gauge popper split in half.  
Shooting each side separate-
ly is even more challenging 
than the whole thing, which in 
essence makes it two targets 
as well as being more difficult 
to hit. Both sides fall independ-
ently and feature individual 
calibration screws as well as 
dual felt bumpers to cushion 
the fall of each side. It meas-
ures 5x15.25x2.75" and weighs 
37 ounces. The base is com-
posed of one-inch-square tubing in an "H" type 
configuration. All hardware is 1/4 inch and zinc 
plated. The 16-gauge construction will stand up to 
a lifetime of shooting even with the most powerful 
of airsoft guns.  Combine this popper with an array 
of others for a lot of fun.  DO NOT USE WITH 
STANDARD FIREARMS. NEVASP  $49.95

Airsoft Dueling Popper
This is our 15 

inch,  16 -gauge 
popper times two! 
Great for shoot-
offs, each popper 
falls independently 
when hit and when 
at rest lying flat, 
are overlapped to 
determine which 
popper went down 
first.  All you have 
to do is see which 
one is on the bottom after the shooting stops to 
know who won!  They feature individual calibra-
tion screws and a felt bumper to cushion the fall. 
The unit measures 8x15.25x2.75" and weighs 
3 pounds.  The base is composed of one-inch-
square tubing in a uniquely curved "T" configu-
ration. All hardware is 1/4 inch and zinc plated.  
The 16-gauge construction will stand up to a 
lifetime of shooting even with the most powerful 
of Airsoft guns.  DO NOT USE WITH STANDARD 
FIREARMS. NEVADP  $59.95

Airsoft Folding Target Stand 
This is our folding target stand downsized to fit the 

smaller 12x20 inch Airsoft paper targets. It measures 
12.5x5.25x1.125" folded and weighs 37 ounces. This 
one folds flat for easy storage and transport, and it fea-
tures a swing out stabilizer that does away with having 
to tighten loose thumbscrews. It also features 7/16 holes 
for ground spiking, but can also be used with sandbags. 
It is composed of 1x1x1/8 inch angle and 1x 2 x .0 62 " 
tubing to accept 1x2 furring 
strips. Many shooters use 
these for standard firearm 
practice as well. These units 
can be used in this manner 
but are not designed to with-
stand bullet impact.

         NEVAFTS   $39.95

Drive-In Target Stand 
This is our “drive in-the-ground” version of our 

immensely popular target stand.  No thumbscrews to 
lose, no sandbags to carry.  This stand has a dedicated 
striking point so you won't beat it up.  All you need is 
this stand and a hammer. Just drive it into the ground 
and you're ready to go.  Downsized to take the smaller 
12x20 Airsoft paper targets.  It measures 12.5x14x3" 
and weighs 35 ounces.  It features a spike and dedi-
cated striking point for driving it 
into the ground.  Like our other 
products, it is composed of 
1x1x1/8" angle and 1x2x.062" 
tubing to accept 1x2 furring 
strips.  Many shooters use 
these for standard firearm practice as 
well.  These units can be used in this 
manner but are not designed to withstand 
bullet impact.     NEVADITS   $39.95

Nevco has been making IPSC 
Target stands and equipment for 
years and is a well-known brand 
name in the shooting industry.  Now, 
Nevco introduces a new line of Airsoft Targets and 
stands, made of the finest materials and workmanship, 
and that complement our CED product line.

Competitive Edge Dynamics has been designing, manufacturing, and marketing quality shooting 
products for over twenty one years. Leading the industry with professional shooting products, includ-
ing CED timers, CED M2 Chronograph, Digital Scales, Hearing Protectors, Range Bags, and so much 
more!  Specializing in advanced design, technology, and function, CED products have become "the 
standard" in the industry today. CED wishes to emphasize that it is the responsibility of all customers 
to follow their local laws regarding the purchase and use of any item and to obey all applicable safety 
rules and regulations.

CED offers both Distributor and Dealer programs and welcomes inquiries through fax (USA-610-
366-9680) or e-mail (info@CEDhk.com).  

CED offers special promotions from time to time, which are only available through our online shop-
ping network.  To view these special offers, visit our Web site and click on SPECIAL PROMOTIONS 
today!

 We accept MasterCard           , Visa           , American Express           & Discover Card            
for your shopping convenience!

Our Guarantee.
** 30-DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE **

We want you to be completely satisfied with your purchase.  If you are not pleased, we will be happy 
to give you a refund, credit, or exchange.  Simply return the product to us with receipt of purchase and 
in undamaged condition.

** LIMITED WARRANTY **
Our Warranties vary in length from product to product, but all carry the same coverage.   

If the product breaks due to defective parts or workmanship, we will replace it for you within the 
warranty period.  This warranty does not cover any failures attributable to abuse, mishandling, failure 
to follow operating instructions, alterations, or accident.  If you accidentally break it, we will repair it 
at cost for you.  All claims should be accompanied by the original sales receipt or written proof of pur-
chase, and be returned in a properly packaged manner with shipping charges prepaid.   We are proud of 
our products and we want you to be too. 

 
Returns or warranty service should be directed through your purchase location or directly to 

Competitive Edge Dynamics. If you should encounter any problems or wish to correspond on any mat-
ter, please write, e-mail, or fax us directly.

Competitive Edge Dynamics USA
P.O. Box 486
Orefield, PA 18069-0486  
USA

Phone Orders: (888) 628-3233
Phone: (610) 366-9752  

Fax: (610) 366-9680
E-mail: sales@cedhk.com

Web site:  www.CEDhk.com

Visit us online and shop 24 hours a day at : www.CEDhk.com
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Mr. Bullet Feeder by DAA – The perfect 
add-on to your reloading machine!

Mr. Bullet Feeder by DAA has arrived!  Order yours now!
DAA has been the proud European distributor of Mr. Bullet Feeder since 

2006, and has have never had an unhappy customer with their product! Anyone 
and everyone who invested in a Mr. Bullet Feeder absolutely raves about it.  It makes 
one wonder how they ever reloaded without one...  Those who reload a lot, quickly appre-
ciate the efficiency and reliability of this ingenious Patented system.

DAA is proud to introduce the new Mr. Bullet Feeder by DAA.  DAA and Rak Systems 
have teamed up in retooling and redesigning the Mr. Bullet Feeder, with fantastic results.  The 
new Mr. Bullet Feeder by DAA, now manufactured by Double-Alpha Academy under license by 
Rak Systems, is a professional, hi-tech version of the original.  It is lighter in weight and more com-
pact than the previous models.  This new streamlined product is easier to install and set up, while 
retaining the same flawless performance and efficiency of the original design.  

In fact, an entirely new US Patent Pending dropper system allows this new model to function 
even better and longer than before. The new dropper design eliminates the need for any spring 

or small plastic parts in the dropper head, and allows it to 
function entirely by gravity and an ingenious geometric 
design.

Finally to top it all off - DAA will offer the new Mr. Bullet Feeder at a far 
more affordable price!

If you have never tried a bullet feeder on your progressive reloader – don’t 
wait any longer!  It will cut the time and effort involved in reloading practically 
in half!  A must-have item for any serious shooter.

The new Mr. Bullet Feeder by DAA is available in 9/38, 40SW/10 mm, 
and .45. Rifle calibers .223 and .308.  Pistol calibers are available now.  Rifle 
calibers will be coming later this fall.  YOU MUST SPECIFY YOUR DESIRED 
CALIBER WHEN ORDERING. DAAMBF   $469.95

Conversion kits are available allowing you to use your Mr. Bulletfeeder by 
Double-Alpha for more than just one caliber. Many reloaders have a second 

complete tool head for their 2nd caliber of choice, 
voiding the need to reset the dies. 

To make the transition easy, the Mr. Bulletfeeder 
by Double-Alpha conversion kits includes a complete 
dropper assembly, a custom powder funnel (for pistol 
calibers) and a new collator plate for the caliber of 
choice. This will allow you to switch your bullet feeder 
from one caliber to the next in a matter of minutes. 
YOU MUST SPECIFY YOUR DESIRED CALIBER 
WHEN ORDERING. DAAMBFCK   $149.95

US Patent #7497155
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Barrel WizardTM by Shooter’s Choice

One of the most revolutionary new products to enter the shooting market in years, the “Barrel 
Wizard” is the most versatile shotgun-cleaning rod you can buy!  A “Store-in-the-Barrel Shotgun 
Cleaning System”, it will clean 12, 16, and 20-gauge firearms being compatible with all break-open, auto, 
pump and bolt action shotguns on the market.  This dynamic new cleaning rod, stores in a 12-guage bar-
rel when traveling to a shoot or on a hunt.  Constructed from aircraft aluminum, Delrin, and nickel-plated 
brass, it is extremely durable with a hard anodized finish.  It is designed with a precision Snap-Cap 
handle with oil reservoir, a unique Patented paper towel holding tip device, and an adjustable 27” to 40” 
cleaning rod length that fits almost any shotgun you own.  

The Patented revolutionary paper towel holding device, which allows a paper towel to be wrapped 
360 degrees conforming to the barrel, cleans faster than loose-fitting patches.  It saves time and 
money!  The precision quality snap-cap handle includes a unique oil reservoir and 
is designed with a nickel-plated brass spring loaded end cap for safe dry firing.  The 
Barrel Wizard, also converts into a sturdy chamber and choke tube cleaning tool by 
attaching the towel holder to the snap-cap handle. BWV  $49.95

The Aero Wings
The Aero Wings, designed by four-time World IPSC Champion, Eric Grauffel, 

is the answer to fast retrievals of your pistol from any flat surface. Any serious 
competitor knows how important it is to be able to retrieve your pistol fast, grip it 
properly, and obtain your sight picture effectively. The Aero Wings are aerodynami-
cally designed to improve the speed in which the pistol is lifted off any flat surface 
regardless of how it is positioned. You'll be able to retrieve it faster, while obtaining 
a better grip, resulting in a smoother sight acquisition. Perform like a Pro, with the 

help of The Aero Wings.
Designed to fit any C-MORE Red Dot Sight, The Aero Wings 

replace the battery cover on the sight. Made of strong, durable GF30 
fiber-reinforced polymer, The Aero Wings are available in solid black 
color only.

Exclusively imported to North America by Competitive Edge 
Dynamics USA. AEROWINGS   $49.95

Sale  $29.95

Range Ready Cleaning Kit
The FIRST EVER truly universal cleaning kit for IPSC / IDPA competitors and all 

pistol users.  The CED/DAA Range Ready Cleaning Kit includes everything needed 
for calibers ranging from .22, 9mm/.38 Super, .40 / 10mm, and .44/.45 Cal.  
Designed to fit comfortably into your range bag, the Range Ready Cleaning 
Kit opens to reveal a custom 14" x 17" cleaning mat built right into the kit itself.  
The mat itself, made of durable PVC material, is the perfect workstation for 
your field repairs and pistol cleaning needs.  The non-slip surface prevents 
parts from getting lost and is easy to wipe clean after use.  When finished, sim-
ply fold and zipper close.  The entire Cleaning Kit measures only 8" x 12" x 1.5" 
and easily stores away inside your CED Professional Range Bag or Shooter's 
Back Pack.

The Range Ready Cleaning Kit comes packed with custom features and tools.  Included are all the brushes and 
swabs needed for proper gun care, two utility brushes with storage cases, a custom two-head brass / nylon ham-
mer, a custom hex key set in both metric and standard sizes, a 4-bit custom screwdriver set, a plastic storage case 
for storing brushes & parts, a custom steel punch set, a stainless steel double-head cleaning tool for tough-to-reach 
areas, cleaning rod with patch loop tip, cotton cleaning patches, wired extractor/firing pin cleaning strips, & a 0.5 oz 
bottle of the famous Shooter’s Choice FP-10 lubricant, all designed specifically to fit into our compact, convenient and 
very functional cleaning kit.  An extra clear plastic zippered storage pouch has been included for essential replace-
ment parts you might want to keep close on hand. 

Range Ready Cleaning Kit includes:
❶ �Phosphor Brushes (3 pcs.) (9mm/.38 Sup., .40 Cal./10mm, .44/.45 Cal.)
❷ �Cleaning Swabs (4 pcs.) (.22 Cal., 9mm/.38 Sup., .40 Cal./10mm, .44/.45 

Cal.)
❸ �Stainless Steel Tornado Brushes (3 pcs.) (9mm/.38 Sup., .40 Cal./10mm, 

.44/.45 Cal.)
❹ �Nylon Brush (.22 Cal.)
❺ �Double-ended Utility Brushes (2 pcs.) (Nylon / Phosphor) including brush 

storage cases
❻ �Two-Head Hammer (Nylon / Brass)
❼ �Custom 12 pc. Hex Key Set (1.5mm, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0, 4.0, 5.0mm & 1/20", 

1/16, 5/64, 3/32, 1/8, 5/32")
❽ �2 pc. Punch Set
❾ �Cleaning Rod with Patch Loop attachment
❿ �Stainless Steel Double-Head Cleaning Tool
⓫ �4-Bit Custom Screwdriver Set (3.3mm, 5.0mm, 6.0mm, #1 Phillips)
⓬ �Shooter’s Choice FP-10 Lubricant Elite
⓭ �Wired Extractor / Firing Pin Cleaning Strips (20 pcs.)
⓮ �Cleaning Patches

❶

❷

❸❹

❺

❻

❼

❽
❾

❿

⓫

⓬

⓭

⓮

Dimensions closed: 8"H x 12"W x 1.5"D
Dimensions opened: 16"H x 17"W x 0.75"D
CEDDAACK   $69.95

T h e  R a n g e 
Ready Cleaning 
Kit is the only pistol 
cleaning kit you will 
ever need again.  
At $110.00 when 
purchased sepa-
rately, the CED/
DAA Cleaning Kit 
is an exceptional 
value at $69.95. 
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SHOOTER’S CHOICE POLYMER SAFE QUICK-SCRUB
Polymer Safe Quick-Scrub (PSQ) Is Harmless to Polymers, Plastics, and Camouflage Finishes, 

yet Quickly Flushes Away Grime and Fouling. Perfect for Cleaning Actions and Trigger Assembly 
(Without Disassembling). PSQ Works Great on All Firearms.

Solves most malfunctions by removing problem fouling:
• Dirt • Grease • Powder fouling
• Oil • Grime • Soft carbon

Advantages:
•  Completely safe to use on polymers, plastics, syn-

thetic stocks, bluing, Teflon®, paint, camouflage and 
wood finishes

• Will not harm delicate optics or sights
• No disassembly required
• Quickly evaporates
• Actions perform smoother (even in cold weather)

Recommended Uses:
• All conventional firearms
• Black powder firearms
• Fishing tackle
• Sporting equipment

PSQ12   $10.95
(12.0 oz. Aerosol with extension tube)

FP-10 LUBRICANT ELITE
The Additive MT-10 Metal Treatment Dramatically Increases Lubricity Between Moving 

Parts, with No Buildup or Changes in Tolerance.
Temperature Operat ing 
Range:
• -76°F to +500°F Advantages:

•  Used by U.S. Special Forces
•  Outperforms Teflon® based 

products
• Reduces friction and wear
•  Protects against metal 

damage
•  Eliminates most 

malfunctions

Recommended Uses:
• Firearms
• Auto
• Sports equipment
• Fishing tackle
• Industrial
• Household
• Marine
• Shop

FPL04   $8.50
(4 oz. with
applicator spout)

 SSFPL005     $2.95
(0.5 oz. Aerosol)

RUST PREVENT PRESERVATIVE / LUBRICANT
A Superior Anti-Oxidant Moisture Displacing Agent Engineered to Preserve All Gun Metals.

Protects Against:
• Rust
• Corrosion
•  Fingerprints and body 

acids
• Pitting
• Salt air

Advantages:
• Displaces water
• Ultrathin film
• Penetrates
• Non-conductive
• Lubricates
• Prevents electrolysis

Recommended Uses:
• Firearms
• Auto
• Sports equipment
• Fishing tackle
• Shop
• Household
• Marine
• Industrial RP006   $7.50

(6 oz. Aerosol)

SHOTGUN AND CHOKE TUBE CLEANER
Designed Specially to Remove Fouling from Barrels, Choke Tubes and Ports. Cleans Receiver 

and Trigger Assembly.

Guarantees A Full Consistent Shot Pattern By:
• Removing plastic wad fouling
• Lead shot fouling
• Powder fouling
• Carbon buildup in operating mechanism

Advantages:
• Assures an even shot pattern
• Protects against rust, pitting and corrosion
• Minimizes malfunctions
• Safe, quick and easy
• Reduces recoil

SG012   $12.95 (12 oz. Aerosol)

MC #7 BORE CLEANER AND CONDITIONER
The Only One-Step Concentrated Solvent Needed for Cleaning and Conditioning Handguns, 

Rifles and Shotguns!
Removes All Types of Fouling:
• Powder
• Lead
• Plastic shotgun wad fouling
• Carbon
• Copper

MC704   $9.95 
(4 oz. Wide-mouth jar)

Advantages:
• Safe, quick and easy
• Conditions bore for impact accuracy on first shot
• Seasons bore to resist fouling buildup
• Non-abrasive – harmless to the bore surface
• Maintains accuracy in new firearms
• Restores accuracy in old firearms
• Prolongs barrel life

CED Cleaning Patches
Premium-quality natural 100% cotton flannel 

patches to fill all your gun cleaning needs!  These 
patches hold solvents, soak up crud and dirt and get 
oils into the grooves better than any other kind of 
patches made. (Not like the new, synthetic patches, 
which are less absorbent…they literally slide right 
over the fouling!) 

Each value-priced resealable pack contains 250 
patches!  No need to purchase huge bulk volume in 
order to save!  CED Cleaning Patches are packed to 
save weight and space; perfect for hunting or shoot-
ing excursions.

Order the size that is right for you!

Size (250 pc. Pack) Model# Price
1.25" square (.22-.270 cal.) CP125 $4.95
1.75" square (7mm-.38/.357 cal.) CP175 $6.95
2.25" square (.40-.50 cal. + -20 ga.) CP225 $10.95
3" square (16-12 ga.) CP300 $13.95

Berry’s Preferred Bullet Puller w/ Collets Set
Berry’s Preferred Bullet Puller w/ Collets Set is a simple way to remove bullets from cartridges. 

Perfect for disassembling improperly loaded ammunition or reclaiming brass and bullets from 
military surplus or other unknown ammunition.  Sometimes, mistakes happen, so be 
prepared. It pays for itself by saving your components.  Just drop in the loaded 
round and tap the Bullet Puller against a piece of wood to separate the 
bullet, powder and case.  The rubberized grip is easy on your 
hands and the rubber insert in hammer tip is easy on your 

bullets. Hammer comes with 4 collets. BPBP   $20.95
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Range Ready Cleaning Kit  Accessories I

CED/DAA Wired Extractor / Firing Pin 
Cleaning Strips (20 pc. Pack)
CEDDAAPCS  $0.99
Wired Extractor / Firing Pin Cleaning Strips are 
ideal for cleaning small, tight areas such as the 
extractor and firing pin holes in the slide. 

CED/DAA  Double-End Utility Brush
CEDDAADEB   $2.50
The ideal utility brush that 
can do the job of two conven-
tional brushes!  Superb for clean-
ing those large and small, hard-to-
reach areas.   Perfect for handguns, 
rifles, & shotgun cleaning use.  Comes 
in Phosphor (for tough cleaning jobs) or 
Nylon (for protecting surfaces).  Specify 
model when ordering.

CED/DAA 12 Ga. Shotgun 3-Pack Brush / Swab Kit
CEDDAA12GP    $5.95
Contains all of the essential tools for cleaning your shotgun quick-
ly & efficiently.  Phosphor, Tornado, and Cotton Swab in standard 
5/16-27 thread size.  Requires a Shotgun 
Adapter for use with 8-32 thread 
cleaning rods.

CED/DAA Shotgun Adapter
CEDDAASA $1.50
Converts 5/16-27 thread size 
to 8-32.  Needed when using 
standard shotgun brushes and 
mops with smaller-
diameter 8-32 clean-
ing rods.

CED/DAA .22 Cal
Nylon Brush
CEDDAA22NB   $1.95
The .22 Cal. Pistol brush 
is ideal for cleaning extrac-
tor holes and other small, 
tight, hard-to-reach areas. 
Standard 8-32 thread size

CED/DAA Stainless 
Steel Tornado Brushes
CEDDAATB   $2.95
Available in sizes 9mm/.38 
Sup., .40 Cal. / 10mm, & 
.44/.45 Cal. - Standard 
8-32 thread size. Specify 
size when ordering

CED/DAA
Cotton Swabs
CEDDAACS    $1.95
Available in sizes .22 Cal., 
9mm/.38 Sup., .40 Cal. 
/ 10mm, & .44/.45 Cal. - 
Standard 8-32 thread size. 
Specify size when ordering

CED/DAA
Phosphor Brushes
CEDDAAPB   $1.95
Available in sizes 
9mm/.38 Sup., .40 Cal. 
/ 10mm, & .44/.45 Cal. 
– Standard 8-32 thread 
size. Specify size when 
ordering

CED/DAA Cleaning Rod / Patch Loop Tip
CEDDAACR      $2.95
Designed for pistol use, this one-piece aluminum 
rod includes a removable steel patch loop tip.  
Comes in standard 8-32 thread 
size.

CED/DAA 12-Gauge
Cotton Swab
CEDDAA12GCS    $2.25
Standard 5/16-27 thread size

CED/DAA 12-Gauge S. S. Tornado Brush
CEDDAA12GTB   $3.25
Standard 5/16-27 thread size

CED/DAA 12-Gauge 
Phosphor Brush 
CEDDAA12GPB   $2.25
Standard 5/16-27 thread size

                  Range Ready Cleaning Kit  Accessories II

CED/DAA Hex Key Set
CEDDAAHK   $9.95
Custom designed for universal pistol / scope 
use, this exceptionally valued 12-pc. Set 
includes 1.5mm, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0, 4.0, 5.0mm & 
1/20", 1/16, 5/64, 3/32, 1/8, 5/32", all housed 
in a custom-made plastic holder.

CED/DAA 2-pc. Punch Set
CEDDAAPUS   $5.95

Made of hardened steel with nickel 
finish, this 2-pc. Punch set comes in 

1/16" & 5/32" dia. head sizes.

CED/DAA 4-Bit Screwdriver Set
CEDDAASDS   $6.95
Custom designed for pistol use, 
this four-bit screwdriver includes 
bi t  s izes of 3.3mm, 5.0mm, 
6.0mm, #1 Phillips.

CED/DAA Double-Head Cleaning Tool
CEDDAASST   $3.95
Made of quality stainless steel, this 
strong double-head cleaning tool 
is ideal for those hard-to-reach 
areas and for removing stub-
born grit, dirt, and lead.

CED/DAA 4-pc.
Double-Head Brass Hammer Set
CEDDAADHH   $16.95
Custom designed, this value-
packed double-head hammer will 
cover all your pistol repair needs.  
Set includes four different head tips, 
including brass, steel, nylon, & rub-
ber.

Replacement Hammer Head-Tips
Brass Head Tip
CEDDAABHT    $4.95

Steel Head Tip
CEDDAASHT    $3.50

Nylon Head Tip
CEDDAANHT    $2.50

Rubber Head Tip
CEDDAARHT    $2.50

Multi-Purpose Mini Boxes
The CED Multi-Purpose Mini Storage boxes are ideal 

for keeping your various spare gun parts, batteries, tools, 
pins, screws & nuts, or whatever else you might find a 

need for.  These lightweight, economical plastic boxes with 
removable partitions provide many configuration options.  

Stack them on your workbench or add them to your range 
bag wardrobe.        Available in two ideal sizes: Small: 5.75 x 3.875 x 1.375" MPMBS  $2.95

Medium:  7.5 x 5.25 x 1.75" MPMBM  $3.95

DAA Target Case
This new case is an answer to a problem many shooters are 

familiar with - targets rolling around all over the car!  That, and not 
having a free hand to carry the targets, along with your range bag, 
ammo and other necessary gear.  If you need to transport your own 
targets to the range - you will find this new bag a "must-have" item!  
The new DAA target case is made of strong 600D polyester textile 
material to ensure many years of service. The zippered main compart-
ment is designed to hold 12 or more full size USPSA / IDPA targets.  
On the outer front size of the bag are three additional customized 
pockets designed to hold Target Taper / Deluxe Tape Applicators or 
similar devices, patches, tape, stapler, tools, or other supplies. 

The DAA Target case is designed to hold 
everything you need for your targets, for 
setting them and patching them, in one, 
organized, practical and easy-to-car-
ry customized case.  The convenient, 
adjustable, shoulder strap and padded 
handle complete this bag, allowing you 
to keep both hands free to carry your 
heavier range bag and ammo as you 

head off to the range for a good practice session. 
Try the new DAA Target Case - and you will wonder how you ever managed without 

one! DAATCASE   $24.95
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CED Pistol Cover
CED Pistol Covers protect your valuable pistol from the 

elements.
When the wind blows & the dust is everywhere, 

now you can protect your pistol from Mother Nature! 
C E D 
P i s t o l 
C o v e r s  n o t 
only protect your 
pistol, keeping it clean 
longer and functioning smooth-
er during those important match 
moments, but they also help keep the 
pistol in the holster where it belongs.

The elastic design envelops around the pistol and 
h o l s t e r, snugly protecting both. A Velcro tab allows the 
us e r  to tighten the pistol cover around the holster, giving 
even more security. CED Pistol Covers stretch to fit both open and limited 
guns. One cover for all your needs! Folds up to easily fit into a pant or 
shirt pocket for convenient storage. Made of 100% Cotton fabric. Comes 
in Khaki or Black color. PDCOVER   $9.95

Open Dimensions: 39" x 19" x 19"
Folded Dimensions: 28.5" x 19" x 2"
Platform (Shovel) Measurements: 19" x 11"
Cart Weight: 10 lbs.
Carrying Capacity: 200 lbs.
FHCART  $59.95

CED Foldable Hand Cart
Move all of your Shooting Supplies, Range Bags, 

Ammunition, from stage to stage with the toughest fold-
able Hand Cart ever!

Move up to 200 lbs. and then fold it flat and easily 
store it in your vehicle trunk. The CED Foldable Hand 
Cart is made of heavy-duty, lightweight tubular aircraft-
grade aluminum. With reinforced ABS joints added for 

extra strength, this lightweight can really 
do the heavy work, making an easy task 
of hauling all your range gear from stage 
to stage! Ball bearings inside the wheels 
run so smooth that even a 95 lb. woman 
can haul double her weight with ease!  
Ground shipping only or surcharges 
may apply for air on this product.

Master Kit TTMK  $92.95
Includes one Target Taper, 14 rolls Tan, 3 rolls White, & 3 

rolls Black

Club Kit TTCK  $131.95
Includes one Target Taper, & 2 Bulk Packs (40 rolls)
Choice of color - specify color breakdown when ordering

T-6000 Semi-Auto Target Taper
This new and improved model replaces the T-4000 and has 

become the FASTEST, EASIEST and CHEAPEST way to patch 
your targets!   Taping target holes has never been as much fun.

The Target Taper is super-lightweight, weighing only 200 
grams.  It is compact in size (24x11x4cm) so that it will not add 
unwanted bulk or weight to your range bag.  Just squeeze, 
release, and apply!  It works great and eliminates sticky fingers 
and wasted patches!  So fast, a complete target can be patched 
in seconds! T-6000 Target Taper   TT   $54.95

Retail, Club, & Volume Discounts
3 pc. Pack & save!  TT3   $146.95
5 pc. Pack & save!  TT5   $232.95

10 pc. Pack & save!   TT10   $425.95
The patches are custom made to match the color of our 

IPSC targets, and are the perfect size to cover holes (includ-
ing 45 ACP) while not being too big to waste money or over-
patch the target.  Patch size: 16x21mm. 1.000 patches per 
roll.   Available in Tan, Black or White color.

Item Price
1000 patches / roll

Tan T4010 $2.50 / roll
Tan T4010P $39.95 / Pack (20 rolls)
Black T4020 $2.50 / roll

Black T4020P $39.95 / Pack (20 rolls)
White T4030 $2.50 / roll

White T4030P $39.95 / Pack (20 rolls)

Quick Patch Deluxe Tape Gun!
All the benefits of normal Target Tape Guns, with more!  

The CED Deluxe Tape Gun patches holes on targets faster 
and easier than humanly possible by hand.  Extremely 
easy and fun to use!  No need to worry about running out 
of patches while in the middle of a match!  The CED Deluxe 
Tape Gun will handle most brands of full-size patches avail-
able on the market today.  No custom patches needed for 
this one!  Increase efficiency, save time, and have lots of 

fun.  Simply squeeze, 
release, and apply!  
Easy to aim, easy to 
use, and easy to load!  
The CED Deluxe Tape 
Gun has it all!

DTG  $79.95
Purchase a three-gun 
package and SAVE!
 DTG-3  $215.95

TARGET PASTERS by Target Barn
These self-adhesive pasters for cardboard targets 

really stick! Packaged in a white dispenser box of 1,000 
pasters. One of our best sellers.  Price shown is per sin-
gle box of 1,000 pasters. 
Available in Tan, Black, & White (Must specify by color)

 TP-PASTER   $3.50
Now available in “unboxed” packs of 10 rolls (tan 

color only) with 1,000 pasters per roll.  Total 10,000 pas-
ters. TP-UNB-10P     $32.50
TARGET PASTER Bulk Carton – SAVE!

A full case of 40,000 tan self-adhesive pasters to 
repair cardboard targets. Case includes 40 dispenser 
boxes of 1,000 pasters. Price Break!

TP-TAN-CASE  $125.00

Tape Labels are available in three colors:
Standard Target Tan, No Shoot White & Hard 
Cover Black
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CED Deluxe Gear Bag
The CED Deluxe Sports Gear Bag is the BEST bag that can be found on the market today! Ideal for Law 

Enforcement, Shooting Sports, Martial Arts, Cardio Kick-Boxing, Football, Soccer, Swimming, Baseball, and most 
other sports! This is the "Big Daddy" of Gear Carry Bags. Measuring 28"L x 16"W x 11"H with a center cavity of 25"L 
x 16"W, it’s made of durable 600D Polyester material with PVC backing for water-resistant 
protection. Features an EXPANDABLE center cavity that can add up to 8" more storage 
space. When expanded, the bag's total length measures 36" long with the center cavity 
measuring 33" in length. Compare the GREAT 
features and value!

•  Made of durable 600D polyester fabric 
with PVC backing

•  Sewn-on rubber foot pads for 
protection

• Expandable compartment space
•  Deluxe MAX zippers and "Quick- 

Release" buckles for padded 
shoulder strap

•  Wraparound padded carry han-
dle with Velcro closure

•  Zippered end storage pockets with 
a large side pocket to hold all your 
pocket accessories & valuables

•  Sewn-on ID Name Tag Holder for 
easy identification

•  Available in Black color 
CEKDGB     $69.95
Now:  $45.95

CED Sports Gear Bag
Simply the BEST sports gear bag for the price on the market today! Ideal for Martial Arts, Cardio Kick-Boxing, 

Soccer, Swimming, Baseball, and most other sports! Round in shape, measuring 13.5" diameter x 23.5" L
Compare the features and value!
• Made of durable 600D polyester fabric with PVC backing
• Sewn-on rubber foot pads for protection
• Mesh screens on each end for air ventilation
•  Deluxe MAX zippers and "Quick-Release" buckles for shoul-

der strap
• Velcro release handles and a Deluxe ID Name Tag Holder
• Zippered end and side pockets

• Available in two colors: Red with black trim or solid black
Specify color when ordering

CEKGB   $29.95
 Now:  $19.95

CED Brass Mat
Tired of searching for your spent brass cases in the grass, or dirt, or having the wind blow a sheet or tarp away 

along with all of the brass cases it was collecting?  Now, the CED Brass Mat solves the problem!  Designed of 
waterproof mesh material that allows moisture and dirt to pass through it, the CED Brass Mat collects brass cases 
as they are ejected.  With custom-designed weighted corners, the CED Brass Mat remains firmly in place until it is 

time to retrieve your brass.  Easy 
to clean; simply wash with warm 
soapy water and air dry. Measuring 
54" x 72" and constructed of PVC 
webbing material, the CED Brass 
Mat is the perfect choice!

 BM  $36.95

CED Knee Pads
Competitive shooting often requires fast maneuvering on 

stages of fire where dropping to one's knees, bending under 
low fixtures, or going prone may be required.  Protection of 
the knee area is vital in preventing injuries.  CED and Double-
Alpha Academy have teamed up in designing a protective yet 
very functional product for the competitive shooter today.  
The CED Knee Pad Set consists of two knee pads made with 
double layers of foam padding assembled into three sec-
tions, which in turn, allow flexible movement while providing 
a custom tapered fit.  The CED Knee Pads can be worn over 
pants with easy attachment.  No need struggling to get them 
over the shoes.  The two adjustable straps attach quickly and 

easily around 
t h e  l e g 
using Velcro 
straps.  Easy 
on / easy off!
 CEDKPAD  
$21.95 / pair
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CED Waterproof Cases  
CED watertight, dustproof, dent-resistant, shatter-resistant, virtu-

ally unbreakable cases are durable, strong and able to withstand some 
fairly extreme conditions.  They are essential for keeping equipment 
secure and are a prerequisite for transporting or freighting delicate air 
cargo or protecting your valuable handguns.  Each case is packed 
with multi-layers of eggshell and cubed foam to provide the best 
of both.  For fast usage, simply place your pistol in the case and 
the eggshell foam will compress it in place.  For longer journeys, 
where protection is vital to delicate scopes, camera equipment 
or other valuables, simply reverse the bottom foam layers to place 
the eggshell on the bottom of the case with the cubed layers on 
top.  Then pull out the cubes as needed to the shape of the item to 
be stored and insert it for the ultimate protection during transport.

The tough, strong, durable PP material, used in these cases, makes 
them virtually indestructible. All cases contain a folding handle for easy 
storing, eggshell & cubed foam packing, locking feature for absolute security, purge valve to 
release atmospheric pressure, are stackable for easy storage, and have stainless steel hinge 

pins to prevent rust.
Compare sizes / prices and you will find that these CED water-

proof cases offer the BEST value for both in the market today.
Now available in three sizes:

AK-13L
(Large Case) $69.95 

Weight:  6.7 lbs. / Dim: 17 x 15 x 5.5" 
(43 x 38 x 14 cm)

AK-13M
(Medium Case) 
$59.95 
Weight:  4.2 lbs. /
Dim: 13 x 11 x 4.75" 
(33 x 28 x 12 cm)

AK-22XL
(Extra-Large Case with retractable 
handle and wheels) $99.95
Weight: 11.5 lbs. /
Dim: 22 x 13 x 9" (55 x 33 x 23 cm)

cubed foam
CED Pistol Bags

CED Pistol Cases provide densely padded pro-
tection to all types of pistols.  Features handles 
for easy carry, four magazine pouches and a 
multi-functional storage pocket. Designed with 
a leather tab and metal D-ring for locking the 
case.  Available in black or navy (Limited sup-

plies of this color).

The CED Shooting Mat
The CED Shooting Mat is made of rugged durable 600D Polyester fabric, with heavy water-resistant PVC back-

ing, dense EVA foam padding and a moisture-resistant bottom material. A large skid-resistant elbow pad provides 
excellent stability and comfort in use. A rolled flap can be extended to give an additional 1 ft. of protection for the 
barrel of the rifle. The additional flap helps prevent damage from moist ground or underbrush. The CED Shooting 
Mat features both a carry handle and shoulder strap and includes two tie straps with quick-release buckles. 
Available in solid Khaki or Camouflage – Specify color when ordering. CEDSM  $62.95

CED Deluxe Pistol Bag
The CED1200 Pistol Bag features a dual 

shoulder / waist strap for protective carry, 
a zippered pocket for documents, and an 
inside holster design that prevents acci-
dental fumbling or dropping of the pistol 
from the bag.  Extra magazine pouch 
provides accessible storage for one 

double column or two single col-
umn magazines.  Designed for 

pistols up to 6.25-inch barrel length 
and is suitable for most types of revolv-
ers. NOT to be used with Optic sights 
attached. Available in black or navy 
(Limited supplies of this color).

Large Pistol Case (10" x 13")
CED1400  $23.95

CED1200  $24.95

Small Pistol Case (8" x 12")
CED1500  $19.95
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CED Professional Range Bag -
The CED Professional Range Bag has led the industry in design, 

quality, function, and value for years.  That is why it is one of the 
most “copied” bags in the industry.  But no one makes it as we 

do!  If you want the best, then do not settle for anything less 
than the original!  Made of rugged 600D polyester weather-
resistant fabric, with hard chrome metal hardware, & heavy-

duty stitching, this range bag is made of quality that 
you can see & feel! It boasts a unique functional 

design that meets the needs of competitors 
and professionals alike.

There are many imitators, but only one 
CED!  Demand the best!  Specify Black or 
Navy Blue color when ordering.

 CEDRB  $78.95

•   Main compartment locks completely with a 
"U"-shaped top zipper design closure

•  Double-head zippered pockets to allow lock-
ing

•  Seven (7) Magazine Holders
•  Designed to hold up to four (4) Pistols
•  Removable Pistol Insert Sleeve
•  Ammo Brass Bag
•  Three (3) additional Zippered Pockets for 

small items
•  ID Tag Holder
•  Heavy-Duty Chrome Hardware with Padded 

Shoulder Strap
•  Fully stitched Rubber Foot Pads to keep the 

bag dry
•  Overall Bag size is 16.5" x 11" x 14.5"
•  Elastic accessory straps to hold those little 

"extras"
•  Available in Black and Navy Blue only

* All CED Professional 
Range Bags come with 
a combination security 
lock and cable.  Great for 
securing your valuables 
in crowded areas to pre-
vent theft.

The CED Professional Range Bag features :

CED Accessory Bag – 
A compact bag designed to hold spare parts, batteries, tools, and 

other "odds and ends" that shooters accumulate. Great for hearing 
protectors and timers.  Store every-
thing in one location.   Comes with 
both a handle and shoulder strap 
and is available in : Black, Navy 
and Camouflage. (Limited stock 
availability may apply to colors)

Measures 7.5" x 6.5" x 4.75". 
Specify color when 
ordering.

CED1300 $11.95

CED Shooter's Back Pack -
Innovatively designed by shooters for shooters, this “hands- 

free” approach to shooting gear storage is the most functionally 
unique product to arrive in years!

The CED Shooter's Back Pack boasts a large center com-
partment for easy storage of gear. A removable pistol bag insert, 

wide padded shoulder straps, detachable zippered pouches ideal 
for magazines, sunglasses, or cellular phone storage, and rugged 
heavy-duty construction are all standard! Additionally, a water 
bottle, detachable brass bag, adjustable accessory straps, large- 
capacity magazine holders, and a zippered compartment for 
papers that includes calculator / business card and pen holders 
are all included!

To make this the one and only shooting gear bag you will ever 
again want, the CED Shooter's Back Pack adds even more great 

features. Each Back Pack includes a zippered ammo box com-
partment for easy access 

to over 200 rounds of ammo 
storage capacity. And for 

those frequent occasions on the range when there 
is no place to sit while waiting to shoot, each CED Shooter's Back 
Pack comes with its own removable portable seat neatly stored in a 
separate zippered compartment. CEDSBP  $74.95

• Removable Pistol bag insert
• Detachable Brass Pouch
• Removable Seat
• Water Bottle
• Adjustable accessory straps
• Wide padded shoulder straps with rubber backing
• Detachable shoulder pouches
• Zippered Ammunition compartment
• Large magazine storage
• Rugged heavy-duty construction
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Pistol Insert Sleeve
For extra protection of your valuable pistols, zip-

pered Pistol Sleeve Bags are the perfect choice. 
Made of durable 600D polyester fabric with dense 
foam padding, the 10" x 13" sleeve offers excellent 
protection and ease of use for most types of pistols, 
including scoped "Race" guns. Available in Black 
color only. PI  $11.95

CED Ammo Brass Pouch
A fantastic way to collect and store spent brass 

at the range. Measuring 6.25" tall x 5" in diameter, 
and made of durable 600D polyester fabric. The 
Ammo Brass bag includes a drawstring closure and 
metal bag clip. Can be connected to any range bag 
or even your pant belt loop. A mesh bottom allows 
dirt to be shaken out from the collected brass.

Specify Black, Blue, Hunter Green, or Red color 
when ordering. (Limited stock availability may apply 
to colors)

ABP  $9.95

CED Magazine Storage Pouches
Organize your magazines in one of our specially designed stor-

age pouches that will keep them separate, protected, and ready to 
use. Made of durable long-lasting 600D polyester (double layered) 
with moisture backing.

Standard Six-Pack
Holds 6 double-stack magazines or 12 

single-stack mags. The adjustable Velcro 
cover allows storage of 140mm high maga-
zines as well as those with extended base 
pads.

12.25"W x 7"H
MSP    $11.95

Extended Six-Pack
Holds 6 double-stack 

mags of 170mm length 
with plenty of room for 
extended base pads. Can 
also be used for your 
standard 140mm mags as 
well.

12.25"W x 8"H
E6MSP   $12.95

CED Compact Travel Range Bag
The CED Compact Travel Range Bag incorporates the best of both worlds!  When travel necessitates a limited 

amount of luggage space, this compact range bag fits perfectly.  Made of the same rugged material as other CED 
bags, and including space for seven magazines, two pistols, belt, hearing protection and much more, the CED 
Compact Travel Range Bag goes far beyond.  Designed to fold flat to conserve space when traveling, this unique bag 
also adapts as the perfect carry-on as well.  Has room for laptop computers up to 15.5" and is ideal as a briefcase for 
trade shows or events where a little EXTRA space is needed.  Designed to CED’s highest standards in quality, this is 
one bag you will surely want to own!

•  Main compartment locks completely with a "U"-shaped top zipper 
design closure 

• Double-headed zippers to provide locking capability 
• Seven (7) Magazine Holders 
• Elastic accessory straps added to hold those little "extras" 
• Designed to hold up to two (2) Pistols 
• Removable Pistol Insert Sleeve 
• Two (2) additional Zippered Pockets for accessory items 
• ID Tag Holder 
• Heavy-Duty Chrome Hardware with Padded Shoulder Strap 
• Fully stitched Rubber Foot Pads to keep the bag dry 
• Overall Bag 16.5" L x 10" H x 11" W
• Available in Black, Navy, and Hunter Green colors

CEDCTRB   $69.95
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CED Deluxe Professional Range Bag
CED has taken the BEST Range Bag on the market today to an entirely 

new level of design and function!  The result is the CED Deluxe Professional 
Range Bag!

Starting with the famous CED Professional Range Bag, we have added 
25% more storage capacity to the new Deluxe Range Bag.  Two additional 
zippered pockets have been added to the bag, one on each end.  An over-
sized ID holder has been incorporated into the top “U”-shaped zippered clo-
sure, making it easy to locate and identify your bag.   Each bag is made of 
rugged 600D Polyester weather-resistant fabric, with strong chrome-plated 
metal hardware & heavy-duty stitching.  Finally, the CED Universal Pouch, 
attached to an accessory D-Ring on the end of the bag, round out the great 
features that make the CED Deluxe Professional Range Bag the ultimate 
Range Bag to own!

* All CED Professional Range Bags come 
with a combination security lock and cable.  
Great for securing your valuables in crowded 
areas to prevent theft.

•  Main compartment locks completely 
with a "U"-shaped top zipper design 
closure

•  Double-headed zippers to provide 
locking capability

•  Seven (7) Magazine Holders
•  Combination security lock & cable
•  Elastic accessory straps added to 

hold those little "extras"
•  Holds up to four (4) Pistols securely
•  Removable Pistol Insert Sleeve
•  Ammo Brass Bag
•  Universal Pouch
•  Five (5) additional Zippered Pockets 

for magazine storage and small 
items

•  ID Tag Holder
•  Heavy-Duty Chrome Hardware with 

Padded Shoulder Strap
•  Fully stitched Rubber Foot Pads to 

keep the bag dry
•  Overall Bag 21" L x 11" H  x 14" W
•  Available in Black, Royal Blue, 

Hunter Green, Red, and Navy

Quality!
Design!

Value!

No other Range Bag
comes close! 

CEDDRG   $89.95

CED Universal Pouch
The uses of the CED Universal Pouch are as broad as one’s imagination!  The ultimate brass collection bag, a 

convenient shotgun shell carrier, an excellent M4, M16, & pistol magazine bag.  Perfect for afternoon errands, or to 
hold a packed lunch and water bottle, and ideal as a multi-purpose utility pouch.  The CED Universal Pouch can be 
worn on the belt in a folded position, measuring a mere 2.75" x 3.5" x 2", saving precious belt space.  It has snag-free 
elastic shock cord closures that pull from the backside of the bag. A Velcro flap, which retains the pouch in its folded 
position, also doubles as a lid or can be concealed completely within the bag.

A top heavy-duty swivel buckle allows the CED Universal Pouch to be 
attached to a Range Bag, Back Pack or any bag desired.  The mesh bot-
tom allows for quick drainage of water, sand, dirt, or other debris.

Product Features
   •  Folded: 2.75" long x 3.5" wide x 2" thick
   •  Open: 6" diameter, 8" tall
   •  Total Volume: 190 cu. in.
   •  Empty Weight: 0.3 lb
   •  Belt: Closed Loop

CEDUP   $19.95

CED / Shooters Connection XL Range Bag Raincoat
Designed speci f ical ly for the 

Shooters Connection Tournament Pro 
Range Bag and the CED XL Range Bag 
(sold internationally), the new CED XL 
Range Bag Raincoat is the perfect way 
to protect your valuable range bag and 
contents from the harsh weather and 
elements.  Made of strong waterproof 
PVC material, the Raincoat is designed 
with an easy-access Velcro Tab and zip-
pered compartment to insert the range 
bag. Two reinforced eyelets allow for 
the shoulder strap to be connected on the outside of the 
Raincoat for easy transport of the bag.  To gain access 
to the range bag, simply pull up on the Velcro tab 
and un-zipper both sides.  The PVC material 

is easy to clean by wiping it with warm, 
soapy water.  The CED XL 
Range Bag Raincoat comes in 

a compact storage pouch with 
drawstring tab closure and a 
buckle clasp for connecting 
it to the range bag for easy 

transport.
CEDXLRBRC   $19.95
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By Ralf K. Jensen

R ecently I received the new CED/
DAA Rangepack Pro to test, and 
give my first impression of the 

product. As mentioned these are just my 
first impressions, as the Rangepack Pro 
hasn’t been on the market long enough for 
me to do a long-term test.

I really like the design! It’s overall 
shape is similar the old Guga Ribas back-
pack in that it stands upright and has a 
lower and upper compartment,  but several 
features are definitely new, and it is also 
much bigger and with more functional fea-
tures. The external material is quite rugged 
and I expect it will withstand a lot of abuse 
(time will tell). The zippers seem to be of 
the water resistant type and quite sturdy.  
And most importunately, they are lock-
able!  And a small combination lock and 
cable is included with the Rangepack Pro 
(in additional to many other accessories).

 
Also a little clear plastic utility box is 

included with the CED/DAA Rangepack 
Pro, but this was much too small for my 
needs. My old CED XL range bag had 
4 zipped pockets, where the Rangepack 
Pro has got only 3. This meant that I had 
to reorganize a little to fit my stuff in the 
Rangepack Pro. So I bought two plastic 
boxes (280 x 200 x 55 mm) with clear lids 
and small separated compartments inside to 
hold all my spare parts, tools, oil, etc. It fits 
perfectly in the bottom of the top compart-
ment. Even the color is a match! Actually 
one extra box would have filled the bill, but 
I got two because that allows me to bring 

even more stuff with me than previously.

The bottom compartment is incased 
by very thick (about 5mm), hard plastic 
walls. This is where you would transport 
your ammo and guns. This is good think-
ing because when packing a backpack it’s 
essential to store heavy items as low and 
close to your back as possible. It is worth 
noting that this inner compartment can eas-
ily be removed, or rotated upwards. This 
will allow the bag to compress smaller 
– which would make it compatible with 
Airline carry-on size restrictions. A handy 
feature, as when the compartment is in 
place, the bag may be too deep to be used 
as a carry.

The shoulder straps and back of the 
Rangepack Pro are thickly padded making 
it comfortable to wear, even when fully 
loaded. With 900 rounds of .40, 2 guns, 
drinking water and all your stuff, carry-
ing the Rangepack Pro sure is much easier 
than dragging a 20 kg regular range bag 
around. Even though it’s got only 3 exter-
nal compartments, there is no doubt that the 
Rangepack Pro will hold more stuff than 
the CED XL range bag – and in a more 
clever way. The Rangepack Pro includes a 
small chair, which actually is high enough 
to provide a decent resting position for me.

I have only found one thing I didn’t 
like about the Rangepack Pro: The water 
bladder looks rather cheap and is thereby in 
direct contrast to the rest of the Rangepack 
Pro. But to be fair it actually does work 
OK but I just don’t like the look and feel of 
it. The water bladder should tolerate from 
minus 20 to plus 50 degrees Celsius, so 
you should have the option of filling it 
2/3’s and storing in the freezer over-
night. Only fill it to 2/3’rds because 
water expands when frozen. When 
you pack it in your Rangepack Pro 
next day you’ll have cold water for a 
long time while the ice melts. If you 
don’t wish to use the water bladder, 
you can use the side pocket to store 
a huge drinking bottle instead (I was 
able to squeeze in a 2 liter bottle).

There are a lot of well thought-
out practical features in the DAA 
Rangepack Pro, just to mention a few:

- A clasp that allows you to pack away 
the shoulder straps (practical when flying)

- Top handle in nice quality for carry-

ing your DAA Rangepack Pro by your side
- Metal loops on the Rangepack Pro 

allow you to attach buckle strap clasps to 
carry extra stuff on the outside of the bag

- Small zipper compartment located 
on top holds a rain cover for when the rain 
gets really heavy. I actually tried the bag in 
rainy winter weather without the rain cover 
and the inside never got wet. So I’ll only 
use the cover for heavy rain.

- One Buckle Strap Clasp is included 
with the bag (can be used to hold your 
competition rig). In my opinion you should 
buy an extra one, to prevent your rig from 
swinging.

- Red interior making it easier to locate 
your equipment

Would I recommend it? Absolutely yes!
In my opinion this is the best solu-

tion to “life on the range” available right 
now. It gives you a finished package that 
provides all you need – maybe except an 
umbrella, which most IPSC-shooters have 
at home. It has lots of practical features 
and after evaluating I can tell that a lot of 
thought must have gone into design-
ing this product. Sure, a couple of 
elements could b e  i m p r o v e d 

(water  bladder, 
chair, more plas-
tic boxes), but for 
$199.95 this really 
is great value for 
money.  This  is 
in my opinion a 
product much bet-
te r  conf igured 
than the CED 
XL range bag and 
I can’t imagine 
myself switching 
back to a normal 
range bag after 
trying this.

First Impressions of the CED/DAA RangePack Pro CED/DAA RangeCart Pro
If you have ever attended a match on a really large spread-

out range, you will appreciate how handy and helpful a cart 
can be. Most shooters do tend to lug around a lot of gear and 
ammo to a big match…

The new CED/DAA RangeCart Pro was created from the ground up with the prac-
tical shooter in mind.  It is designed to be the perfect companion product for our RangePack 
Pro backpack, but can be ideally used with practically any range bag owned.

Made of rugged top quality aluminum, with steel joints and hinges, and wide inflatable 
all-terrain tires, the RangeCart Pro can securely carry over 100 lbs. of gear anywhere you 
need to go!

Quick release assembly pins allow the cart to fold down in seconds, making it possible 
to pack into any moderately sized suitcase or the smallest car trunk.  Even the 
wheels can be removed.  You never need to leave it behind!  

The 1680D fabric custom panel is as functional as it is attractive.  
The front top end features a fold-down ammo-shelf that is positioned 
high for easy access, and on which can be placed 100 rounds of ammo 
for loading magazines while standing comfortably.  A great feature for 
those ranges where no tables are available.  For added convenience, 

on each side of the fold-down shelf there is a magazine 
pocket, allowing two magazines to be loaded and 

stored while awaiting use. 

Great features and function abound on the back-
side panel as well!  Below the rubberized grip handle 
is a generous sized insulated “lunch box” compart-

ment, the perfect place for fruit, sandwiches 
or any other food desired, while out on the 
range. Below that are two large 1L insu-
lated bottle holders, ideal for liquids, or 
personal items.  The RangeCart Pro is 
designed to allow a large golf umbrella 
to be attached in the closed position, 
and then opened in a manner that will 
provide weather protection to the 
user and their equipment.
Weight: 3.5kgs (7.5 lbs)
Wheel-Base: 42cm (16.8”)
Handle Height: 113cm (45.2”)
CDRCARTP       $99.95

*Umbrella not included
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CED/DAARPBP   $199.95
(UPS Standard Ground Delivery only!)

(additional $10.00 S&H applied)

Color:  Black only
Weight:  3.4 kgs. (7.4 lbs.) excluding accessories 

4.9 kgs. (10.8 lbs.) with all accessories included
Total Dimensions: 55H x 40W x 32D cm 
Bottom Compartment: 19.4H x 32.5W x 25D cm
Top Compartment:  32.5H x 32.5W x 25D cm

The NEW CED/DAA
RangePack Pro Backpack

The new generation of shooting back-
packs has arrived and it is bigger and better 
than ever!  No other comes close!

Competitive Edge Dynamics and Double 
Alpha Academy are proud to introduce the 
latest and BEST in this style of range bags!

Backpacks have a distinct advantage over tra-
ditional shoulder-strap bags as they distribute & 
balance the weight more evenly, making them 
more comfortable to carry over long distances 
(often the case on large IPSC shooting rang-
es).  However, standard run-of-the-mill backpacks 
don’t really cut it.  While they may be comfortable 

to carry, most “Tactical” backpacks do not offer 
the features and design needed by competitive 

shooters on the range.  Furthermore, they do not 
always remain upright when placed on the ground.

The new CED/DAA RangePack Pro is functionally designed by shooting 
professionals from the ground up specifically for IPSC/USPSA, and IDPA 
shooters.  It is an extra large backpack, chalked full of design features and 
accessories for the serious shooter.

 The backpack is designed to stand upright on its rubberized waterproof 
base, allowing for easy access to all of its multiple compartments.  Starting 
with the large lockable upper compartment, which includes a detachable 
7-pocket magazine pouch.  Additional pockets specifically designed for 
a mag-brush (included), hearing protectors, and a bottle of Fast Grip or 
to store the combination cable lock (included).  There is even a pocket 
designed for the multi-purpose plastic utility box that also comes included.  
The structured cover of this upper compartment includes a zippered pocket 
for papers, business cards, and pens, as well as elastic straps for addi-
tional tools and accessories.

The back panel of the RangePack Pro is 
designed with dense padding to provide the ulti-
mate support in all of the right places.  The thick 
densely padded wide shoulder straps are con-
toured for the utmost in comfort and function even 
when packed with 20 to 40 pounds of gear or 
more!

For those wet rainy days on the range, the 
backpack includes a rain cover neatly stored away 
in a concealed pocket, always at hand when need-
ed.  The rain cover is designed to protect the back-
pack while being worn by the user giving access to 
the shoulder straps, even when covered.

The large lower compartment is encased in a hard plastic shell, giving the bag 
strength, rigidity, and structure.  This lower compartment can easily be accessed 
through the large lockable front opening and can hold 500 rounds of ammunition 
plus 2 zippered pistol sleeves, or up to 1,000 rounds and 1 pistol sleeve.  The com-
partment is even large enough to contain the CED medium size waterproof case!

Accessories Included:
• A red zippered Pistol Sleeve
• A red Universal Pouch
•  2.0 Liter Hydration Kit with drinking tube
•  A sturdy 3-legged stool with carry case
• Customized Rain Cover
• Multi-Purpose plastic Utility Box
• DAA Mag Brush
• CED Cable Combination Lock
• Custom External Belt Hanger

CED 3-Legged Stool 3LS $14.95
Replacement Buckle w/Red webbing strap BRS $4.95
Repl. Velcro Strap (to connect to trolley cart) VS $2.95
Replacement Nylon Raincoat for Backpack NRC $8.95
Replacement Hydration Kit HYDK $14.95

Replacement / Extra Accessories Available:


